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Abstract
The circumstellar environment of young stars of low and intermediate mass is
often characterized by the presence of massive disks of dust and gas, referred
to as “protoplanetary disks”. Indeed, these disks are planetary cradles. The
disks are under constant evolution, due to a combination of various physical and
chemical processes, e.g., grain growth, accretion, gas-dust interactions, and the
potential interaction with massive bodies forming within the disk. The overall
disk structure, and hence its observational appearance, is a good proxy for the
ongoing processes.
Inferring the structure of protoplanetary disks in an unambiguous way requires
observational data at high spatial resolution, i.e., which spatially resolve the
circumstellar environment. The main technique that is used in this work is
mid-infrared interferometry. Radiative-transfer simulations of the disks, which
fully model the scattering, absorption, and subsequent re-emission of stellar
photons by the disk material, allow us to interpret the observations.
This thesis first presents two case studies of individual objects. For the first
object, the low-mass young star TWHya, the unique combination of high-
spatial-resolution data from near-infared to centimeter wavelengths leads to
a well-defined model for the circumstellar dust distribution. The disk can
be described as having an inner cavity with a rounded rim, and a centrally
concentrated distribution of large grains. For the second object, the intermediate-
mass object HD179218, a three-dimensional model for its protoplanetary disk
is presented. This model not only shows that the disk has a large inner gap,
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but also provides evidence for the gap being eccentric.
The second part of this work is the study of a large, statistically relevant sample
of intermediate-mass young objects. Again, indications for the gapped nature
of many protoplanetary disks are found. The outcome of this study extends the
existing classification of disk objects, and sheds new light on the evolutionary
connection between individual objects.
The leitmotif throughout this thesis is the search for the footprints of massive
(proto)planets in disks. Many aspects of this work indeed contribute to a general
picture in which these disks are strongly altered by ongoing planet formation.
Samenvatting
Rondom jonge sterren van lage en intermediaire massa worden vaak massieve
schijven van stof en gas gevonden. Men noemt deze schijven “protoplanetair”: ze
bevatten de bouwstenen voor planeten. De schijven evolueren voortdurend door
een combinatie van verschillende fysische en chemische processen, bv. stofgroei,
accretie, stof-gas interacties en de mogelijke interactie met massieve objecten
gevormd in de schijf. De globale schijfstructuur, en dus ook het uitzicht van de
schijf, blijkt goede diagnostische kenmerken te bevatten voor de processen die
aan de gang zijn.
Om de structuur te bepalen van protoplanetaire schijven zijn er observationele
gegevens nodig bij hoge ruimtelijke resolutie, die de schijf dus ruimtelijk oplossen.
De belangrijkste techniek waarvan gebruik gemaakt wordt in dit werk is mid-
infrarood interferometrie. Simulaties van het stralingstransport binnen schijven,
die de interactie van stellaire fotonen met het schijfmateriaal beschrijven, laten
ons toe om observaties te interpreteren.
In dit proefschrift presenteer ik eerst de gedetailleerde studies van twee specifieke
objecten. Voor het eerste object, de jonge ster van lage massa TWHya,
wordt beschreven hoe een unieke combinatie van hoge-resolutie data van nabij-
infrarood tot centimeter golflengtes leidt tot een goed model voor de schijf. Het
schijfmodel bevat een centraal gat met een afgeronde rand, en een verdeling van
grote stofkorrels die naar binnen toe geconcentreerd zijn. Voor het tweede object,
het object van intermediaire massa HD179218, wordt een volledig 3D-model
voor de schijf gepresenteerd. Dit model toont niet alleen aan dat deze schijf een
vii
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groot gat bevat, maar geeft ook aanwijzingen dat dit gat elliptisch is.
Het tweede deel van dit werk is de studie van een groot sample van jonge objecten
met intermediaire massa. Opnieuw blijken er voor veel schijven indicaties te
zijn voor gaten. De resultaten van deze studie breiden de bestaande classificatie
van schijfobjecten uit en geven nieuwe inzichten in de evolutionaire connectie
van bepaalde objecten.
De rode draad doorheen dit proefschrift is de zoektocht naar sporen van
massieve (proto)planeten in schijven. Vele aspecten van dit werk ondersteunen
een algemeen beeld waarin deze schijven sterk beïnvloed worden door
planeetvorming.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The biggest achievement astronomy can reach is not to discover the most distant
galaxy, to identify the most massive star, or to spot the most energetic elemental
particle. The biggest achievement astronomy can reach is explaining why, in
the end, people are there to do astronomy.
Objects in the Universe tend to be old and to evolve extremely slowly. The
age of our Sun is a third of the age of the Universe itself. With an age of 4.5
billion years, the Earth is not much younger than our Sun. Even Life itself is
very old: the first traces of cells are 3.6 billion years old. It is therefore both
admirable and worrisome that modern science, altogether not even 500 years
old1 has the ambition to explain why Life on Earth is there. Still, Darwin’s
theory learns us that ambition is most likely a good human capacity (since the
gene(s?) for ambition still are part of the human genome), which makes us
confident (another human capacity) to continue the quest.
1taking Copernicus’s De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (1543) as a starting point
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2 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The origin of the Solar System
The finite age of the Earth, the Sun, and more generally speaking the Solar
System, learns us that these celestial bodies have not always been there. About
5 billion years ago, the material of which the entire Solar System currently is
comprised made part of a large nebula of gas and dust. The nebula hypothesis
dates back to the German philosopher Immanuel Kant, who correctly argued
that the planets in our Solar systems were formed from “left-overs” of the initial
gas cloud from which the Sun was formed. In addition, Kant realized that the
collapse of the initial nebula led to a strongly flattened distribution of material,
due to the conservation of angular momentum. The disk-like structure of the
early Solar System is still imprinted in its current state, where the eight planets
and asteroid belt orbit the Sun in a largely coplanar configuration.
The gaseous and dusty environment of the young Sun is referred to as the
Solar Nebula. From the observed structure and the distribution of mass within
the planets, people defined the concept of the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula
(MMSN): an estimate for the minimal amount of mass that was distributed
throughout the initial disk. The distribution has an approximate surface density
that goes with the radius R as
Σ ∝ R−p, (1.1)
where p = 1.5 (Weidenschilling 1977b). The MMSN is assumed to possess
a continuous gas surface density, whereas the surface density for the dust is
proposed to have a jump in surface density around 2.7 au, corresponding to
the temperature at which hydrogen compounds as water, NH3, and CH4 freeze
out of the gas phase (Hayashi 1981). Interestingly, this discontinuity lies at
the boundary between the current location of the rocky, terrestrial planets
(Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars) and the gas giants (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune). The possibility of early planet cores to accrete ices strongly
increases their potential mass, making it possible to accrete gas and become a
gas giant.
The MMSN assumes that planets formed at the radial location where they
currently reside. More recent models of the early Solar System show that it
was probably much more dynamic (e.g., Tsiganis et al. 2005; Walsh et al. 2011).
Updates incorporating new observations and simulations show that the MMSN
may have been significantly more massive (Desch 2007). Still, a profile of the
form in Eq. (1.1) is found to be representative for the initial gas-dust disk.
An impression of the initial dynamical Solar System is given in Fig. 1.1. The
work depicts the idea of the Grand Tack model (Walsh et al. 2011), which
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Figure 1.1: Artist’s impression of the early Solar System, visualizing the Grand
Tack Model. Marie Jo Parron, Le Grand Tack ou la migration des géantes.
suggests that the combined inwards and outwards motion (“migration”) of
Jupiter and Saturn through the Solar System led to its current form.
The current Sun is about halfway in its evolution towards a red giant.
1.2 The formation of stars & planets
Many stars throughout the Galaxy are observed to be in a much earlier phase
of their evolution. In the local Galactic neighborhood of the Sun, the Gould
Belt defines a flattened system of young stars with a dimension of ∼ 1000pc
(for reviews, see Poppel 1997; Bobylev 2014). The entire structure is not older
than 60Myr, and contains most stars of spectral type O-B2 in the direct Solar
environment. In addition, the Gould Belt comprises the nearest sites of ongoing
star formation, like Taurus and Orion, and large amounts of cold atomic and
molecular gas are associated with it.
4 INTRODUCTION
The combination of massive stars, star formation, and regions of dense molecular
gas is not coincidental. Stars form when molecular clouds become gravitationally
unstable, collapse, and become sufficiently dense to ignite the nuclear fusion
of hydrogen into helium. Depending on the mass that gets incorporated in
the star, we distinguish between low-/intermediate-mass (M? . 8M; 1M
is one Solar mass) and massive (M? & 8M) star formation. Since massive
stars evolve more rapidly and are much shorter lived than lower-mass objects,
we expect the position of the bright, massive objects to correlate strongly with
regions of recent and ongoing star formation. This is indeed what is observed
for the Gould Belt.
1.2.1 Stages of star formation
The transformation from a dense molecular core to a main-sequence star, the
evolutionary phase in which the formed star burns H in its core, is a step-wise
process. Observationally, the different stages can be distinguished based on the
spectral energy distribution (SED), or more precisely, on its 2-25µm spectral
slope:
αIR =
d log λFλ
d log λ (1.2)
(see, e.g., Williams & Cieza 2011 and references therein). The following
evolutionary classes of young stellar objects (YSOs) are identified:
Class 0: αIR = undef. Class II: −1.6 < αIR < −0.3
Class I: αIR > 0.3 Class III: αIR < −1.6
Flat spectrum: −0.3 < αIR < 0.3
The presumed evolutionary connection between the different classes is depicted
in Fig. 1.2, and an overview of the process is given below (see, e.g., Bodenheimer
2011):
1. The dense pre-stellar core continues the collapsing process and becomes a
stellar core. Gravitational energy is dissipated at the accretion shock front,
which forms the boundary of the core. Optical photons are absorbed and
re-emitted in the far-infrared, and the protostar initially has the emission
spectrum of a cold black body (T . 70K). This is the Class 0 phase.
2. As more and more material is accreted, the conservation of angular
momentum leads to the formation of an accretion disk, with temperatures
in the range 100-800K. Part of the infalling material is ejected under
the form of bipolar outflows (voutflow = 100-300 km s−1). The (optially
obscured) object appears as a Class I object.
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3. When all material of the envelope is accreted or swept away by the
outflows, the object becomes an optically visible Class II object. This
transition corresponds to the onset of the pre-main-sequence phase. The
central star is still surrounded by a disk, which is passively heated by the
star. Depending on the stellar mass, the young object is called a TTauri
star (M? < 2M) or a Herbig Ae/Be star (M? > 2M).
4. Various processes lead to the dispersal of the disk. These processes
are described below. The formation of planets may occur during this
evolutionary phase, which may change the observational appearance of
the Class II object. In the final stage of star formation, the considered
objects have a Class III appearance, in which the SED either has no or
only a very weak remaining infrared excess.
The above evolution is not representative for stars with masses above 8M.
These objects likely evolve so fast that they only become optically visible after
reaching the main sequence, i.e., when the star-formation process itself is already
completed. In this work, I will focus on Class II objects of low and intermediate
mass.
1.2.2 Protoplanetary disks and their properties
The conservation of angular momentum leads to the formation of a disk around
the forming star. This apparent “byproduct” contains the building blocks for
planets, hence the appropriate name protoplanetary disk. As for the interstellar
medium (ISM), protoplanetary disks are composed of a mixture of gas and dust.
For most of the protoplanetary disk evolution, the gas represents the dominant
component: initially, gas amounts to 99% of the disk’s mass. Observationally,
however, the emission of the dust provides the major diagnostic for the disk’s
structure and mass.
Mass. For a sample of over 150 mainly TTauri stars, Andrews & Williams
(2005) show that the median disk mass is 0.5 % of the stellar mass. An overview
of disk masses, including more massive young stellar objects, is included in
Williams & Cieza (2011). The estimation of disk masses is based on the
millimeter flux of the dust, but the conversion to the total disk mass has
considerable uncertainties. These uncertainties include the dust opacity at
millimeter wavelengths, the gas-to-dust ratio of the disks, and the amount of
dust that is present under the form of large (a > 1 cm) grains.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic overview of the different evolutionary stages of
low/intermediate-mass star formation. The left column of the figure is a
pictorial representation of the objects, the right column represents the spectral
energy distribution of the corresponding objects. Based on a similar sketch in
the PhD thesis of Roy van Boekel. Left figure courtesy of Antonella Natta,
Mark McCaughrean, Carsten Dominik, and Vincent Icke.
Dust composition. The main constituents of ISM dust are small (a . 0.1µm)
grains of silicates, graphite, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs;
Draine 2003). In the dense circumstellar environment, dust that initially has
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an ISM composition is being altered considerably.
Silicate grains are the main contributors to the infrared spectra of protoplanetary
disks around low- and intermediate-mass young stars (e.g., for Herbig Ae/Be
stars: Malfait et al. 1998b; Bouwman et al. 2001; Acke & van den Ancker 2004;
van Boekel et al. 2005; for TTauri stars: Meeus et al. 2003; Przygodda et al.
2003). Compared to the ISM silicate grains, the mid-infrared 10-µm spectra
indicate that grains clearly grow to (at least) micron sizes within the disks,
and the silicate bands in the spectra of several objects indicate the presence
of crystalline silicates. High-angular-resolution observations for a few objects
show that crystalline grains are concentrated to the inner regions of the disks
(van Boekel et al. 2004; Schegerer et al. 2008). In at least one protoplanetary
disk, the formation of crystalline silicates was observed on a timescale of a few
years, and the formation process has been associated with a stellar outburst
(Ábrahám et al. 2009; Juhász et al. 2012).
Apart from silicates, PAHs have their imprint on the mid-infrared spectra of
disks. The emission bands allow us to trace the carbonaceous component of the
material (e.g., Acke et al. 2010). Maaskant et al. (2014) show how the ionization
state of the PAH emission can be related to the disk structure. Since PAHs are
easily excited at large distances from the star, spatially resolved observations
allow for tracing the outer-disk surface (e.g., Lagage et al. 2006).
The combination of PAHs and amorphous/crystalline silicates of (sub-)micron
sizes is sufficient to model the mid-infrared spectra of protoplanetary disks (e.g.,
Juhász et al. 2010). Evidence for further growth to millimeter sizes follows
from the determination of the (sub-)millimeter slope. This quantity turns out
to be significantly shallower than for the ISM (see, e.g., the classical work of
Beckwith & Sargent 1991). A natural explanation is the growth of micron-sized
to millimeter-sized grains, given that the latter grains tend to flatten the spectral
index of the long-wavelength SED (e.g., D’Alessio et al. 2001).
Surface density. Millimeter observations that spatially resolve the disks allow
us to estimate the radial distribution of the disk’s material. Classically, two
kinds of surface-density profiles are used to model the observational data: the
power law in Eq. (1.1) and an exponentially tapered power law
Σ ∝ R−γ exp
[(
− R
Rc
)2−γ]
, (1.3)
with the parameters γ and Rc (for the physical motivation of the latter profile,
see Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974). Different studies that model large samples
of disks with the surface density in Eq. (1.3), find γ . 1.1 (Andrews et al.
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2009, 2010; Isella et al. 2009). The general consensus of these works is that
protoplanetary disks have flatter density profiles than the canonical MMSN
power law with an exponent p = 1.5 (see Williams & Cieza 2011).
The above statistical studies assume that the dust and the gas have a radially
homogeneous distribution (in addition to a vertically homogeneous distribution,
see below). Spatially resolved observations at different millimeter wavelengths
give an increasing amount of evidence that not only the gas and the dust are
differently distributed, but also the individual dust components. Continuum (i.e.,
dust) and CO-gas millimeter observations of the low-mass object TWHya show
that the gas emission is much more extended than the (millimeter-sized) dust
(Rout > 125 au vs. Rout = 60 au, respectively; Andrews et al. 2012). For another
low-mass object, millimeter observations indicate a radially changing maximum
grain size, from submillimeter-sized grains in the outer disk to millimeter- and
centimeter-sized grains in the inner disk (Pérez et al. 2012).
Vertical density profile. A passive protoplanetary disk is assumed to be in
(vertical) hydrostatic equilibrium, where the vertical component gz of the stellar
gravity is supported by the vertical gas-pressure gradient
dP
dz = −ρ gz. (1.4)
Here, P and ρ are the gas pressure and density. Under the assumption that
the disk is geometrically thin and vertically isothermal, Eq. (1.4) leads to the
following description of the vertical density profile (e.g., Armitage 2007):
ρ(z) = ρ(z = 0) e−z
2/2h2 , (1.5)
where h is the scale height of the disk. The ratio h(r)/r of the height and the
radius determines the overall profile of the disk. Disks for which this ratio
increases with radius are flaring, and have a bowl-like profile.
More advanced (semi)analytical descriptions of passive disks have been developed
(e.g., Chiang & Goldreich 1997; D’Alessio et al. 1998; Dullemond et al.
2001). The more modern approach is to do Monte Carlo radiative transfer,
i.e., iteratively calculating the vertical density and temperature structure by
simulating the reprocessing of stellar photons interacting with the disk material
(e.g., Dullemond & Dominik 2004a). Iterations also allow us to calculate the
vertical settling of large grains (Dullemond & Dominik 2004b; Mulders &
Dominik 2012), which decouple from the gas and get concentrated towards the
disk’s midplane. Radiative-transfer modeling is further discussed in Sect. 1.3.4.
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1.2.3 Disk dispersal
The transition from a Class II to a Class III object (Fig. 1.2) is a process in
which most of the disk material is dissipated. Studies of young stellar clusters
have shown that half of the population of young stars looses their disk in
∼ 3Myr (e.g., Haisch et al. 2001), a timescale that is similar to the time on
which accretion is halted (e.g., Fedele et al. 2010). Recent refinements on
the age estimates of these clusters show that the evolution of disks may take
significantly longer, though (Bell et al. 2013).
The evolution of protoplanetary disks is influenced by several physical processes,
including the viscous evolution of the disk, photoevaporation, grain growth, and
planet formation. The latter two are discussed in the section below (Sect. 1.2.4).
Viscous transport allows the disk material to be accreted while angular
momentum is transported outwards (i.e., angular momentum must be conserved).
Photoevaporation, on the other hand, is a process in which stellar UV photons
(and X-ray photons), ionizing and heating the gas in the disk’s surface, lead to
the evaporation of this gas.2 Combining the two mechanisms led to the “UV
switch” idea (Clarke et al. 2001; Alexander et al. 2006):
1. In the first few Myr, the mass loss M˙wind in the photoevaporative wind is
largely compensated by the accretion rate M˙ through the disk.
2. At a certain point, the decrease in accretion reaches a level where M˙ ≈
M˙wind. At this point, gas lost by photoevaporation is no more compensated
for. At a certain radius within the disk, corresponding to the point where
the thermal energy of the gas is larger than the gravitational energy, a
gap starts to form within the disk.
3. The inner disk rapidly drains on the star (within ∼ 105 yr), and the gas
in the now fully exposed outer disk is rapidly dispersed.
The corresponding evolutionary picture is shown in Fig. 1.3. A different wind
mechanism, the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) disk wind (Blandford & Payne
1982), is also indicated in this figure. MHD outflows may contribute to disk
dispersal if the associated magnetic fields are sufficiently large (Alexander et al.
2014, and references therein). However, limited information is available about
the magnetic-field strength around Herbig Ae/Be stars (e.g., Wade et al. 2007),
so the exact contribution of this wind mechanism is uncertain.
2In dense circumstellar environments with an intense radiation field of massive stars,
external photoevaporation may play an important role (e.g., Johnstone et al. 1998).
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the disk dispersal process. Initially, the
accretion dominates the disk evolution. Once photoevaporation overcomes the
decreased accretion rate, the disk is rapidly cleared from the inside-out. Figure
from Alexander et al. (2014).
1.2.4 From grain growth to planet formation
A protoplanetary disk may then indeed contain the building blocks for planets,
but the actual transition of interstellar sub-micron-sized grains to genuine
planets requires crossing at least 12 orders of magnitude in size.
As mentioned in Sect. 1.2.2, observational evidence for millimeter- to centimeter-
sized grains in disks indeed is found. Simulations of grain growth in the dense
disk environments indeed show that the initial coagulation steps to macroscopic
grains are fast (e.g., Dullemond & Dominik 2005; Birnstiel et al. 2010). Further
growth to meter-sized grains is impeded by several mechanisms. First, larger
grains are less coupled to the gas and reach relative velocities making collisions
destructive rather than sticking. Second, the pressure-supported gas disk has
a slightly sub-Keplerian orbital velocity, as opposed to the Keplerian velocity
that (decoupled) meter-sized bodies need to stay in orbit. As a consequence,
these bodies experience a constant head wind and a loss in angular momentum,
making them spiral inwards and fall on the star (Weidenschilling 1977a).
Several solutions to this “meter-sized barrier” have been proposed. Icy grains
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are found to be much more sticky, and fluffy coagulation of these icy grains
may directly lead to planetesimal-sized objects (e.g., Okuzumi et al. 2012).
Alternatively, a few “lucky” grains that grew to larger sizes may sweep up a
large population of small grains (Windmark et al. 2012). A third solution could
be that the disk structure itself provides mechanisms to stop the radial drift of
larger grains (Pinilla et al. 2012b). A recent overview of planetesimal-formation
mechanisms can be found in Johansen et al. (2014).
Once a population of planetesimals if formed, competitive accretion may lead
to massive bodies of a few Earth masses. At a certain point, a body may
become so massive that a run-away accretion of gas is initiated. The end
product of the accretion process is a Jupiter-like gas giant, which has cleaned
out most disk material in its orbit. This is the idea of the core-accretion
paradigm for giant-planet formation (e.g., Pollack et al. 1996). An alternative
idea for planet formation is gravitational instability, in which fragments of the
outer protoplanetary disk fragment under their own self-gravity and collapse
to directly form a gas giant (e.g., Boss 1997). A recent review on the two
paradigms is presented in Helled et al. (2014).
1.2.5 Debris disks and exoplanets
The end product of star formation is a Class III object, which has lost most of
its gas. What remains in the disk is a collection of dusty debris, i.e., a debris
disk, and potentially a genuine planet system.
Evidence for debris-disk objects came relatively early. A nice example is the
directly imaged, edge-on disk around β Pictoris (Smith & Terrile 1984). Images
at far-infrared wavelengths show that debris-disk environments are still highly
dynamic, with destructive collisions between rocky bodies (e.g., Acke et al.
2012). A debris disk may therefore not only be a short end phase of the star
formation process: the replenishment of small grains can also produce and
maintain debris disks around older stars (e.g., Kim et al. 2005).
Until the mid-1990s, the Solar system remained the only known genuine
planetary system.3 The first discovery of a planet around a main-sequence star
(other than the Sun) was presented in Mayor & Queloz (1995). The planetary
system was found to be very atypical compared to ours: the single planet has
a mass similar to Jupiter’s (Mplanet ≥ 0.5MJup), but orbits its parent star in
only 4.2 days. Planet-formation theories have difficulties to explain the close-in
formation of massive planets. It is therefore likely that the planet migrated
3Planetary companions had been detected around a pulsar (Wolszczan & Frail 1992), a
(non-stellar) remnant of massive star evolution.
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Figure 1.4: Field of view of the Kepler Mission, indicating the stars around
which planet candidates are found (by January 7, 2013). A primary result of
the Kepler Mission is that Earth-like planets may be ubiquitous in our Milky
Way. Credit: NASA/Kepler mission.
inwards to its current position through planet-disk interactions, after being
formed further out in the disk (Lin et al. 1996).
To date, 20 years later, over 1900 planets have been confirmed. The population
of known extrasolar planets is consistent with every star of the Milky Way
hosting (on average) one or more planets (Cassan et al. 2012). The currently
most productive survey for extrasolar planets is the Kepler Mission (e.g., Borucki
et al. 2010; Batalha et al. 2013). An overview of the Kepler planet candidates
is shown in Fig. 1.4. Extrapolating the currently detected population of Kepler
exoplanets shows that about 5% of the Sun-like stars may harbor Earth-like
planets with an orbital period of 200 to 400 days (Petigura et al. 2013). Twins
of our Earth may therefore be ubiquitous.
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Figure 1.5: Multi-wavelength view of three disks in the Orion Nebula. The upper
images are obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope in the visible; the lower
images were taken with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array. Observations at
different wavelengths trace similar and different disk properties. Figure adapted
from Mann et al. (2014).
1.3 Inferring the structure of Herbig Ae/Be disks
In the last decade, our understanding of the structure and evolution
of protoplanetary disks has drastically improved, both through stronger
computational and observational capacities. Fig. 1.5 nicely demonstrates what
currently is possible from an observational point of view. The upper three
images are Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images in the visible wavelength
range (Bally et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2005); the lower images were recently
obtained with the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) at a wavelength
λ = 856µm (Mann et al. 2014). The upper and lower images clearly show
the same three disks (the third object is a binary object), but the inferred
information is both remarkably similar and different. For each object, both
images trace the location, orientation, and overall extent of the disk. The upper
images, however, show stellar photons scattered by small grains in the upper
disk layers, whereas the lower images trace the global distribution of grains. In
addition, the dark band in the upper images shows the extreme optical depth
of the disk’s midplane to optical photons, while a significant fraction of the
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emission in the lower images is optically thin.
This work focuses on the structure of disks around Herbig Ae/Be stars. Herbig
Ae/Be stars were identified as a class of objects by Herbig (1960; reviews can
be found in Waters & Waelkens 1998 and Natta et al. 2000). The objects
represent the Class II objects of intermediate masses (2M < M? < 8M), as
opposed to the (low-mass) TTauri stars and (high-mass) massive YSOs (Stahler
& Palla 2005). The lower-mass Herbig Ae/Be stars are usually referred to as the
Herbig Ae stars and share several properties with TTauri objects, precursors
of solar-type stars. Herbig Ae stars have a higher luminosity, though, which
makes them easier to study.
It may be confusing that the distinction between Herbig Ae and Herbig Be stars
does not correspond to a distinction in spectral type A and B, but rather to
a stellar-mass criterion with M? ≈ 3.5M as the separation line. The disks
around Herbig Be stars share several properties with the ones around lower-mass
Herbig Ae stars (e.g., dust composition and mineralogy, overall mid-infrared
appearance),4 but are found to be flatter and more compact (e.g., Verhoeff et al.
2012), and less massive (e.g., Alonso-Albi et al. 2009). At least part of these
differences may be related to the stronger UV radiation field of the central stars,
causing photoevaporation of the outer disk regions to be more efficient than for
lower-mass objects (e.g., Gorti & Hollenbach 2009).
1.3.1 Insights from SED modeling
The launch of the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) in 1983 marked the
start of a new era in the study of protoplanetary disks. Photometric observations
of astronomical sources allowed us not only to identify the objects with infrared
excesses like in Fig. 1.2 (e.g., Oudmaijer et al. 1992), but also provided the
information to investigate the disk hypothesis for young stars (e.g., Rucinski
1985).
Already on the basis of the SEDs, it was realized early on that Herbig Ae/Be
stars, and more specifically their circumstellar environments, come in different
flavors (e.g., Hillenbrand et al. 1992). Waelkens et al. (1994) and Malfait et al.
(1998b) indicated a group with a single-peaked and a group with a double-peaked
infrared excess. The latter group was suggested to be a more evolved version of
the former, and the formation of a gap may be associated with the mid-infrared
dip in the SED.
4Note that this is in contradiction with earlier work, which even suggested that most
Herbig Be stars may lack disks (see, e.g., Natta et al. 2000).
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160 C. P. Dullemond and C. Dominik: Flaring vs. self-shadowed disks
Fig. 1. Two examples of SEDs of Herbig Ae stars of the sample of
Meeus et al. showing the qualitative difference in the SEDs of group I
sources and group II sources.
suggests that dust settling is the mechanism behind the group II
type SEDs.
In this paper we will demonstrate a more direct, though pos-
sibly related, way of causing a disk to have a group II type SED.
It is the effect of self-shadowing. If the disk’s geometric thick-
ness H/R is a monotonic increasing function of radius R, then
the disk is flaring, and can capture stellar radiation at all radii.
If, on the other hand, the ratio H/R becomes smaller as one
goes to larger radii, then the disk becomes self-shadowed: the
inner disk regions cast a shadow over the outer disk regions.
As the shadow deprives the outer regions from most of their ir-
radiation flux (only indirect irradiation remains possible, but is
rather weak), the far-IR emission is strongly suppressed. This
works even without the need of a factor of 3 to 5 reduction
in H, as long as the outer parts of the disk are in the shadow
of the inner parts. Dust settling could be a possible mechanism
causing such a shadowing (Dullemond & Dominik in prep.),
but another possibility is the vertical optical depth of the disk,
as we will show in this paper.
We will show that an important role in the self-shadowing is
played by the disk’s puffed up inner rim. The existence of such
a structure was inferred from observations of Herbig Ae/Be
stars in the near-IR. Virtually all Herbig Ae/Be stars show a
prominent thermal bump in their SEDs around 3 µm. Since a
simple flaring disk model is not capable of reproducing it, sev-
eral authors invoke additional non-disk components to explain
this feature (Miroshnichenko et al. 1997, 1999; van den Ancker
et al. 2000). But Natta et al. (2001) have drawn attention to the
importance of the inner hole in the disk caused by dust evap-
oration, and the emission from the inner rim of the dusty part
of the disk. It was shown by Dullemond et al. (2001, hence-
forth DDN01) that the model of Chiang & Goldreich, extended
by a self-consistent (though simplified) description of the inner
rim, could indeed explain the entire SEDs of Herbig Ae stars,
in particular those of group I. An important feature of these
models is that the inner rim of the dusty disk is puffed-up as a
result of its direct exposure to the light of the central star. The
rim therefore casts a shadow over part of the disk, typically
from the location of the rim (∼0.5 AU) out to about ∼5 AU.
Only further out the surface height of the disk becomes suffi-
ciently high to cause the upper layers of the disk to reach out
of the shadow wedge cast by the inner rim (see Fig. 8 left).
While the DDN01 models work best for group I sources,
they can also fit group II sources (even without dust settling).
But these fits require an unlikely termination of the disk just
outside of the shadow cast by the inner rim (Dominik et al.
2003). It seems unlikely that all group II sources have such a
fine-tuned outer radius. For some sources it is also known from
other observations that the disks are much larger (Mannings
& Sargent 1997). Dominik et al. argue that the inferred small-
ness of the flaring part of the disk may in fact be a hint that
these disks are fully self-shadowed, i.e. that the inner rim
shadows the entire disk. However, no detailed models of such
self-shadowed disks were given.
A consistent discription of self-shadowed (non-flaring)
disks can only be achieved by employing a 2D (axisymmetric)
or 3D radiative transfer code to compute the temperature struc-
ture of the disk. By also computing the vertical density structure
of the disk simultaneously, it can be investigated if, and under
what circumstances non-flaring or self-shadowed disks can ex-
ist. A first attempt in this direction was done by Dullemond
(2002, henceforth D02). Using a grey 2D radiative transfer
code it was shown that disks with a high optical depth flare
in the way described by DDN01 (inner rim, shadow and outer
flaring part). But when the optical depth of the disk is below
a certain threshold, the entire disk drops into the shadow of its
own inner rim (see Fig. 8 right). The resulting SED turns out to
be very similar to group II sources: a strong near IR bump and
a weak far-IR flux with a steep slope. In the D02 paper it was
therefore suggested that the group II type of SED is caused by
self-shadowing, instead of a mere flattening of a flaring disk.
In spite of these new findings, a number of important ques-
tions remain to be answered before firm conclusions can be
drawn. In particular, the assumption of grey opacities in D02
is very unrealistic. If the disk is dominated by small grains (as
indicated by the prominent emission features) the opacity is far
from grey. It is possible that real opacities will change the pic-
ture considerably. Moreover, with real opacities we can com-
pare the model to the observations in more detail, and we can
assign realistic masses to our disk models where previously we
could only speak of the optical depth. Therefore, the present
paper addresses the following issues:
– Does the group I/II explanation in terms of flaring/self-
shadowed still hold when real opacities are used? If so, for
which disk parameters do we get flaring or self-shadowed
disks? Does dust grain growth play a role in the division
between group I and group II sources?
– Will self-shadowed disks provide the 10 micron feature in
emission, as seen in most group II sources? In the simple
picture of a CG97 or DDN01 disk, these features are al-
ways formed in the superheated layer created by dust di-
rectly illuminated by the star. In a self-shadowed disk the
disk surface is not directly irradiated.
– What do the models predict for the (sub-)mm flux and
slope for group I and group II disks? The grey models were
Figure 1.6: Example of a group I and a group II SED. The characteristic bump
at λ ∼ 50µm distinguishes the group I from th group II source. Figure adapted
from Dullemond & Dominik (2004a).
To date, the classification of Meeus et al. (2001) is the most popular and mostly
used classification. It is based on the SED of the Herbig Ae/Be stars: group
II objects have a power-law-like mid-infrared SED, while group I objects have
an additional cold black-body-like component (“bump”) in that wavelength
range. An example of a group I and a group II SED is shown in Fig. 1.6. The
proposed interpretation is that group I objects have a flaring disk, whereas
the disk of group II objects is flat. Both grain growth and grain settling were
mechanisms proposed to lower the degree of flaring (Dullemond & Dominik
2004a,b). Naturally, group II sources were therefore interpreted as the successors
of group I sources.
SED information was sufficient to show that some disks around Herbig Ae/Be
objects significantly deviate from a continuous flaring or flat disk geometry. The
SED of the well kno n Herbig Ae object HD100546 was modeled with a 10-au
gap disk model (Bouwman et al. 2003). Similarly, the combination of a hot and
a cold dust component were found to be necessary for describing the SED of
HD142527 (Malfait et al. 1999), already suggesting a physically separated inner
and outer disk (e.g., Verhoeff et al. 2011).
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1.3.2 Intermezzo: spatially resolving disks
Since the structural information is convolved with information on the stellar
radiation field and the dust characteristics, disentangling the disk geometry
based on the SED only is often difficult. Spatially resolved observations therefore
prove to be essential.
A classical result in optics is that the angular resolution of a circular aperture
is limited by its diameter D and the wavelength λ of the observation:
θ ∼ λ
D
, (1.6)
where a proportionality constant of order 1 is dropped. In the visible wavelength
range, e.g., at λ = 600nm, HST (D = 2.4m) has a resolution of θ ∼ 0.05′′.
Current 10-m class telescopes equipped with adaptive optics (AO), which
actively compensate for atmospheric disturbances, allow us to reach an even
better angular resolution. An angular resolution of 0.05′′ corresponds to a scale
of 7.5 au at a typical distance of 150 pc to nearby protoplanetary disks. This is
largely sufficient to resolve a disk object, typically measuring several hundreds
of au.
Let us now reinspect Fig. 1.5. From the images, we estimate an angular
resolution of ∼ 0.1′′ for the upper row (HST) and ∼ 0.4′′ for the lower (ALMA).
For the HST images, our calculated value of 0.05 ′′ is indeed similar to the actual
resolution. However, calculating the equivalent diameter required to obtain the
angular resolution of the lower row at λ = 856µm, we find D = 400m! No
antenna of this diameter is currently available.
Interferometry provides a solution in which the resolution of an observation
is improved by combining two or more telescopes or antennas. The effective
spatial resolution of an interferometric observation with a baseline B, i.e., with
a distance B between the two combined apertures, is
θ = λ
B
. (1.7)
The ALMA observations in Fig. 1.5 were performed with a maximal baseline
Bmax = 400m, which indeed is the equivalent diameter we calculated.
Interpreting interferometric observables is based on calculating the Fourier
transform of the intensity distribution of the object under investigation. In
Chapter 2, I further elaborate on this concept.
Fig. 1.7 gives an overview of four important interferometric facilities.
Observational data of the first three facilities are analyzed in this thesis. The
Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) is an optical interferometer, on
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Figure 1.7: Several interferometric facilities that are currently available for disk
observations. From left to right and top to bottom, we see the Very Large
Telescope Interferometer (VLTI, Chile), the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
(VLA, New Mexico, USA), the Submillimeter Array (SMA, Hawaii, USA), and
the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA, Chile). Observational data of the
first three facilities are analyzed in this thesis. Image credits: ESO, VLA, SMA.
which three interferometric instruments are available: AMBER and PIONIER
in the near-infrared, and MIDI5 in the mid-infrared wavelength range. The
instruments combine four, three, and two telescopes, respectively, with a
maximal baseline of around 200m. The Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
(VLA) operates in the millimeter to meter range, and has baselines up to 36 km.
Both the Submillimeter Array (SMA) and ALMA observe in the (sub-)millimeter
wavelength range. The very recent ALMA array outweighs all current sub-
millimeter interferometers by its superior sensitivity, number of antennas (66),
and baseline lengths (up to 14 km).
5In March 2015, the MIDI instrument performed its last observations and is currently
being decommissioned.
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1.3.3 New insights from spatially resolved observations
Recent results from high-angular-resolution observations have given us new
insights in the nature of Herbig Ae/Be disks. Many group I disks were shown
to have gaps, using infrared imaging (e.g., HD142527: Fukagawa et al. 2006,
Fujiwara et al. 2006; ABAur: Honda et al. 2010; HD169142: Honda et al. 2012,
Quanz et al. 2013b), sub-mm interferometry (e.g., HD135344B: Brown et al.
2009), or mid-infrared interferometry (e.g., HD100546: Benisty et al. 2010;
HD139614: Matter et al. 2014). Maaskant et al. (2013) proposed that all group
I disks may be transition disks, i.e., have gaps. Their hypothesis is that group
I and group II disks are different outcomes of disk evolution: in flat group II
disks the outer disk has collapsed due to grain growth and settling, while in
flaring group I disks this process has been preceded by gap formation.
Apart from these radial discontinuities, observations also show azimuthal
discontinuities within the disks. Several disks are shown to have spiral structures
in their inner or outer parts (e.g., HD135344B: Muto et al. 2012; HD36112:
Grady et al. 2013, Benisty et al. 2015; V1247Ori: Kraus et al. 2013). Dark
regions seen in the outer disk of HD142527 have been associated with the
shadows cast by a warp in the inner disk (Marino et al. 2015). Some disks show
a population of large grains that is concentrated in a horseshoe-like morphology,
towards one side of the disk (e.g., HD142527: Casassus et al. 2013; Oph IRS 48:
van der Marel et al. 2013).
Combining observations at several wavelengths reveals even more complex
morphologies. The horseshoe-like concentration of grains is less apparent at
shorter wavelengths, indicating that small grains (coupled to the gas) are less
prone to the concentration mechanism.6 The concentration of large grains, which
are very sensitive to slight fluctuations in the gas pressure (e.g., Haghighipour
& Boss 2003), has been related to trapping by a massive planetary companion,
a phenomenon that is potentially unstable and may cause the observed vortices
(van der Marel et al. 2013; see also Ataiee et al. 2013). Gaps discovered in other
disks at millimeter wavelengths turn out to be missing in the near-infrared
(e.g., Muto et al. 2012; Dong et al. 2012). The different appearance of disks at
different wavelengths may be a diagnostic for the mass of a possible (sub-)stellar
companion that is needed for carving out the gap (e.g., Pinilla et al. 2012a; de
Juan Ovelar et al. 2013).
All above examples may partly be related to the formation of and the interaction
with massive planetary bodies. Perhaps the most spectacular results of disk
6However, when dust densities become comparable to gas densities, the back reaction of
the solids on the gas (see Testi et al. 2014, and references therein) will also influence the small
grains.
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Figure 1.8: Potential evidence for ongoing planet formation in the disk around
HD100546. The left image shows a Hubble Space Telescope image in visible
light of the outer disk, with the central star (digitally) subtracted. The right
image is a coronagraphic image in the near-infrared, zooming onto the inner
disk. The “blob” may be the first directly detected protoplanet around a Herbig
Ae/Be star (Quanz et al. 2013a). The cross in both images indicates the position
of the (masked) central star. Image credit: ESO/NASA/ESA/Ardila et al.
imaging are the potential direct detections of ongoing planet formation. Fig. 1.8
shows a “blob” detected within the disk around the Herbig Ae star HD100546
(Quanz et al. 2013a, 2014; Currie et al. 2014). Similar evidence has been
found for two other protoplanetary-disk objects: the Herbig Ae star HD169142
(Reggiani et al. 2014; Biller et al. 2014) and the TTauri star LkCa 15 (Kraus &
Ireland 2012).
1.3.4 Modeling spatially resolved data: radiative transfer
Direct disk observations indeed provide direct constraints on the structure of
a protoplanetary disk. However, the translation of the observables into the
physical properties of the disk requires detailed modeling.
As was already mentioned in Sect. 1.2.2, Monte Carlo radiative transfer provides
a well suited numerical framework for describing observations that probe the
structure of protoplanetary disks. The typical setup of a dust radiative-transfer
model is an initial geometry – in the considered case a disk – described as a set of
grid points. Each grid point has the optical properties of a mixture of amorphous
and/or crystalline grains with different size and shape distributions. An example
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Figure 1.9: Dependence of the absorption (full line) and scattering (dashed
line) coefficients on intrinsic dust properties, for a silicate species. The four
panels show the effect of changing the indicated property for amorphous Mg-rich
silicates of olivine stoichiometry (Mg2SiO4) with a grain size of 0.1µm for a
distribution of hollow spheres (DHS with a filling factor fDHS = 0.8; see Min
et al. 2005), always shown in blue.
of the influence of these dust characteristics on the optical properties of a silicate
dust species is shown in Fig. 1.9. Photons from a radiation source interact
with the material in the grid cells and are scattered or absorbed following the
assigned dust properties. Scattering will change the direction of the photons
interacting with the grains, whereas absorption leads to the local heating and
to the emission of photons at longer wavelengths. The radiation source in
the case of a passively irradiated protoplanetary disk is the central star, for
which a photospheric model provides the input spectrum (i.e., the photon flux
vs. wavelength). A pictorial representation for the radiative-transfer process in
the case of a disk is given in Fig. 1.10.
The Monte Carlo radiative-transfer code that is used for the disk modeling in
this thesis is MCMax, mainly developed by Michiel Min (see Min et al. 2009). The
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Figure 1.14: Journey of a photon package through the disk. The R and z coordinates refer to the
distance from the star and height above the midplane, respectively. The photon package (solid red line)
is emitted by the star at (0,0), and changes direction and frequency after each absorption/re-emission
event, until it eventually escapes the disk. The dotted line denotes the radial τ = 1 surface in the optical.
The colors indicate dust density, where darker colors mean higher densities.
increase in computational power and improvements in radiative transfer algorithms
have led to an increased use of 2D radiative transfer codes.
For this thesis, I have used the radiative transfer code MCMax, written byMichiel
Min (Min et al. 2009). It performs 3DMonte Carlo radiative transfer in a 2D axisym-
metric geometry, and hence I will refer to it as 2D radiative transfer. In addition to
determining the dust temperature, MCMax also solves for the vertical structure it-
eratively, and includes different disk physics such as dust settling (Chapter 4), dust
sublimation (Kama et al. 2009), viscous heating (Min et al. 2011) and temperature-
dependent opacities (Chapter 3). In this section, I will brieﬂy describe this code. For
a comparison with other 2D radiative transfer codes, see Pinte et al. (2009).
1.3.1 Monte Carlo radiative transfer: MCMax
A Monte Carlo code takes a probabilistic approach in order to solve the equation
of radiative transfer. The radiation ﬁeld from the central star is subdivided into a
number of chromatic photon packages, which are propagated through the disk to set
its temperature (ﬁgure 1.14). First, the code draws a random number to decide into
which direction the photon is emitted. As it travels along its path, it has a certain
probability to be absorbed, scattered or not interact in every grid cell it encounters.
The code draws another random number to decide in which grid cell the photon
package will interact according to this probability.
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Figure 1.10: The radiative-transfer process for a single photon package within a
disk. The photon is sent from the star, situated at the origin of the coordinate
sys m. Through successive interacti s with the disk material, it changes
direc on and wav length, until it scapes from the disk. The color indicates the
density of the disk material, where darker colors correspond to higher densities.
The dotted line represents the τ = 1 surface. Figure from the PhD thesis of
Gijs Mulders (Mulders 2013).
code simulates the reprocessing of stellar radiation in an axisymmetric disk. In
addition, it iteratively solves for the temperature structure and vertical density
structure. The main idea of the structure iterations is that the grains absorb
the radiation and heat the gas, letting the well-mixed dust and gas obtain their
vertical density profile (through hydrostatic equilibrium). Large grains will
decouple from the gas, though, and Mulders & Dominik (2012) implemented a
settling mechanism for large grains in MCMax.
Through ray tracing, MCMax calculates the output flux of the simulated disk
object. This “model observable” is then compared with the actual observable. By
calculating the intensity profile of the model disk on the sky, the interferometric
observables can be simulated.
A recent extension of the radiative-transfer code, MCMax3D, allows for the
calculation of disk models deviating from azimuthal symmetry. Three-
dimensional radiative-transfer models will indeed be us in Chap er 4.
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1.4 Outline of this thesis
This thesis is entitled “The structure of protoplanetary disks around
intermediate-mass young stars”, and will focus on the observational study
of protoplanetary disks using high-angular-resolution techniques.
Over the last ten years, the MID-infrared Interferometric instrument (MIDI)
on the VLTI has collected observations of over 100 young stellar objects. The
largest fraction of these objects are TTauri stars and Herbig Ae/Be stars. Even
though the high number of objects observed with MIDI, large sample surveys of
low- or intermediate-mass objects (i.e., with over seven objects) have not been
presented in the literature. Most work including MIDI data is limited to the
modeling of the circumstellar geometry of individual targets.
The aim of this work is twofold. First, by focusing on the observational study
of individual targets, we demonstrate how high-angular-resolution data, in
particular MIDI data, provide us with essential constraints on the structure of
the inner disk regions around young stars. Radiative-transfer modeling allows
for the reproduction of these observational data, and takes us to the limits of
current observational and modeling capacities. Second, in an attempt to go
beyond the fine-tuned modeling of individual objects, this work presents the
first MIDI large-sample survey of protoplanetary disks. The survey shows how
simple modeling of a versatile data set still provides meaningful results.
Most observational data in this work comes from MIDI. Chapter 2 shortly
introduces this interferometric instrument and discusses various aspects of its
operation. The chapter introduces the strategy that was defined for reducing
and calibrating observations, and the techniques that were used to optimize
the error estimation and reproducibility of the calibration. Some details on the
incorporation of the interferometric data for modeling purposes are given. The
technical details provided in this chapter represent the background information
concerning the MIDI observations in the subsequent chapters.
Even though the main focus of this work is on intermediate-mass objects,
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the low-mass object TWHya. TWHya is a prototype
for protoplanetary disks with an inner cavity. Its relative proximity makes the
object the ideal study case for investigating its disk. However, the disk structure
itself, and in particular the nature of its cavity, is a matter of debate. Our work
combines high-angular-resolution data of five different instruments, observing
from near-infrared to centimeter wavelengths, and provides the first successful
disk model explaining a full set of interferometric data.
A second case study, this time of the genuine intermediate-mass young star
HD179218, is presented in Chapter 4. The large number of MIDI observations
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that were reduced for this thesis unveiled several objects with a rich set of
archival data. The comprehensive MIDI data set for HD179218 was modeled
with a radiative-transfer disk model. For the first time, the phase information
was used for modeling a protoplanetary-disk object. Interestingly, a full 3D
treatment turns out to be necessary for describing its circumstellar environment.
Chapter 5 encompasses the main body of this work: the MIDI survey of a
sample of 64 protoplanetary disk objects, of which 34 are Herbig Ae stars.
Simple geometric models for the disks, combined with simulated observations,
show that the disks may be more versatile than previously thought. In addition,
new input information for the evolutionary scenarios of the studied objects is
acquired.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions and provides future
prospects for this thesis.

CHAPTER 2
MIDI data reduction & modeling
“Sometimes life can be very simple: if one telescope does not give enough
resolution, then why not just using two?”
2.1 The concept of interferometry
The aim of interferometry is to combine the light of two telescopes, for increasing
the spatial resolution of observations. Having two telescopes located at a
distance B from each other, one obtains the effective spatial resolution of a
single telescope with a diameter B (see also Sect. 1.3.2).
The quantity B is usually referred to as the baseline. To be more precise, what
actually matters is the projected baseline, i.e., the distance vector B connecting
the two telescopes, as seen from the celestial source that is being observed. The
components of this projected baseline along the East and North direction are
Bu and Bv, respectively. The projected baseline length is Bp =
√
B2u +B2v and
the baseline angle is ΘB = atan2(Bu, Bv) (i.e., measured East of North). In
addition, it is common to define u = Bu/λ and v = Bv/λ, the components of
the projected baseline in units of the wavelength.
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Let us consider a source with a brightness distribution I(α, β) at the angular
coordinates (α, β). The interference pattern obtained when combining the light
of two telescopes observing this source will yield the complex degree of coherence,
or complex visibility, V(u, v).1 An important theorem, the van Cittert-Zernike
theorem, relates this function V to the source brightness I for a distant source,
as follows:
V(u, v) =
∫
dα
∫
dβ I(α, β) e−2pii(αu+βv)∫
dα
∫
dβ I(α, β) . (2.1)
In words, the complex visibility is the (normalized) Fourier transform of the
brightness distribution of the observed source.
In reality, the output of interferometric observations is not really the complex
quantity V. Instead, one gets the visibility (amplitude)
V (u, v) = |V(u, v)| (2.2)
or the correlated flux
Fcorr(u, v) = |V(u, v)|Ftot, i.e., V (u, v) = Fcorr(u, v)
Ftot
(2.3)
(Ftot is the total flux at the considered wavelength). The information thus
comes in the form of the amplitude of the visibility. The absolute phase of V
is lost, due to atmospheric turbulence. Still, some phase information can be
derived by combining the atmospherically corrupted phase information into
atmospherically invariant quantities (e.g., closure phases or differential phases).
By combining several observations at several projected baselines (u, v), one can
hope to be able to constrain I. This can be done either by a direct (inverse)
Fourier transform, or by model fitting to the interferometric observables.
As indicated, Eq. (2.1) presents the van Cittert-Zernike theorem for a distant
source, or more specifically under the far-field approximation, i.e., for a small
field of view. A more general description of the theorem and a full proof can be
found in Born & Wolf (1999) and Goodman (1985). The assumption of a small
field of view is applicable in optical interferometry (i.e., at visible and infrared
wavelengths). In radio interferometry, the larger fields of view may require a
more general form to be applied (e.g., see the discussion in Carozzi & Woan
2009).
1V is a normalized complex quantity and can directly be determined from the interference
pattern (“fringes”), by measuring its contrast and the position of the central fringe with
respect to the optical axis.
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Example: a uniform disk. A classical example on how to calculate visibilities,
is the one of a circular disk of an angular diameter θ with a uniform brightness,
i.e.,
I(α, β) =
{
I0 when
√
α2 + β2 ≤ θ/2,
0 when
√
α2 + β2 > θ/2. (2.4)
Calculating the visibility using Eq. (2.2) yields
V (r) =
∣∣∣∣2 J1(piθr)piθr
∣∣∣∣ , where r = √u2 + v2 (2.5)
(remark that, by definition, V (0) = 1). Here, J1 is the first-order Bessel function
of the first kind. The visibility of this disk for a projected baseline Bp can thus
be calculated using the above equation, with r ≡ Bp/λ. For example, a star
with an angular diameter of 3mas, observed at 2.2µm on a 100-m baseline, has
V = 0.55. Conversely, obtaining V = 0.55 for this observation tells us that the
star has an angular diameter of 3mas.
2.2 Interferometry with MIDI
On a given multi-telescope infrastructure, several interferometric instruments
(“beam combiners”) can be installed, having different wavelength ranges and
spectral resolutions. On the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) in
Chile, there is one instrument that observes in the mid-infrared N band (λ = 8-
13µm): the MID-infrared Interferometric instrument MIDI.
MIDI combines only two telescopes at once, meaning it is an interferometer
in its simplest form, with only one projected baseline per observation. It is
designed like a Michelson interferometer, with two orthogonal optical axes and
a semi-transparent mirror where the two beams interfere (Fig. 2.1). The fringes
are detected along two optical arms, with a mutual phase shift of pi, by scanning
through the fringe pattern. Passing the fringes through a dispersive element,
the spectral resolution is either 30, with the PRISM disperser, or 230, with the
GRISM disperser. Typical brightness limits of the instrument with the PRISM
disperser are 0.5 Jy on the Unit Telescopes (UTs) and 10 Jy on the Auxiliary
Telescopes (ATs).
In the standard HIGH_SENS mode, a full observing sequence consists of three
steps: 1), the acquisition of the target, 2), a fringe track on the target (preceded
by a fringe search to find the fringes), and 3), a photometric observation of the
target.2 The acquisition step assures that the object is well centered in both
2A second, less frequently used mode is the SCI_PHOT mode. In this mode, interferometric
and photometric observations are obtained simultaneously.
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Figure 2.1: Instrumental layout of MIDI. The semi-transparent mirror is the
actual beam combiner, similar to a classical Michelson interferometer. Image
credits: ESO.
telescopes. During step 2, the fringes are scanned by moving the delay line. For
each step in the delay line, a spectrum of the recombined light is taken. This
allows an a posteriori determination of the correlated flux, from the subtraction
of the signal detected in the two arms (for every wavelength). Finally, in step
3, a spectrum is taken from the light of each telescope individually, passing
through the same optical system as in step 2. The spectrum is needed to
calculate the visibility V (“Ftot” in Eq. (2.2)).
An important limitation of mid-infrared observations is the strong atmospheric
background emission. Taking a mid-infrared spectrum of an object requires the
telescope to continuously obtain observations of the background (the “sky”), by
continuously switching between on-source and off-source observations, referred
to as “chopping”. The latter is the procedure that MIDI utilizes during the
photometry observations. Interestingly, for the fringe observations themselves,
a background subtraction is inherent to the observing procedure: the pi-shift
between the two optical arms and the subsequent subtraction immediately
removes the background, since the background emission in the two telescopes is
intrinsically incoherent.
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2.3 MIDI data reduction
For the data reduction in this thesis, the EWS software (Jaffe 2004) is used, in its
current 2.0 version (released on October 15, 2012). In short, the data reduction
requires two things: extracting the data for each individual observation (science
targets + calibrators) and calibrating them.
2.3.1 Data extraction
In principle, the data extraction itself is straightforward. Extensive descriptions
of the involved procedures for extracting the interferometric data can be found
elsewhere3, I only give a quick overview here:
• Data compression: the dispersed fringe-scan frames are summed along
the direction perpendicular to the spectral-dispersion direction, to get
1D spectra. A mask is used for selecting the proper area of the detector
frames.
• Fringe formation: the signal from the two optical arms (with a phase shift
pi) is subtracted, to get the fringe pattern. A high-pass filter is applied to
remove additional background contribution. This smoothing is regulated
by a parameter smooth, fixed to 0.3 s.
• Group delay determination: the interferometric signal needs to be averaged
coherently but is modulated by the known instrumental delay (i.e., the
scanning by MIDI, in addition to the VLTI delay-line compensation) and
an unknown atmospheric delay. Determining the atmospheric delay is
done by estimating the group delay, corresponding to the derivative of the
phase with respect to the frequency. Calculating the Fourier transform of
the frames, demodulated from the instrumental delay, the delay function
is obtained. Applying a smoothing parameter (gsmooth, fixed to 0.1 s),
over which the atmospheric delay is assumed to be constant, yields the
slowly varying group delay peak.
• Group delay removal and coherent averaging: knowing both the
instrumental and group delay, these modulation terms can be removed.
An additional phase bias, related to the phase shift introduced by water
vapor dispersion, is removed, before doing the final coherent averaging of
the signal.
3I highly recommend Burtscher (2011) and Burtscher et al. (2012), and of course
Walter Jaffe’s online EWS manual, where the latest version of EWS can be downloaded:
http://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/∼jaffe/ews/MIA+EWS-Manual/ews_userguide.html
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The interferometric observable, extracted from the data, is
C eiΦdiff . (2.6)
Here, C is the (uncalibrated) correlated flux (Eq. (2.3)), in counts/s. Φdiff
is the (uncalibrated) differential phase. This quantity is similar to the real
Fourier phase of the complex visibility V , but the gradient of phase with respect
to frequency is subtracted from it during the removal of the group delay (to
compensate for the atmospherically introduced modulation; see Jaffe 2004).
The extraction of the photometric data is identical to the usual extraction
of a spectrum. The same procedure is applied as in the first step of the
interferometric data extraction, preceded by a background subtraction.
• Background subtraction: first, the sky frames are subtracted from the
on-source frames.
• Data compression: the background-subtracted spectra are summed along
the direction perpendicular to the spectral-dispersion direction, to obtain
the 1D spectra. A mask is used for this. Finally, the spectra of both
telescopes are averaged.
The photometric observable is P , the uncalibrated photometric flux (i.e., the
spectrum), in counts/s.
The statistical error estimation for the (raw) interferometric and photometric
data is based on splitting up the observational data in several subsets, and
taking the variance of the data extracted from the individual subsets.
The mask that is used for the data compression is determined from the
interferometric data themselves. First, the interferometric data extraction
is done with a standard mask, for a bright calibrator. Based on the determined
atmospheric delay, a coherent 2D image of the detector frame is constructed,
which is then fit with a Gaussian mask (per wavelength bin). This yields a 2D
mask for extracting the data frame by frame. A widening factor of 1.5 is applied
(the factor parameter) on the determined Gaussian mask. This ensures that a
slight shift in position of the images on the detector would not result in a loss
of signal, when extracting with a too narrow mask. It is important that the
same mask is used for both the extraction of the science data and the calibrator
data, to avoid biases in the data calibration.
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2.3.2 Data calibration
The principle of the calibration procedure is to convert a raw flux observation
Q in counts/s into a physical flux Q in Jansky through a multiplicative factor:
Q[Jy] = Q[counts/s]
T
. (2.7)
Here, I refer to T as the transfer function. The assumption is that T can be
estimated from T c, the equivalent of Eq. (2.7) for a calibrator. Indeed, for a
calibrator Q[Jy] is known, by definition, and Q[counts/s] corresponds to the
raw calibrator observable.
Correlated flux. The correlated-flux version of Eq. (2.7) leads to the calibrated
correlated flux:
Fcorr,ν =
Cν
T ccorr,ν
, where T ccorr,ν =
Ccν
F ctot,ν V
c
ν
. (2.8)
Here, Cc is that raw correlated flux of the calibrator, F ctot is the calibrator
spectrum, and V c is the calibrator visibility. From a fit to the calibrator’s
spectral energy distribution, both the expected spectrum F ctot in the N band
and the stellar angular diameter θ can be determined. This diameter allows
the calculation of V c, via Eq. (2.5). A predefined network of calibrator objects,
with determined spectra and diameters, is available for MIDI observations (van
Boekel 2004; Verhoelst 2005). Indeed, all quantities in Eq. (2.8) are then known,
and the correlated flux of any science target can be calibrated.
Photometry. The photometry is calibrated in a similar way:
Ftot,ν =
Pν
T cphot,ν
, where T cphot,ν =
P cν
F ctot,ν
. (2.9)
Visibility. The raw visibility C/P (cf., Eq. (2.2)) is calibrated using the
following equation:
Vν =
Cν/Pν
T cvis,ν
, where T cvis,ν =
Ccν/P
c
ν
V cν
. (2.10)
2.3.3 Variable transfer functions
The measured (i.e., raw) interferometric and photometric fluxes are altered by
several processes:
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1. Atmospheric transmission: the N band is a largely transparent
atmospheric window, but the transmission is not perfect. In the middle
of the N band, between 9.2 and 10µm, there is a strong ozone band that
reduces the transmission at these wavelengths.
2. Coherence losses: atmospheric motion disturbs the wavefronts of the
incoming flux, leading to a lowering of the coherence.
3. Instrumental transmission: also the delay-line system and the instrument
influences the amount of flux that comes through.
All phenomena are to some extent variable, both in time and in airmass.
This variability has important implications on the calibration: the transfer
function T is not a constant, but a variable function. Having several calibrator
observations, it is possible to estimate the variability and take this into account
in the calibration.
It is assumed that the transfer function for any flux observable (science target and
calibrator) obtained at the time t and airmass m, can locally be approximated
as
Tν = (fν t+ gν) e−hν m. (2.11)
The transfer function thus is assumed to evolve linearly in time (for time
intervals of a few hours, for instance), with parameters fν and gν . In addition,
the airmass is assumed to exponentially reduce the transfer function, with the
parameter hν (e.g., van Boekel et al. 2005).
During a night, several calibrators are observed. Each calibrator observation
corresponds to a given (t, m) pair and allows the calculation of T cν (Eq. (2.7)).
In principle, when having enough calibrator observations, it is therefore possible
to estimate fν , gν , and hν . The number of calibrators per night is actually low,
which impedes a full parameter determination.
The time evolution of the transfer function dominates its variation (see also
Burtscher et al. 2012), and therefore optimizing the determination of fν and gν
for the prevailing observational conditions is more important than fitting hν .
In order to separate the parameter hν from the others, a generally applicable
transfer function vs. airmass relation hν is determined, based on a large database
of calibrator observations.
An equivalent of the transfer function in Eq. (2.11) for a much longer time base
(e.g., several years) can be written as
Tν = (fν t+ gν) e−hν m. (2.12)
It is easy to see that, over a long time base, fν will average out to fν = 0.
Indeed, a continuously increasing or decreasing transfer function is not expected
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Figure 2.2: Determination of hν . Top: slope fit of the transfer function at 9.5
and 10µm. Bottom: the total hν profile, i.e., plot of the slope per wavelength
channel (for PRISM observations).
over a long time base, where observational conditions will fluctuate around
a given average condition. Eq. (2.12) can then be converted in the following
relation for the calibrator observations:
log T cν = log gν − hνm. (2.13)
In words, the slope of a log T cν vs. airmass diagram corresponds to hν (Fig. 2.2).
The average hν , with an error δhν , is used as an estimation for hν in Eq. (2.11).
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The other parameters fν and gν are directly determined on the basis of the ncal
calibrator observations closest in time around the actual science observation.
For this, the following linear problem can be solved:
T cν,j = (fν tj + gν) e−hν mj , where j = 1, . . . , ncal. (2.14)
2.3.4 Data calibration 2.0
A major interest is now to extend the calibration in Sect. 2.3.2, including the
variability of the transfer function. What is required is a proper estimate for
the transfer function
Tν = Tν(t,m), (2.15)
where t and m are the time and airmass of the science-target observation.
Similarly, an error estimation δTν = δTν(t,m) is needed. For this error, two
contributions are assumed:
δTν(t,m) =
(
δ
(
(fν t+ gν) e−hνm
)2
+
(
σ
(
T cν,j e
hν mj
)
e−hνm
)2)1/2
. (2.16)
The first term corresponds to the propagated error on the transfer function
estimation, the second term involves the standard deviation of all estimations
of the airmass-corrected transfer functions, i.e., T cν,j ehν mj . This second term
takes into account the variability of the transfer function on top of the linear
trend in Eq. (2.11). I refer to Sect. 2.6 for a fully worked-out version of Tν and
the first error term.
Correlated flux. Combining Eq. (2.8) and (2.11), the following equation can
be derived:
Fcorr,ν =
Cν e
hν m
fcorr,ν t+ gcorr,ν
. (2.17)
The error on the correlated flux is taken as follows:
δFcorr,ν = Fcorr,ν
((
δCν
Cν
)2
+
(
δTcorr,ν
Tcorr,ν
)2)1/2
. (2.18)
Photometry. Exactly the same form as for the correlated flux.
Visibility. The visibility suffers less from variable atmospheric/instrumental
transmission (see Sect. 2.4.2). Only a temporal interpolation is done for
calibrating the visibilities (not involving hν).
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2.3.5 Calibration of differential phases
The differential phase, here defined as the phase with the gradient with respect
to frequency subtracted, is rather different from the three other observables
(correlated and total flux, and visibility). The different amount of water vapor
experienced by the two beams, due to the different path length in the delay-line
system, introduces a wavelength-dependent offset in the raw differential phase.
This offset can be corrected for by subtracting a calibrator differential-phase
measurement (for which the calibrated differential phase is 0):
φdiff,ν = Φdiff,ν − Φcdiff,ν . (2.19)
Also here, the principle can be extended to include transfer-function variations.
Unlike for the flux observables, where time and airmass variability is dominant,
the phase variability is dominated by the difference in delay-line length (OPD:
optical path diffence). The technique is now to do a linear fit of the raw
calibrator phase vs. OPD relation:
Φcν,j = aν OPDj + bν , where j = 1, . . . , ncal. (2.20)
The updated version of the calibration is then
φdiff,ν = Φdiff,ν − aν OPD− bν , (2.21)
with a corresponding error estimate
δφdiff,ν =
(
δΦ2diff,ν + δ(aν OPD + bν)2 + σ
(
Φcν,j − aν OPDj − bν
)2)1/2
.
(2.22)
The first term is the statistical error on the raw differential phase, the second is
the propagated error on the linear fit, and the third term measures the spread
of the calibrator observations around the fit.
2.3.6 Practical implementation and quality checks
For this thesis, the following algorithm for reducing and calibrating MIDI data
is used.
First, the full set of data of the considered night is downloaded, and the data are
extracted per observation. Calibrator observations are combined into files, per
observing mode and baseline, together with their (known) spectra and angular
diameters. This allows for an easier calculation of the transfer function for
calibrating specific science-target observations.
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In a second step, a flagging procedure is applied to the calibrator files, to identify
poor-quality calibrator observations. A calibrator observation is flagged if any
of these criteria is fulfilled:
• more than two thirds of the fringe-track frames are flagged during the
estimation of the correlated flux;
• the transfer function for the calibrator observation is a factor of 10 lower
than the median transfer function that night (Fig. 2.3);
• the transfer function for the calibrator observation deviates more than 3
times the standard deviation of the linearly detrended transfer functions
of the other calibrators, for at least two of the wavelengths 8.5, 9.5, and
12.5µm.
The first criterion concerns the fringe-track data, the others also concern the
photometry observations. The flags are included in the calibration file. In
addition, a set of diagnostic raw data plots are made. For a handful of calibrator
observations, the plots indicate some erroneous effect during the fringe track.
These observations (about 10–20) were flagged manually.
The third and final step then is the calibration of the science observation itself.
For this step, the science data are extracted using the calibrator mask of the
closest calibrator observation (in time). The calibrator file of the night is used
for the specific evaluation of the transfer function and for the error estimation.
The raw science data are checked for the following criteria:
• as for the calibrator observations, it is checked whether there is not a too
large number of flagged fringe-track frames;
• for the photometry observations, it is verified if the flux level of the
photometric observations of the two telescopes is not too different: the
criterion |PA − PB |
PA + PB
< 0.5 (2.23)
is imposed, where PA en PB are the raw fluxes in beam A and B. Larger
inconsistencies indicate that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of one of the
beams likely is too low;
• for faint targets, the sky subtraction might be problematic, and PA or PB
may turn out to be negative, which also leads to flagging.
Unlike for the calibrators, which are intrinsically comparable, the science
observations cannot be compared to other observations (except if they are
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Figure 2.3: Top: Plot of the transfer function at 3 wavelengths for one night
(2005-05-25). One correlated-flux observation is flagged for its excessively low
transfer function. Bottom: Plot of the raw calibrator differential phases at
3 wavelengths. For each curve, a different trend can be identified, which is
assumed linear in the calibration procedure.
repeated). Therefore, no relative criteria for excluding science data can be
exploited.
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2.3.7 Comparison with published data
For several targets, the published data were compared with the data obtained
from the above data reduction algorithm (one comparison is mentioned in Menu
et al. 2013). A general agreement is found in the global visibility/flux levels,
but slight deviations in the shape of the profiles can be found. Several factors
complicate a full, meaningful comparison:
• the above MIDI data reduction is based on the EWS algorithm, whereas
part of the literature is based on other reduction algorithms (e.g., MIA4);
• EWS has been updated to its 2.0 version, while less recent papers that
use EWS make use of its previous, less sensitive version;
• several calibration procedures exist: there is no standard way of selecting
calibrators, and different calibration flavors will always result in slightly
different science data.
The here defined calibration strategy maximizes the incorporation of temporal
and airmass information for the transfer-function evaluation. Also, the
algorithmic reduction strategy maximizes the reproducibility of the results.
This automated data reduction strategy therefore forms a good alternative to
the manual, fine-tuned reduction of the observations, on which the current
literature is mostly based.
2.4 Practical MIDI data modeling
After having introduced the basics of MIDI itself and the data reduction and
calibration, the MIDI data can now be introduced from a modeling perspective.
2.4.1 Calibrated MIDI data
For each observation, corresponding to a given projected baseline length Bp
and angle ΘB , the output of the data reduction and calibration is the following:
1. the correlated flux Fcorr,ν
2. the visibility Vν
4http://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/∼jaffe/ews/MIA+EWS-Manual/mia_algo.html
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3. the total flux (i.e., spectrum) Ftot,ν
4. the differential phase φdiff,ν
Not all observables are independent: by definition, the visibility is the ratio of the
correlated flux and the total flux, see Eq. (2.2). For the modeling itself, a choice
needs to be made between utilizing either the visibility as the interferometric
observable, or the combination of the correlated flux and the total flux. Note
that the total flux corresponds to the correlated flux at projected baseline 0 (by
definition, see Eq. (2.3)).
2.4.2 Visibilities vs. correlated fluxes
The same spatial information is incorporated in the correlated fluxes as in the
visibilities, which makes the modeling independent of the choice between the
two. However, from an observational point of view, the two observables are
affected by different noise sources. The choice for modeling visibilities or for
modeling correlated fluxes both has its advantages and disadvantages.
Uncalibrated visibilities are calculated by dividing raw correlated fluxes
by raw photometry. Since both observations are done directly one after
another (i.e., almost simultaneously), the net atmospheric transmission can
be considered as equal. Raw visibilities will therefore be largely independent
of the atmospheric/instrumental transmission (points 1 and 3 in Sect. 2.3.3).
For bright sources, which have high SNR flux observations, this observable is
generally more stable than directly calibrated flux observables.
Apart from this point, there are several reasons why the use of correlated fluxes
will be more advantageous. The need for visibilities to directly incorporate the
photometry can significantly lower their quality:
• The mid-infrared atmospheric and instrumental background contribution
is strong and variable. For correlated flux measurements, the fringe
scanning itself provides an intrinsic background subtraction at a high
frequency (up to 160Hz, the frame rate). For photometric measurements,
chopping is required, which is done at a frequency of typically only 2Hz.
• The light path due to chopping differs for target and sky frames. As a
consequence, the background subtraction is more difficult than for the
fringe measurement, where the light path remains essentially constant
throughout the scans.
• For AT observations, the primary beam of 1.3 arcsec is relatively close
to the VLTI field of view of 2 arcsec, and therefore almost fills the entire
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instrumental field of view (cf. for UT observations, the primary beam
is 300mas). This complicates the estimation of the sky signal on the
detector, next to the source. Even for sources as bright as 50 Jy, the
photometric observations may therefore be problematic.
Failing to extract qualitative photometry immediately impedes the estimation
of the visibility, even though the correlated fluxes may be of a high quality.
A recommended choice for modeling MIDI data is therefore to use correlated
fluxes in combination with the photometry. For the latter, all individual
photometry observations (of potentially lower quality) can be averaged to a
single high-quality spectrum. Even if the photometry of a given night was poor,
the quality of the total collection of observations will not be degraded.
A note on the field of view. The combination of the primary beam, the slit
used for the observations, and the mask used for reducing the data determine
the effective field of view of a MIDI observation. Given that MIDI is sensitive
to dust grains at a temperature of a few hundred K, the objects studied in
this thesis will have regions emitting in the mid-infrared that have typical sizes
of . 300mas (corresponding to . 50 au at a distance of 150 pc). MIDI will
therefore typically probe the entire region responsible for mid-infrared emission.
Throughout this thesis, the assumption is made that all mid-infrared emission
of material in thermal equilibrium falls within the field of view of MIDI.
It should be noted, though, that emission of stochastically heated grains may
come from much more extended regions, e.g., outside of the primary beam of
the UTs. This emission doesn’t play a role for the correlated-flux observations,
since it is overresolved. The photometric observations may underestimate the
mid-infrared emission, though, which propagates in an overestimation of the
visibilities.
2.4.3 MIDI data modeling
Visibilities or correlated fluxes provide us with information on the Fourier
transform of the observed object (Eqs (2.3) and (2.2)). Three strategies exist
to model these data:
1. Full image reconstruction: for a sufficient number of observations, a model-
independent image can be created for the science target, based on a direct
inverse Fourier transform of the observations.
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2. Geometric modeling + analytic Fourier transform: the simplest way of
modeling the intensity distribution of an observed object, is assuming it
can be approximated by some simple geometry (e.g., a uniform disk, a ring,
a Gaussian profile). For some simple geometries, the Fourier transform
can be calculated analytically, simplifying the fit of these profiles to the
data.
3. Numerical modeling + numerical Fourier transform: any model code
that is able to produce images of the simulated objects can be used for
interferometric modeling, by calculating the (numerical) Fourier transform
of the images.
In practice, the first technique is not applicable to MIDI data: the number of
observations is too low and there is no absolute phase information in the data.
Technique 2, the geometric modeling, has been a popular technique for its
simplicity and since it is widely applicable for getting first estimates of the
relevant geometric properties. Observations of circumstellar disks can be
modeled with, e.g., a simple ring model, leading to a first size estimate.
Observations of a star can be modeled with a uniform disk, for estimating
its angular diameter (see Sect. 2.1).
Only in few ideal situations, a geometric model will capture the intrinsic
complexity of the considered objects. For objects that require a more detailed
structural description, e.g., by a radiative-transfer model, technique 3 is the
most advantageous method for modeling the interferometric data. A downside
of the more detailed models is that the complexity of the model calculations
themselves often increases the difficulty to optimize model parameters to the
given data set.
Radiative-transfer modeling with MCMax. The radiative-transfer code MCMax
allows for the calculation of the temperature and vertical density structure for
a disk with a given radial density distribution (see Sect. 1.3.4).
For a calculated density and temperature structure, MCMax can create images of
the disk via ray tracing (type=‘IMAGE’ in observation file). Creating images at
different wavelengths is in principle sufficient to simulate the interferometric
observables. Indeed, based on a 2D Fourier transform, Eq. (2.3) or (2.2) allows
for the calculation of the expected correlated flux or visibility of the disk, for a
given projected baseline (Bu, Bv).5
5The actual implementation of this calculation via a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is
non-trivial. Images need to be calculated at a high resolution, to avoid pixelation effects in
regions with strong brightness gradients. Since ray tracing for calculating high-resolution
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MCMax also has the ability to directly calculate interferometric observables. Via
the observation file type=‘VISIBILITY’, it is possible to directly calculate
spectrally dispersed visibilities.6 In the file, one specifies the projected baseline
length Bp =
√
B2u +B2v (baseX), the baseline angle ΘB = atan2(Bu, Bv) (i.e.,
measured East of North) in degrees (angleX), and the disk’s inclination i in
degrees (inc).
The standard orientation of a disk in MCMax is North-South, with the inclination
itself towards the East direction (i.e., the East side of the inner disk edge of
an inclined disk faces the observer). The baseline angle ΘB specified in the
observation file hence can be seen as the relative angle between the baseline
and the major axis of the disk, measured East of North. For a more general
disk position angle P.A. (East of North; P.A. = 0 is a North-South orientation),
the baseline angle angleX should be specified as
angleX = ΘB − P.A. , (2.24)
i.e., the difference between the actual baseline angle (East of North) and the
disk’s P.A. axis (East of North).
The visibility output file contains 2 + 2nB columns, where nB is the number of
baselines. The first column contains the wavelengths, the second the total flux
(i.e., the spectrum). Column 3 to 2 + nB contain the visibility (amplitude) at
all baselines, and column 3 +nB to 2 + 2nB contain the corresponding absolute
phases. The correlated fluxes are calculated by multiplying the visibilities by
the total flux (column 2), see Eq. (2.2).
2.4.4 MIDI differential phase modeling
Absolute phase information is lost during an optical interferometry observation
(unless phase tracking on a point source is done). For MIDI observations,
the phase information is corrupted by atmospheric water vapor. Fluctuations
of the amount of water vapor introduce a linear shift with wavenumber (i.e.,
inverse wavelength) in the absolute phase. Removing this contribution in
the data reduction necessarily removes the intrinsic linear component of the
images is computationally demanding, one can make zoom images of the inner-disk region
(where sharp edges lie). A low-resolution image of the complete disk can then be resampled
to the same resolution, and the inner-disk region can be replaced by the zoom image, before
taking a two-dimensional FFT.
6In contrast to the visibility calculation in the above footnote, MCMax calculates a discrete
Fourier transform on the irregular radiative-transfer grid. In this way, disk regions with sharp
gradients (e.g., in temperature an thus brightness) are attributed a higher resolution, in a
natural way.
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interferometric phase, since the intrinsic and atmospheric component cannot be
decoupled7.
The phase information that is left is the differential phase. The quantity is
(even) more difficult to interpret than the visibilities themselves. In short, the
differential phase contains information on the symmetry of the observed object,
both spatially and across different wavelengths (e.g., photo-center shifts). Two
good discussions about the physical diagnostics of the differential phase can be
found in Deroo et al. (2007) and Tristram et al. (2014).
Even though the differential phase is an intuitively difficult quantity, it can
directly be included in the modeling. Based on the absolute Fourier phase φ,
the differential phase φdiff can be estimated in (at least) two ways:
1. Via the subtraction of the linear trend with wavenumber: do a linear fit
to the (1/λ, φ˜λ) profile in the N band, and subtract this trend from φ˜λ,
i.e.,
φdiff,λ = φ˜λ − p0 − p1/λ, (2.25)
where p0 and p1 are the linear fit coefficients. φ˜ is the unwrapped absolute
phase φ: it is necessary to make φ continuous in wavelength by removing
360◦ phase jumps.
2. Via the calculation of the group delay: a second, more accurate estimation
of the φdiff simulates the actual operation of the data-reduction process.
Via a Fourier transform of the spatial coherence function, one obtains the
delay function. The location of the maximum in this delay function, the
group delay δ, can be combined with the complex visibility V as
Vν e2piiδ/λ. (2.26)
It can be shown that the phase of (a modified version of) this function
corresponds to the differential phase.8
The second method not only includes phase information, but also takes the
object’s flux across the N band into account (via V, see Eq. (2.1)). This
“weighting” makes method 2 more representative for the real observing process.
In principle, the phase information is extremely valuable. Intrinsically, it is a
much more robust observable, since it is largely insensitive to the atmospheric
flux transmission. It also has a strong diagnostic for weak asymmetries and
7unless a phase-reference object, e.g., an unresolved star, is observed simultaneously.
8On http://www.blackholes.de/code/midi_comp.pro, the homepage of Konrad Tristram,
a full implementation of this method (MIDI_DPHASE) can be found.
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provides strong constraints on the relative position of components within a
system (e.g., binary objects).
Correlated fluxes intrinsically have a 180◦ ambiguity: the correlated fluxes of
a random object on the baseline pairs (Bu, Bv) and (−Bu,−Bv) are identical.
Phase information allows for the decoupling of this ambiguity. For a disk object,
this property has the major advantage that the differential phases allow us to
determine the upper and lower side of the disk. The latter is impossible without
phase information: a 180◦ ambiguity remains on the P.A. of the disk.
2.5 Summary and conclusions
Most observational work in this thesis is based on the analysis of mid-infrared
interferometric data of the MIDI instrument. This chapter presented an
overview of the data extraction and calibration strategy. The algorithm and
its implementation result in an essentially automated data reduction pipeline,
based on the standard EWS routines for MIDI data extraction. In addition,
Sect. 2.4 commented on the practical incorporation of the observational data
for modeling.
MIDI data reduced using the here defined pipeline have been and are being
included in the data analysis of several astronomical sources. This includes
disks around post-AGB binaries (Hillen et al. 2014, 2015, in prep.), young stellar
objects (e.g., Anthonioz et al., in prep.; Ilee et al., in prep.), and OH/IR objects
(Lombaert et al., in prep.). A project characterizing a large sample of TTauri
stars, led by József Varga, will also make use of this pipeline.
2.6 Appendix A: Estimation of fν and gν, and error
propagation
The linear problem in Eq. (2.14) is solved by minimizing the following χ2:
χ2 =
∑
j
(
Tj e
hmj − f tj − g
δTj ehmj
)2
(2.27)
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(for simplicity, the unnecessary indices are dropped). The solution for f and g
is
f =
∑
i
(
Ti e
hmi ti
(δTi ehmi)2
)∑
j
(
1
(δTj ehmj )2
)
−
∑
i
(
Ti e
hmi
(δTi ehmi)2
)∑
j
(
tj
(δTj ehmj )2
) /{ } (2.28)
and
g =
∑
i
(
Ti e
hmi
(δTi ehmi)2
)∑
j
(
t2j
(δTj ehmj )2
)
−
∑
i
(
Ti e
hmi ti
(δTi ehmi)2
)∑
j
(
tj
(δTj ehmj )2
) /{ }, (2.29)
where the following factor is defined:
{ }
=
∑
i
(
t2i
(δTi ehmi)2
)∑
j
(
1
(δTj ehmj )2
)
−
∑
j
tj
(δTj ehmj )2
2 . (2.30)
Filling in f and g, the transfer function for a given (t,m) combination is thus
T (t,m) = (f t+ g) e−hm =
∑
i
([ ]
i
Ti e
h (mi−m)
)
/
{ }
(2.31)
where the following factor is defined:
[ ]
i
=
 1
(δTi ehmi)2
∑
j
(
t2j − t tj − ti tj + ti t
(δTj ehmj )2
) . (2.32)
From the equation for the transfer function, its error can be estimated:
δ
(
(fν t+ gν) e−hνm
)
=
(∑
i
([ ]2
i
δT 2i e
2h(mi−m) +
[ ]2
i
T 2i (mi −m)2 δh
2
e2h(mi−m)
))1/2
/
{ }
. (2.33)
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The actual form of this error estimate shows that it is important to have
calibrator measurements close in time and airmass to the actual science target
observations.
CHAPTER 3
On the structure of the transition disk around TW Hya
J. Menu, R. van Boekel, Th. Henning, C. J. Chandler, H. Linz, M. Benisty,
S. Lacour, M. Min, C. Waelkens, S. M. Andrews, N. Calvet, J. M. Carpenter,
S. A. Corder, A. T. Deller, J. S. Greaves, R. J. Harris, A. Isella, W. Kwon,
J. Lazio, J.-B. Le Bouquin, F. Ménard, L. G. Mundy, L. M. Pérez, L. Ricci,
A. I. Sargent, S. Storm, L. Testi, and D. J. Wilner
Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2014, Vol. 564, Article 93
Context. For over a decade, the structure of the inner cavity in the transition
disk of TWHydrae has been a subject of debate. Modeling the disk with
data obtained at different wavelengths has led to a variety of proposed disk
structures. Rather than being inconsistent, the individual models might point
to the different faces of physical processes going on in disks, such as dust growth
and planet formation.
Aims. Our aim is to investigate the structure of the transition disk again and
to find to what extent we can reconcile apparent model differences.
Methods. A large set of high-angular-resolution data was collected from near-
infrared to centimeter wavelengths. We investigated the existing disk models
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and established a new self-consistent radiative-transfer model. A genetic fitting
algorithm was used to automatize the parameter fitting, and uncertainties were
investigated in a Bayesian framework.
Results. Simple disk models with a vertical inner rim and a radially
homogeneous dust composition from small to large grains cannot reproduce the
combined data set. Two modifications are applied to this simple disk model:
(1) the inner rim is smoothed by exponentially decreasing the surface density
in the inner ∼ 3AU, and (2) the largest grains (> 100µm) are concentrated
towards the inner disk region. Both properties can be linked to fundamental
processes that determine the evolution of protoplanetary disks: the shaping by a
possible companion and the different regimes of dust-grain growth, respectively.
Conclusions. The full interferometric data set from near-infrared to centimeter
wavelengths requires a revision of existing models for the TWHya disk. We
present a new model that incorporates the characteristic structures of previous
models but deviates in two key aspects: it does not have a sharp edge at 4AU,
and the surface density of large grains differs from that of smaller grains. This is
the first successful radiative-transfer-based model for a full set of interferometric
data.
3.1 Introduction
With the potential discovery of (proto)planetary bodies in disks around young
stars (Kraus & Ireland 2012; Quanz et al. 2013a), observations started to
provide the ultimate justification for calling the disks “protoplanetary”. The
conservation of angular momentum naturally explains why the collapsing cloud
around stars evolves to a much more compact rotating disk of dust and gas. In
contrast, the subsequent evolution of this protoplanetary disk towards a gas-free
debris disk or a genuine planetary system is a much more complicated—and
less understood—process (for an overview, see, e.g., Henning & Meeus 2011;
Williams & Cieza 2011).
The current hypothesis on protoplanetary disk evolution includes a short
dissipation phase, in which disk material disperses outwards. A substantial
fraction of disks around young stars is indeed observed to have an inner gap or
“hole”, a population of so-called transition disks. At least four mechanisms have
been proposed for the dissipation mechanism. First, photoevaporation might be
responsible for physically clearing the inner-disk material, a process driven by
energetic photons (e.g., Gorti et al. 2009; Owen et al. 2010). A second mechanism
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is the dynamical clearing by a (sub-) stellar companion (e.g., Artymowicz &
Lubow 1994). Third, magneto-rotational instability might take place in an
ionized disk rim, and therefore drain out the inner disk (e.g., Chiang & Murray-
Clay 2007). Finally, the inner gap could actually only be an opacity gap caused
by grain growth (e.g., Dullemond & Dominik 2005), a process diminishing the
emitting/absorbing surface of the dust and therefore creating (only) an apparent
gap. Recent simulations (Owen et al. 2011) suggest that a combination of
several processes might be necessary to explain all cases.
The observational situation on transition-disk objects is complex. Recent mm-
observations confirm low densities in mm-sized grains in the inner disk of a
sample of transition disks (Andrews et al. 2011), but modeling of these data
predicts much stronger depletion in µm-sized grains than actually observed
(Dong et al. 2012). In the inner regions, several “standard” transition-disk
sources seem to differ significantly. Based on scattered-light images and SED-
modeling, Honda et al. (2012) model the central cavity of HD169142 as being
almost completely empty, with only a very compact disk and a halo-like central
region consisting of pure carbonaceous material. SED-modeling of the disk of
LkCa 15 leads to similar geometries, but for this model, the compact component
is predominantly filled with large silicate grains (Mulders et al. 2010). A third
case is T Cha, for which Olofsson et al. (2011) model near-IR interferometry
and SED data with a tiny inner disk of small silicate and carbon grains.
Similarly, HD100546 is modeled as having a tiny inner disk, but the outer
disk of this particular object is found to have a rounded rim (Mulders et al.
2013b). Seemingly, for the handful of transition disks that have been modeled
in detail, there is no consistent relation found on dust composition, grain sizes
and inner-disk geometry.
Since it was identified to be a transition disk, the disk around TW Hydrae
(TWHya) has been one of the principal objects for investigating the physical
conditions in dispersing protoplanetary disks. Various studies reveal gas lines of
different molecules, allowing us to constrain the physical properties of the gas
in the disk (e.g., Thi et al. 2010; Gorti et al. 2011; Pascucci et al. 2011; Goto
et al. 2012; Rosenfeld et al. 2012). The discovery of a handful of key molecules
in the disk, such as gaseous H2O (Hogerheijde et al. 2011) and HD (Bergin et al.
2013), allows pioneering work to be done in the study of early solar-system
analogues. The latter work also led to an estimate of the total disk mass.
Several of the mentioned works start from a certain disk geometry for
constraining model quantities. The geometry in its turn is derived from the
dust emission profile, the most important diagnostic for constraining structural
parameters of the disk. However, as we will indicate in Sect. 3.2, a consensus
on the disk structure is actually far from being reached. Different instruments
operating at different wavelengths and resolutions probe different regions of the
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disk both in terms of radial distance to the central star and vertical distance
above the disk midplane. In addition, they may be sensitive to very different
parts of the dust (size) distribution. This can lead to large differences between
models fit to different observations of the same object, even if each model
adequately reproduces the data it was meant to explain. As a result, the full
dust distribution in the disk, which forms the backbone for radiation balance
and therefore the disk temperature structure, remains incompletely constrained.
We have collected an extended set of new and archival high angular resolution
data for reinvestigating the TWHya disk. In Sect. 3.2 we give a short overview
of disk-structure models that have been published for TWHya. Sect. 3.3
introduces the data set and comments on the data reduction, while a first
qualitative analysis of the data is given in Sect. 3.4. We confront several
previous disk models with the full data set in Sect. 3.5 and discuss potential
shortcomings. This opens the way to Sect. 3.6, where we present our detailed
radiative-transfer analysis. In Sect. 3.7, the results are being discussed, and
Sect. 3.8 goes in some more detail considering the analysis of the near-infrared
data. Finally, Sect. 3.9 summarizes the conclusions of this work.
3.2 The structure of the TW Hya disk
Although there had been earlier attempts to infer indirect spatial information
on the TWHya star-disk system (e.g., Blondel et al. 1993; Kastner et al. 1997;
Mekkaden 1998), Hubble Space Telescope (HST) and millimeter imaging had
to be awaited for directly studying the TWHya protoplanetary disk. The
first HST images were presented by Krist et al. (2000) and Weinberger et al.
(2002), indicating a nearly pole-on orientation and significant radial brightness
variations in an otherwise symmetric disk. New HST imaging by Roberge et al.
(2005) confirmed the disk orientation and reported an outer radius of at least
280AU in scattered light. This work also reported a slight azimuthal asymmetry,
possibly due to a warp. Also Apai et al. (2004) imaged the disk, this time using
ground-based polarimetry. Meanwhile, Wilner et al. (2000) had shown the disk
to be resolved at 7mm, and Qi et al. (2004) had put quantitative constraints
on the inclination (i ∼ 7◦) using CO emission line data.
A major leap forward in the study of the protoplanetary disk came with the
work of Calvet et al. (2002). On the basis of detailed SED modeling, these
authors derived a first complete set of disk parameters, including the disk’s
mass and dust properties. Perhaps the most interesting result of this work is
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the introduction of a dust-depleted inner hole of radius 4AU in the disk model.1
One of the speculations of the authors for this gap was the presence of a growing
exoplanet: “TWHya may become the Rosetta stone for our understanding of
the evolution and dissipation of protoplanetary disks” (Calvet et al. 2002).
The new transition-disk status made TWHya an attractive target for new
detailed high spatial resolution observations. Near-infrared interferometric
observations by Eisner et al. (2006) are interpreted as being evidence of an
inner optically-thin region in the range 0.06 to 4AU, consisting of small grains.
Also Hughes et al. (2007) find their VLA mm-interferometry to be consistent
with a 4-AU gap disk. Interestingly, mid-infrared interferometric observations
published by Ratzka et al. (2007) point to a different gap size: these authors
find a disk model with an ∼ 0.7AU gap radius.
In an attempt to reconcile the apparent ambiguity in the gap sizes, Akeson et al.
(2011) performed a combined analysis of the three above interferometric data
sets. Using a simple disk model, these authors reconfirmed the 4-AU radius
gap, but an additional optically thick ring with a 0.5-AU radius needed to be
introduced in the model. Thus, the different characteristic sizes inferred in
the previous studies would not necessarily be in contradiction with each other.
The most recent study for the structure of the inner-disk region is based on
mid-infrared speckle interferometry, and is presented by Arnold et al. (2012).
Again, the large gap size is confirmed, but these authors argue the presence
of a hotter-than-equilibrium source at ∼ 3.5AU for explaining their data and
the Ratzka et al. (2007) data. A different aspect is that these authors reveal
variability in the mid-infrared visibility curves.
Finally, recent work has shown the TWHya disk also to be more complex on
larger scales. Using sub-mm observations, Andrews et al. (2012) show that the
distribution of the bulk of the large-grain circumstellar dust has a sharp outer
cutoff at 60AU, whereas the distribution in CO gas continues to over 200AU.
Given the constraints on scattered light from HST images, these different scales
might point to a spatial separation between large and small dust grains, the
latter coupled to the gas. Debes et al. (2013), on the other hand, detect a gap
in the disk at ∼ 80AU using scattered-light observations. The mechanisms
causing the sharp changes in (dust) surface density at these large disk scales
are yet to be determined.
1An inner disk edge that is larger than the dust sublimation radius was already used in a
disk model in Trilling et al. (2001), although not interpreted as a departure from a classical
disk structure.
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3.3 Observations and data reduction
In this work, we will make use of both new and published (or archival) data
sets obtained with different instruments, at different wavelengths. In summary,
this is near-infrared interferometry (VLTI/PIONIER), near-infrared sparse
aperture masking (VLT/NaCo), mid-infrared interferometry (VLTI/MIDI),
sub-mm interferometry (SMA), mm/cm-interferometry (VLA), and spectral
energy distribution data. We give an overview of the different data sets below,
and order the high angular resolution data according to increasing wavelength.
3.3.1 Near-infrared interferometry and sparse-aperture mask-
ing
The PIONIER observations of TWHya were performed at the Paranal
Observatory of the European Southern Observatory (ESO) on February 2, 2011.
The weather conditions were clear with average seeing. The four 1.8-m Auxiliary
Telescopes (ATs) of the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI; Haguenauer
et al. 2010) were used in extended array configuration and located at the following
stations: A0-K0-G1-I1. The use of four telescopes simultaneously allows for
measurements of six simultaneous baselines, leading to three independent closure
phase measurements as well.
The observation strategy was designed to intertwine the science target TWHya
between two different interferometric calibrators, here HIP 53487 and HIP 54547.
The observation sequence (five blocks) was Calibrator 1 – Science Target –
Calibrator 2 – Science Target – Calibrator 1. Each block, either science or
calibrator, was composed of five exposures, each of which composed of 100
scans.
The data were reduced and calibrated by running the pndrs package on the
data and calibration files. Selection was applied to reject the interferograms
with signal-to-noise ratio below a threshold. Typical errors on individual
measurements are ∼ 3 % for the visibilities and ∼ 3 degrees on the closure
phases. For a detailed description of the instrument and the data reduction
pipeline, we refer to Le Bouquin et al. (2011).
The sparse aperture masking (SAM) data were obtained with the NaCo-
instrument on Unit Telescope 4 (UT4) of the Very Large Telescope (VLT).
The observations were performed in March 2009 using the L prime filter (L′, 3.8
µm) and the infrared Adaptive-Optics (AO) wavefront sensor, and the seeing
conditions were good (∼ 0.7 arcsec).
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The total observation time was 2.5 hours with 80min. of effective integration.
It consisted of five Science target – Calibrator pairs of eight datacubes each,
using three different 2MASS calibrators of a magnitude within 0.5mag of
TWHya (2MASS J11023861-3433309, 2MASS 11000281-3506367 and 2MASS
J11001754-3529224). The second calibrator was found to be a binary system
with ∆L′ ∼ 3mag and was therefore discarded.
From this dataset, the closure phases were previously computed and analyzed
in Evans et al. (2012). The closure phases were found to be consistent with
0, pointing to a point-symmetric disk geometry. In the current paper, we
focus on the visibilities to constrain the (point-symmetric) geometry of the
disk. We reprocessed the data with the SAMP pipeline (Lacour et al. 2011). It
includes sky subtraction, bad pixel subtraction and fringe fitting. The visibility-
square measurements are then normalized by the stellar flux, calibrated by the
visibilities obtained on the two calibrators, and azimuthally averaged (i.e., over
the identical baseline lengths). The latter step is justified given the (almost)
pole-on orientation of the disk. Systematic errors were checked by calibrating
the data of the faint calibrator with the other (2MASS J11001754-3529224
is 0.4mag brighter in H and K band than 2MASS J11023861-3433309). No
dependencies on the brightness were found within our error bars, which means
that, if the quality of the AO correction is a function of the brightness of the
source, it was not noticeable for the range of brightness of our sources.
3.3.2 Mid-infrared interferometry
TWHya was observed with VLTI/MIDI during several epochs in the period
2005-2011. The projected baselines during these observations ranged from 25m
to 70m, a plot of the (u, v) plane is shown in Fig. 3.1. With a total flux below
1 Jy at 10µm, the object is at the limit of what is possible with MIDI on the
Unit Telescopes. Not all attempted observations were successful, as is indicated
in the figure.
We made use of version 2.0 of the EWS software (Jaffe 2004), released in October
2012, for the data reduction. EWS is based on the coherent estimation of
the visibility signal. The new version is especially designed to maximize the
performance on weak targets. A standard data reduction now involves a stepwise,
improved determination of the optical path differences (OPDs), allowing a better
cophasing and averaging of the visibility signal (Burtscher et al. 2012).
For very faint objects, as is the case for TWHya, the estimation of the OPD
can still not be expected to be as accurate as for the used calibrator. This
might slightly degrade the cophasing of the visibility signal, resulting in a
lower calibrated flux than expected. We can correct for these correlation losses
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Figure 3.1: Uv-plot of all MIDI observations of TWHya, distinguishing between
the successful (green) and unsuccessful (red) fringe tracks. The curved tracks
correspond to the different baselines, with the different names indicated. Clearly,
the yellow area with a 50-m radius indicates the domain accessible with MIDI.
by performing a “dilution experiment” on a bright calibrator, as described in
Burtscher et al. (2012). In short, the calibrator signal in the raw calibrator data
is artificially diluted to the same level as that of the science target (i.e., TWHya),
and these artificial data are reduced again. Comparing the newly reduced data
with the expected result, a correlation-loss factor can be defined for upscaling
the science data. Values we found for the correlation losses were 5 % to 25 %,
depending on the original correlated-flux level and the observing conditions.
These values agree with statistics in Burtscher et al. (2012) for a range of
correlation-loss experiments.
The two 2005 observations on a 50-m baseline were already published by Ratzka
et al. (2007). For the reduction, the authors make use of a previous version
of the data reduction software used here. The correlated fluxes found in the
current paper differ slightly towards the red edge of the N-band. Given that
our data reduction is based on a more recent version of the software, especially
designed for faint objects, we believe that the newly reduced data are of a higher
quality. In particular, the N-band ozone feature often affecting the quality
of mid-infrared data in the range 9.2 − 10µm seems to be “calibrated out”,
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the new VLA data with the previous 7-mm VLA
data set of Hughes et al. (2007). The flux for the latter was rescaled applying
the spectral index of α = 2.47 to allow the comparison with our 9.315-mm data.
Note that the bins for the previous data set are overlapping: only non-adjacent
points are effectively independent (see Hughes et al. 2007).
indicative of a good quality calibration.
3.3.3 Sub-mm interferometry
Since the goal of this paper is to get a coherent view of the dust distribution
in the complete TWHya disk, observational constraints on the large scale
are as essential as constraints on the small scale. We therefore include the
continuum SMA data published in Andrews et al. (2012), mainly probing the
outer regions of the disk. We restrict ourselves to modeling the deprojected,
azimuthally averaged real visibility profile (the deprojected imaginary component
is effectively zero).
3.3.4 mm/cm-interferometry
TWHya was observed with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) as part
of the Disks@EVLA program (AC982, PI C. Chandler). The data presented here
were obtained in two 1-GHz Intermediate Frequency channels (IFs) centered at
30.5 and 37.5GHz (9.8 and 7.9mm) simultaneously, using the Ka-band receivers,
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in the CnB, BnA, and A configurations, between 2011 January and 2012 October
(see Perley et al. 2011 for an overview of the new capabilities of the VLA). The
data were calibrated using the CASA data reduction package (e.g., McMullin
et al. 2007), and the VLA Calibration Pipeline scripts2. 3C286 was observed
as the primary flux density calibrator, the quasar PKS J1051−3138 was the
complex gain calibrator, and 3C279 was the bandpass calibrator. The absolute
uncertainty in the overall flux density scale is estimated to be 10%. TWHya
exhibited significant proper motion over the timeframe of the observations
(e.g, van Leeuwen 2007), and the extreme southern declination of this source
relative to the latitude of the VLA may also contribute to the uncertainty in
the absolute astrometry between observations, due to the uncertainty in the
model of the atmospheric refraction in the correlator at high airmass. The data
obtained in the different VLA configurations were therefore successively aligned
by matching the peaks in images from the next nearest VLA configuration,
smoothed to the lower resolution to maximize the overlap in uv-coverage, before
being combined. The reduced data were deprojected based on the inclination
(i = 6◦) and major-axis position angle (PA = 335◦) derived in Hughes et al.
(2011), the same values that were used for deprojecting the SMA data (Andrews
et al. 2012). The deprojected imaginary components are effectively zero. The
data in the different spectral bands are averaged to an effective wavelength of
9.315mm, applying a spectral index of α = 2.47 (based on fitting the (sub-)mm
tail of the spectral energy distribution, see also Sect. 3.7.6). Fig. 3.2 shows a
plot of the deprojected real component of the data.
Previous observations of TWHya with the VLA in the sub-cm wavelength range
were published by Hughes et al. (2007) (see Sect. 3.2), in the epoch before VLA
was upgraded. The observations are also shown in Fig. 3.2, and suffer from
a much lower signal-to-noise ratio than our new VLA data. In particular, we
do not confirm the visibility null at ∼ 1000 kλ, which was interpreted as being
essential to confirm the disk structure with a 4-AU inner gap, proposed by
Calvet et al. (2002).
TWHya was also observed in the VLA A-configuration at 4.8GHz (6.3 cm)
and 7.3GHz (4.1 cm) using the C-band receivers, with 1-GHz IFs (as for the
Ka-band observations), in 2011 July. The VLA Calibration Pipeline scripts
were used to calibrate and flag the data, and the uncertainty in the absolute
flux density scale at these frequencies is estimated to be 5%. At a resolution
of 1.0′′ × 0.3′′ (PA ∼ 15◦) the source is unresolved, with peak flux densities of
75± 7µJy and 145± 21µJy, respectively.
2 https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/data-processing/pipeline
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3.3.5 Spectral energy distribution
In addition to the multiwavelength interferometric data listed above, we compiled
a spectral energy distribution (SED) for TWHya. All data are listed in Table
3.1 with the corresponding references. As can be seen, the SED has a good
coverage from the ultraviolet to mm-wavelengths. Far-UV data and cm-data are
excluded, since emission at these wavelengths is affected by an accretion-related
UV excess (Thi et al. 2010) and a possible ionized wind (Wilner et al. 2000;
Pascucci et al. 2012), respectively. Emission at these wavelengths cannot be
reproduced by the radiative-transfer code we will use. We will go deeper into
this issue for cm-wavelengths in Sect. 3.7.6.
For the actual model fits, we reset the minimum error on the photometry points
to 5 % of the flux measured in the corresponding band.
The proximity of TWHya (d ∼ 50 pc) might imply that the photometric beam
does not include the complete source flux. Due to the intrinsic spatial resolution
and wavelength-dependency of the relevant emission, this effect can be expected
to be strongest in the near-infrared, where a significant amount of scattered
light might come from the outer disk. For both the IRAC and the WISE data,
the beam sizes corresponding to the photometry effectively cover the whole
target (see the references); for the 2MASS data, we note that the fraction of
scattered light amounts to only ∼ 2 %, which is largely within the assumed 5 %
accuracy for the SED fitting.
3.4 Data inspection
Before starting the effective modeling of the individual data sets, we start with
a qualitative inspection of the different data sets.
3.4.1 The lower limit of MIDI and a ring fit
TWHya is at the faint end of objects that can be observed with MIDI. Fig. 3.1
gives an overview of all attempts to observe the target, showing both successful
and unsuccessful fringe tracks. Inspecting the figure reveals that all observations
on a projected baseline below ∼ 50m were successful, whereas observations
above 50m failed. Unsuccessful attempts to start a fringe track can have two
origins: extrinsic factors like bad weather conditions (e.g., poor seeing) or
instrumental failures (e.g., pointing problems, delay line problems); or intrinsic,
i.e., object-related, factors.
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Table 3.1: Photometric fluxes for SED.
photometric band λeff (µm) Fν (Jy) reference
JOHNSON U 0.36 0.050± 0.005 1
TYCHO2 BT 0.42 0.063± 0.005 2,3
JOHNSON B 0.44 0.082± 0.005 1,4,5
HIPPARCOS HP 0.52 0.140± 0.005 2
TYCHO2 VT 0.53 0.116± 0.008 2,3
JOHNSON V 0.55 0.155± 0.009 1,4,5
DENIS I 0.79 0.428± 0.008 6
DENIS J 1.23 0.87± 0.04 6
2MASS J 1.24 0.81± 0.02 7
2MASS H 1.65 0.99± 0.04 7
DENIS KS 2.16 0.87± 0.06 6
2MASS KS 2.16 0.81± 0.02 7
WISE W1 3.35 0.44± 0.01 8
IRAC 3.6 3.54 0.39± 0.01 9
CASPIR L 3.58 0.39± 0.02 10
IRAC 4.5 4.48 0.267± 0.004 9
WISE W2 4.60 0.283± 0.005 8
IRAC 5.8 5.70 0.197± 0.004 9
IRAC 8.0 7.78 0.256± 0.002 9
AKARI S9W 8.85 0.451± 0.009 11
IRAS F12 11.04 0.70± 0.06 12
WISE W3 11.55 0.445± 0.006 8
KECK 11.7 11.70 0.72± 0.04 13
KECK 17.9 17.90 1.45± 0.08 13
AKARI L18W 18.92 1.45± 0.04 11
WISE W4 22.08 2.05± 0.03 8
IRAS F25 23.07 2.4± 0.2 12
MIPS 24 24.37 2.3± 0.2 14
IRAS F60 58.19 3.9± 0.4 12
MIPS 70 69.99 3.6± 0.7 14
PACS B 70.39 3.9± 0.2 15
IRAS F100 99.52 5.0± 0.5 12
PACS R 160.2 7.4± 0.7 15
MIPS 160 161.6 6.6± 1.3 14
SHARC II 350.0 6.1± 0.7 16
SCUBA 450WB 456.4 4.3± 0.9 15
JCMT UKT14 800.0 1.45± 0.03 17
SCUBA 850WB 858.9 1.4± 0.1 15
SMA CO3-2 867.0 1.46± 0.04 18
JCMT UKT14 1100 0.87± 0.05 17
SMA CO2-1 1300 0.57± 0.02 18
ATCA 3.4 3400 0.041± 0.009 19
VLA 7 7000 0.008± 0.001 20
References. (1) Mermilliod (2006); (2) Perryman & ESA (1997); (3) Høg et al.
(2000); (4) Kharchenko (2001); (5) Anderson & Francis (2012); (6) DENIS Consortium
(2005); (7) Cutri et al. (2003); (8) Cutri & et al. (2012); (9) Hartmann et al. (2005);
(10) Calvet et al. (2002); (11) Ishihara et al. (2010); (12) Helou & Walker (1988); (13)
Weinberger et al. (2002); (14) Low et al. (2005); (15) Thi et al. (2010); (16) Andrews
et al. (2012); (17) Weintraub et al. (1989); (18) Qi et al. (2004); (19) Wilner et al.
(2003); (20) Wilner et al. (2000).
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Figure 3.3: Correlated flux at 10µm for each of the successful MIDI observations,
color-coded following the baseline angle at which the observations were done.
The baseline-0 observation (black point) corresponds to the average photometric
flux of the observations. The full line shows a fit with the correlated-flux
profile of an infinitesimally thin ring of angular diameter θ = 26.3mas (reduced
χ2 = 1.54).
Fig. 3.3 shows a plot of the correlated flux at 10µm vs. the uv-distance, showing
a uniform decrease in flux up to a baseline length of 52m, at a level of ∼ 100mJy.
Although it can a priori not be said whether the decrease in flux continues
to longer baselines, it is likely that the unsuccessful observations are simply
an effect of the correlated flux dropping below the sensitivity limit of MIDI
(estimated to be ∼ 80mJy). Moreover, giving the nearly pole-on orientation
of TWHya, this effect should be symmetric, which is consistent with Fig. 3.1.
Hence, assuming that the unsuccessful observations are intrinsic to the target,
we find an upper limit of ∼ 100mJy for the > 50m correlated fluxes.
To get a first constraint on the scale of the region emitting in the mid-infrared,
we add a fit of a simple, infinitesimally thin ring model to Fig. 3.3. The ring
diameter is found to be θ = 26.3± 0.3mas at 10µm (reduced χ2 = 1.54). At a
distance of 51 pc, this corresponds to a ring radius of 0.7AU, similar to the scale
found by Ratzka et al. (2007). Allowing the ring to be inclined, i.e., adding an
inclination angle i and a position angle PA as fit parameters, does not lead to a
lower reduced χ2 (χ2 = 1.75). In other words, the MIDI observations are fully
consistent with a face-on orientation of the disk.
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3.4.2 A scattering component
Both the PIONIER and the NaCo/SAM data indicate that TWHya is largely
unresolved in the near-infrared, with baseline-averaged V 2 levels of 0.968±0.005
and 0.949 ± 0.006, respectively (quoted errors are standard errors of mean).
Roughly estimating the total flux as composed of a resolved and an unresolved
component Fresolved and Funresolved, we have the following relation:
Fresolved =
1− V
V
Funresolved (3.1)
(V =
√
V 2 is the visibility amplitude). This shows that the fraction of resolved
to unresolved near-infrared radiation is 2− 3 % (at least, for the spatial ranges
probed by the individual observations).
The resolved component in the near-infrared can have two origins: thermal
radiation originating from the hot inner-disk regions and/or stellar photons
scattered in the disk atmosphere. Unlike thermal near-infrared radiation, which
only originates from the hot inner region, scattered light will originate from
the global disk. This translates into an immediate drop in visibilities on short
baselines.
The azimuthally averaged SAM data clearly exhibit such a drop, revealing
that at least a few percent of the L′-band flux is coming from large scales.
The typical baselines on which this resolved flux is seen correspond to spacial
scales of several tens of AU, confirming that the flux has a non-thermal—thus,
scattering—origin.
In the H-band, for the more noisy PIONIER data, the origin of the resolved
flux is less clear. A useful point of additional information comes from Hubble-
imaging by Weinberger et al. (2002). These authors find a ratio of scattered to
stellar flux of 0.021 at 1.6µm. The latter value inferred from large spatial scales
(R & 20AU) is in good agreement with the 2 % resolved to unresolved flux ratio
determined from the PIONIER data, for smaller scales (. 1AU). This seems to
indicate that the resolved flux in the H-band is predominantly coming from the
outer disk regions, and hence has a scattering origin.
The first near-infrared interferometric data of TWHya were published by Eisner
et al. (2006). The wide-band visibility point at 2.14µm valued V 2 = 0.88±0.05,
for a 61.7-m baseline. In their modeling, the authors ignore the effect of
scattering, and use the observation to constrain the inner-disk characteristics
(see Sect. 3.2). The similar ratio of scattered to stellar flux found at 1.1−1.6µm
(0.024− 0.021; Weinberger et al. 2002) and 3.6µm (0.027; this paper) seems to
indicate a roughly constant fraction of scattered flux across the range 1− 4µm.
In other words, also in the K-band a contribution of ∼ 2 % of scattered light to
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the total flux can be expected. A later reduction of the Eisner et al. (2006) data
point put the visibility to V 2 = 0.92± 0.05 (Akeson et al. 2011; these authors
account for a flux bias). Taking this and Eq. (3.1) into consideration, the K-band
visibility point might not be related to thermal emission, but purely reflect the
scattered flux in the K band. Akeson et al. (2011) reach a similar conclusion,
where new K-band interferometry confirms an overresolved component.
3.4.3 Symmetry and variability
As observations tend to be more detailed, protoplanetary disks are revealed
to possess more asymmetrical features than originally thought, in some cases
very spectacular (e.g., Hashimoto et al. 2011; Grady et al. 2013; Casassus
et al. 2013). Also variability is found to be not restricted to the optical and
near-infrared spectral range only (e.g., Juhász et al. 2012; Panić et al. 2014).
For TWHya, indications for disk asymmetries and variable disk emission are
relatively limited. Roberge et al. (2005) report a sinusoidal dependence in
the optical surface brightness on the azimuth angle, and suggest this as an
indication for a warped inner disk. In the mid-infrared, Arnold et al. (2012)
model speckle-interferometry data with a disk and a hotter-than-equilibrium
companion. These authors also indicate variability in the 11.6-µm emission of
two epochs. Multi-epoch Spitzer observations might also indicate a variable
flux level in the mid-infrared, although pointing errors cannot be excluded for
these observations (Najita et al. 2010).
In both our infrared and (sub-)mm data, no significant asymmetries are found.
The closure phases in the SAM data were investigated in detail in Evans et al.
(2012), but no departures from point symmetry were detected. The deprojected
(sub-)mm data show an imaginary component that is effectively zero, also
indicating full circular symmetry. Finally, considering the variability, our multi-
epoch 50-m baseline observations on MIDI have fully consistent flux levels. Our
observations thus do not confirm the variability seen in the mid-infrared based
on single-dish observations (at least, within the ∼ 10 % calibration accuracy of
MIDI).
3.5 Reimplementing key models
Although we could immediately start modeling the new data sets with a custom
radiative transfer code, it is instructive to take an intermediate step. As was
mentioned above, several disk models have been published throughout the last
decade. Since these models are based on different modeling techniques, it is
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important to distinguish between the essential characteristics of the models and
the model-intrinsic parameters that are less relevant. To achieve this, we make
a reimplementation of a selection of models discussed in Sect. 3.2.
3.5.1 Three key models
We select three models that were of a key importance for our understanding of
the structure of the TWHya disk. These models are from:
• Calvet et al. (2002): this is the “gap-discovery” paper, with a detailed
argumentation for the dust populations;
• Ratzka et al. (2007): this is the first work which argues for a different
inner-disk structure, with a smaller inner gap (Rin ∼ 0.7AU rather than
4AU);
• Andrews et al. (2012): this paper presents a direct measurement of the
disk size at mm-wavelengths, rather different than the scattered-light edge
(Rout ∼ 60AU rather than > 200AU).
These models distinguish themselves from the others since they are radiative-
transfer models for the complete disk (with realistic dust mixtures), and since
they provided new structural constraints that have been essential for works that
followed on these respective publications. As an example, the works by Eisner
et al. (2006) and Hughes et al. (2007) have taken the Calvet model as a starting
model, while Akeson et al. (2011) have essentially combined properties of the
Calvet and the Ratzka models.
We will refer to the three models as the “key” models, and refer to the individual
models by the first-author’s name.
3.5.2 The radiative transfer code
Since there have been no indications for strong azimuthal asymmetries in the
disk around TWHya3, it is appropriate to start with an azimuthally symmetric
disk model for simulating the data. We will use the Monte Carlo radiative
transfer code MCMax (Min et al. 2009) to address the full radiative transfer
problem. This code has recently been used to make a coherent picture of
3The hint for asymmetry in Arnold et al. (2012) is interpreted as an indication for a
(unconfirmed) secondary source, and not as an indication for disk asymmetries.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the mass absorption coefficients of the dust mixtures
in the different reimplemented models, distinguishing between the inner (dashed)
and outer (full) disks. In gray, we show the dust mixture of the final best model
(Sect. 3.6).
several protoplanetary-disk objects (e.g., for HD100546, Mulders et al. (2011);
HD142527, Verhoeff et al. (2011); HD169142, Honda et al. (2012)).
In MCMax, an azimuthally symmetric disk structure is set up and, if specified, the
code solves for vertical hydrostatic equilibrium by iterating on the temperature
and density structures (e.g., Dullemond et al. 2007). A recent update to the code
followed on the work of Mulders & Dominik (2012), and implements vertical
settling based on the α-disk turbulence prescription. For high turbulence
strengths α, grains will experience a strong gas turbulence, and even large
grains couple to the gas. Lowering α leads to the decoupling of the larger
grains (because of there low surface-to-mass ratios): these grains settle to the
midplane.
For all the models, we assume dust particles to be thermally coupled and gas
temperatures to be set by the dust temperatures.
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3.5.3 Model reimplementation
We list the disk parameters and a graphical representation of the three key
models in Table 3.2. Each model conceptually has an inner and an outer disk,
which implies we could split the table in two. For each model, we carefully
reassembled the dust mixtures used in the papers, and traced back the optical
constants from the original papers (Fig. 3.4).
Using a versatile radiative-transfer code, it is possible in principle to fully
reconstruct the models with their different particularities. Each of the three
models has a different basic model to start from: the Calvet model is based on
the D’Alessio et al. (1998) disk model, the Ratzka model uses the disk formalism
of Chiang & Goldreich (1997), and the Andrews model makes use of a genuine
Monte Carlo radiative transfer code (RadMC, Dullemond & Dominik 2004a). The
different model structures complicate the model reconstruction in two ways:
• vertical disk structure: each model has its own formalism for calculating
the vertical disk structure (e.g., hydrostatic equilibrium vs. parameterized);
• disk rim: in each of the three models, the shape of the (inner) rim of the
outer disk seems to be an important fine-tuning parameter for getting the
right flux in the mid-infrared.
We decide to keep the radial structure of the models, but homogenize the vertical
structure. For this, we make use of the ability of the radiative-transfer code
MCMax to calculate self-consistently vertical hydrostatic equilibrium, assuming
the dust and gas are well coupled. However, we do allow for a scaling factor Ψ
between the vertical dust scale height and the gas scale height, and reconstruct
the shape of the disk rim.
For reference, Table 3.2 lists to which data the original models were fit. This
allows us to interpret the quality of the model reimplementation below in terms
of the original model capacities.
3.5.4 Results
In Fig. 3.5, the resulting SED of each model reimplementation is shown. Since
all three original models reproduce the SED well, any difference between the
reimplemented model and the SED is at least partly due to a departure in the
intrinsic model structure.
Our reimplementation of the Andrews model accurately reproduces the SED
from optical to sub-mm wavelengths. We therefore believe it to be a valid
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Table 3.2: Parameters taken for model reimplementation. Essentially all
parameter values are exact copies of the original papers.
Calvet et al. (2002) Ratzka et al. (2007) Andrews et al. (2012)
Figure
Originally fit data SED SED+MIDI SED+SMA
Inner disk
inner radius Rin (AU) 0.02 0.06 0.05
outer radius Rout (AU) 3 0.5 0.3
dust mass Mdust (M) 2.0× 10−8 6× 10−13 1.55× 10−11
surf. dens. power p 0 1.5 0
compositiona glassy pyroxeneb λ−1-lawc mixtured
(0.9− 2µm) (75% 0.005− 1µm)
forsteritee
(25% 0.005− 1µm)
Outer disk
inner radius Rin (AU) 3− 4 0.5− 0.8 4
outer radius Rout (AU) 140 140 60
dust mass Mdust (M) 7.8× 10−4 1.6× 10−3 2.0× 10−4
surf. dens. power p 1 1.5 0.75
settling Ψ 1 0.7 1.3
compositiona mixturef silicate mixtureg mixtured
(0.005− 104 µm) (96% 0.1, 1.5, 6µm) (95% 0.005− 103 µm)
carbonaceous grainsh mixtured
(4% 6µm) (5% 0.005− 1µm)
rim composition same same mixtured
(0.005− 1µm)
rim shape flaring flaring puffed-up vertical wall
Notes. (a) In mass fractions. All size distributions use −3.5 as the particle-size density
power law exponent, and extinction coefficients are calculated for spherical grains and/or
distributions of hollow spheres (DHS, Min et al. 2005), following the choices in the original
papers.
(b) Jäger et al. (1994)
(c) κλ(2µm) = 103 cm2 g−1
(d) amorphous silicates (24%; Draine & Lee 1984), FeS (6%; Begemann et al. 1994; see
Henning et al. 1999), organics (30%; Pollack et al. 1994), water ice (40%; Warren 1984)
(e) Servoin & Piriou (1973)
(f) amorphous silicates (24%; Jäger et al. 1994), FeS (6%; Begemann et al. 1994; see Henning
et al. 1999), organics (30%; Pollack et al. 1994), water ice (40%; Warren 1984)
(g) amorphous silicates: olivines MgFeSiO4 (66% 0.1µm, 2% 6.0µm; Dorschner et al. 1995),
pyroxenes MgFe(SiO3)2 (18% 0.1µm, 3% 1.5µm; Dorschner et al. 1995); crystalline silicates:
forsterite (3% 0.1µm; Servoin & Piriou 1973), enstatite (4% 0.1µm, 1% 1.5µm; Jäger et al.
1998)
(h) Preibisch et al. (1993)
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the SED data, the MIDI 50-m visibility profile, the
deprojected SMA visibilities, and the deprojected VLA visibilities with the
reimplemented model data. Along with the fully reimplemented Calvet et al.
(2002) model SED, we show the SED consisting of the sum of the contributions
of the inner-disk and the outer-disk SED, for which the radiative transfer is
done separately.
reconstruction of the original model. Like the model reproduction, the original
model is constructed with a Monte Carlo radiative transfer code. To imitate
the vertical structure, which is parametrized in the original model, we scaled
the self-consistent hydrostatic-equilibrium scale height by Ψ = 1.3. At mm-
wavelengths, the model flux falls below the observed fluxes. This regime is
not constrained by the original model, and possibly reflects the need for an
alternative large-grain population (e.g., cm-sized grains).
The reimplementation of the Calvet and the Ratzka models is more problematic.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.5, the former SED has a strong lack of mid- and
far-infrared flux, whereas the latter is fitting poorly at (sub-)mm wavelengths.
Both models have been produced based on disk-model formalisms preceding
state-of-the-art Monte Carlo radiative-transfer modeling. The original models
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thus lack the self-consistent temperature calculation. In the case of the Calvet
model, although the inner disk is relatively tenuous, it is strongly optically
thick in the radial direction. The shadowing effects, which could not be taken
into account in the original model, cause a strong lack in flux from the mid- to
the far-infrared. To demonstrate the effect, we also show the sum of the SEDs
made by modeling the radiative transfer of the inner and outer disk separately.
The resulting artificial SED clearly reproduces the photometry more accurately,
confirming the nature of the original Calvet model. For the Ratzka model, the
model reimplementation fits relatively well in the mid-infrared. Here, the inner
disk is much more tenuous, and shadowing effects are not playing an important
role. The departures of the spectral index at (sub-)mm wavelengths reflects
the lack of grains larger than micron-sizes. The latter grains are essential
for reproducing the mm-slopes generally seen in protoplanetary-disk SEDs
(e.g., Natta et al. 2007). The original model seems not to indicate difficulties
in fitting the slope (see Fig. 7 in Ratzka et al. (2007)), but our full radiative
transfer clearly shows this regime to be problematic. We therefore interpret
this departure as a clear indication for a large-grain population.
In Fig. 3.5, the mid-infrared visibilities on a 50-m baseline are also shown,
for each model reproduction (we limit the comparison to the 50-m visibilities
for clarity of the plot). Comparing these profiles to the corresponding MIDI
data shows that the Ratzka model has the best overall agreement, although
a significant departure is seen at wavelengths longer than 10µm. In both
the Calvet and Andrews model, the mid-infrared radiation is coming from a
compact inner region: the central part of the optically-thin inner dust region
(Rin = 0.02AU) and the dust ring (R = 0.05− 0.25AU), respectively. In the
Ratzka model, the 10-µm feature is associated with the disk rim (Rin = 0.5AU),
and very little mid-infrared emission is coming from within this rim. The
original model was fitting the (originally reduced) data relatively well, but the
new data reduction has lowered the visibilities at wavelengths above 10µm.
This largely explains the departure.
In the sub-mm regime measured by SMA, the Andrews model is superior, well
reproducing the visibility lobes from short to long baselines (Fig. 3.5). The
outer disk in the other two models is much larger (Rout = 140AU vs. 60AU
for the Andrews model), explaining the steeper drop in visibility amplitude at
short baselines. Clearly, the Andrews model was designed to fit the SMA data,
and we accurately reimplemented the original model.
Finally, none of the three model reimplementations can reproduce the VLA
9-mm data. For the Ratzka and the Andrews model, the lack of mm-emission
(seen in the SED) translates into a visibility level much lower than the one
observed. In the Calvet case, we should be more careful in making conclusions.
In principle, the original Calvet model should agree to some extent with the
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mm-visibilities, since this model (in a slightly adapted version) was shown
to agree with the original VLA data of TWHya (see Hughes et al. 2007).
However, we already indicated in Sect. 3.3.4 that the signal-to-noise of those
data was much lower than that of the new VLA data presented here. The new
data thus put new constraints on the models, which were not available before,
and could therefore explain possible departures. However, we believe most of
the disagreement between our model reimplementation and the mm-data to
be related to the intrinsic model characteristics. Using our full Monte Carlo
radiative transfer implementation of the Calvet model, we were unable to obtain
similar mm-visibility profiles as the original model. Irrespective of the quality
of the previous and the new data, it seems thus impossible to reproduce the
bright inner rim in the original semi-analytical model in Hughes et al. (2007).
3.5.5 Essential features
The results of the model reimplemenation can now be interpreted in terms of a
few essential features which need to be investigated in detail.
Different model philosophies. That different models with strong structural
differences reproduce the SED (to some extent) reconfirms that SED modeling
is at least partly degenerate. In particular, it does not allow the distinction
between two different model “philosophies”: a large-gap disk with a 10-µm excess
coming from an optically thin inner region (Calvet and Andrews model), or a
small-gap disk with its own silicate feature, with some extra continuum-opacity
source inside (Ratzka model).
Grain properties. Arnold et al. (2012) argue that the differences in mid-
infrared opacities of the grain species taken for the Calvet model, on the one
hand, and the Ratzka model, on the other, explain why a different hole size
(4AU vs. < 1AU) is found. We question this reasoning because:
• The differences in the mid-infrared opacities are marginal compared to
the ones at other wavelengths, a wavelength-range which is not considered
by Arnold et al. (2012). Also, the mid-infrared opacities of the Andrews
model differ very similarly (like the Ratzka model), yet these authors also
have a 4-AU gap.
• The 10-µm feature in the Ratzka and in the 4-AU gap models do not have
the same origin: in the former, radiation is coming from the outer-disk
rim, in the latter, from the inner optically thin disk. Therefore, it is
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incorrect to consider the Ratzka model as a “scaled” 4-AU gap model,
i.e., as the same model with a smaller inner hole.
Considering the maximum grain size, the SEDs have shown that large grains
are needed to reproduce the mm-slope.
Full radiative transfer. Our reimplementation of the three models has shown
that fully solving the radiative transfer in a disk is important (the same
conclusion concerning the inclusion of scattered light is drawn by Pinte et al.
2008a). Structures that are optically thin in the vertical direction are not
necessarily optically thin along the radial direction, and can therefore cast a
shadow on the outer disk. The loss in intercepted stellar radiation decreases
the thermal emission coming from the corresponding scales. This is essentially
what was demonstrated for the Calvet model, where the mid-infrared flux to a
large extent vanished when self-consistently calculating the model structure.
Solving the full radiative-transfer problem also allows us to use the spectral
signature of the small-grain silicates as an important diagnostic for the fit
quality. Using simple powerlaw opacity laws (e.g., Eisner et al. 2006, Akeson
et al. 2011) to some extent misses the interpretation in terms of realistic particle
characteristics (e.g., composition, grain sizes).
To 4 AU or not to 4 AU? Perhaps the most interesting parameter for the
TWHya disk is the size (or size range) of the inner gap. As we have shown, the
current 4-AU gap models do not manage to model the MIDI visibilities, and
also the new VLA data seem not to confirm the essential visibility null found in
the previous VLA data. However, the data presented in Arnold et al. (2012)
still are in agreement with a 4-AU inner gap, so some structure change on this
scale still might be needed for explaining all data.
3.6 Radiative transfer modeling
The inability of the previous models to fully explain the combined data set
confirms the need for the development of a new disk model. This is what is
done in the current section.
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Figure 3.6: Model refinement strategy: we start with a simple disk with a
vertical inner rim (left), we then introduce a rounded inner rim (middle), and
finally also concentrate the largest grains towards the inner disk regions (right).
3.6.1 Model fitting strategy: a genetic algorithm
We decided to use a genetic fitting algorithm for the radiative transfer modeling
of the spectrally and spatially resolved data. This fitting strategy allows for
an efficient exploration of the parameter space and thereby limits the risk of
getting stuck in local χ2-minima.
The genetic-algorithm formalism used for the model fitting in this work is
described in Sect. 3.10.
3.6.2 Stellar properties and dust composition
In principle, the complete set of parameters involved in a disk model could
be included into the fitting process. However, even using a dedicated fitting
strategy, we have a strong interest to minimize the actual fitting parameters,
speeding up and mitigating the fitting process.
During the radiative-transfer modeling, the stellar properties are kept fixed to
literature values: stellar mass M? = 0.6M, luminosity L = 0.25L, effective
temperature Teff = 4000K, distance d = 51pc (references in Ratzka et al.
(2007); the luminosity was slightly increased). We also fix the disk inclination
to i = 0◦: we model the deprojected visibility curves in the (sub-)mm, and the
relatively poor uv-coverage and/or the error level of our infrared interferometry
makes the 6-degree inclination correction irrelevant.
For the dust composition we use a mixture of amorphous silicates (Table 3.3)
and carbonaceous grains. Opacities are calculated using a distribution of hollow
spheres (DHS; Min et al. 2005) for the particle shapes. To model the silicate
composition, we use the diagnostics of the 10-µm feature in a Spitzer IRS
spectrum of TWHya (kindly provided by T. Ratzka; see Ratzka et al. 2007),
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Table 3.3: Amorphous silicates used for the spectral fit.
dust speciesa chem. formula reference
olivine Mg2SiO4 Jäger et al. (2003)
MgFeSiO4 Dorschner et al. (1995)
pyroxene MgSiO3 Jäger et al. (2003)
MgFe(SiO3)2 Dorschner et al. (1995)
Notes. (a) All opacities calculated using DHS; particle sizes a = 0.01− 105 µm, size
distribution n(a) ∝ a−3.5.
using a procedure similar to the one in, e.g., van Boekel et al. (2005) and Juhász
et al. (2010). The contribution of the dust to the spectrum is fit using the
following equation:
Fν = Bν
(
Twarm
)
Awarm +Bν
(
Tcold
)
Acold +Bν
(
Tdust
)∑
i
κν,iAi, (3.2)
where κν,i is the dust opacity of silicate species i, and Ax are the weighting
factors of the individual terms. In words, we assume the dust emission to be
composed of the thermal (continuum) emission of two black-body components
(Bν) at characteristic temperatures Twarm and Tcold, and optically thin emission
of the dust grains at a characteristic dust temperature Tdust.
The best fit to the Spitzer spectrum is reached for a mixture of pure amorphous
magnesium-iron olivines (MgFeSiO4). Our final dust mixture is taken to be
80 % of these silicates and 20 % of carbonaceous grains (Preibisch et al. 1993),
the latter representing the continuum opacity. A constant dust-to-gas ratio of
0.01 is assumed. Following our Spitzer-spectrum fit, we also fix the index of the
particle size distribution to −3.5 (Mathis et al. 1977) and the minimum particle
size to amin = 0.01µm (however, the maximum grain size amax will be varied;
see Sect. 3.6.4).
3.6.3 Data selection
Rather than picking all data to do the fit, we restrict ourselves to a subset for
the model runs. As indicated in Sect. 3.4, the near-infrared data (PIONIER
+ NaCo/SAM) are dominated by an overresolved scattering component. The
structural information in the data is therefore limited. As we will show below in
Sect. 3.8, the model visibilities are strongly dominated by our assumptions on
scattering (isotropic vs. anisotropic). Immediately including the near-infrared
data would therefore complicate our focus on the disk structure by having to
address simultaneously this scattering problem. We hence only include the high
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Table 3.4: Parameter ranges for disk models.
parameter range/values samplinga
inner radius Rin (AU) [0.05, 1] lin.
outer radius Rout (AU) [30, 300] lin.
dust mass Mdust (M) [10−4.5, 10−2.5] log.
surfdens. power p [0, 2] lin.
max. grain size amax (µm) 101,2,3,4,5 discr.
turb. mixing strength α [10−6, 10−1] log.
refinement 1: rounded rim (Eq. (3.4))
transition radius Rexp (AU) [0.5, 15] lin.
rim width parameter w [0.05, 1] lin.
refinement 2: large-grain surface density
surfdens. pow. large p>100µm [0, 2] lin.
Notes. (a) lin. = linear; log. = logarithmic; discr. = discrete values.
angular resolution data that are dominated by thermal radiation of the disk,
i.e., from the mid-infrared to mm-wavelengths.
Concerning the MIDI data, we averaged the 25-m baseline and the 50-m baseline
observations to two correlated flux profiles at an averaged baseline of 26m and
48m. Also the photometric data were averaged to a single total spectrum
(photometric data of 2011 were ruled out in the average due to poor quality).
Finally, for the SED data, we exclude the VLA 4-cm and 6-cm detections. The
photometric points at these wavelengths might be affected by free-free emission,
something that will be addressed in Sect. 3.7.6.
The total χ2 associated with the fit is then:
χ2 = χ2SED + χ2MIDI,00 m + χ2MIDI,25 m + χ2MIDI,50 m + χ2SMA + χ2VLA, (3.3)
where the MIDI-parts of the χ2 refer to the total spectrum (00m), averaged
25-m correlated fluxes, and averaged 50-m correlated fluxes.
Below, we describe the process that leads to our final disk model; a graphical
representation of the model refinement strategy is shown in Fig. 3.6
3.6.4 Simple-disk model
Starting our modeling work from first principles, we begin with a simple
radially homogeneous disk model with a vertical inner rim. This model has
six free parameters: inner radius Rin, outer radius Rout, dust mass Mdust,
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Figure 3.7: Plots of the best models corresponding to a simple disk (red, dotted),
a simple disk with a rounded rim (blue, dashed), and a simple disk with a
rounded rim and a centrally-concentrated large grain population (green, full).
surface-density power p (i.e., Σ(R) ∝ R−p), maximum grain size amax, and the
turbulence mixing strength α. The latter number parametrizes the settling
of the dust: the weaker the turbulence, i.e., the lower α, the stronger the
settling of large grains. Since the settling is grain-size dependent, we split
the grain population in logarithmic size bins.4 The parameter ranges that
were tested in the modeling run are shown in Table 3.4. We note that the
ranges cover the physically realistic/interesting values for the specific parameters
(e.g., testing Rin > 1AU is unnecessary, since this would not produce enough
flux for simulating the 10-µm feature).
Fig. 3.7 shows the model resulting from calculating 20 generations of 200
models, and the corresponding parameter values are included in Table 3.5.
The fit reaches a reasonable quality for the SED and the SMA data, and the
model also reproduces the global flux levels of the MIDI data. However, the
4We refer to Mulders & Dominik (2012) for more details on the α parameter and its
implementation in MCMax.
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Figure 3.8: Convergence plots for Rin (top) and the surface density power p
(bottom), for the simple-disk model. The titles of the individual plots indicate
to which data set the shown χ2 values correspond (e.g., for MIDI: χ2MIDI,00 m +
χ2MIDI,25 m +χ2MIDI,50 m). The colors indicate the model generation to which the
points correspond (red = first generations; violet = final generations).
visibility profile at VLA wavelengths clearly differs from the actual data (for the
non-trivial part of the data): at short baselines, the model shows the oscillatory
behavior associated with a sharp disk rim (cf. the SMA data), whereas the
VLA data have a much smoother profile. Nevertheless, the found parameters
are interesting, in the sense that they confirm the presence of large grains
(amax ≥ 1mm), a Ratzka-model scale for the inner rim (∼ 0.7AU), and an
Andrews-model scale for the outer-disk edge (∼ 60AU).
Table 3.5 contains an estimate of the uncertainty on the different parameters (see
Sect. 3.7.1 and Sect. 3.11). An instructive way to visualize the significance of the
different parameters is to make a plot of the χ2-values of the calculated models
vs. the parameter values corresponding to these models. Using different colors,
we can distinguish between the different generations to which the models belong.
Going from the first to the last generations, one expects to see a transition
from randomly distributed parameter values towards a more concentrated
neighborhood, the absolute minimum in the χ2-space. The plots could therefore
be called convergence plots, showing the gradual convergence for the different
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parameters. For unconstrained or degenerate parameters, on the other hand,
this behavior will not be seen: other constraints are then needed.
In Fig. 3.8 we show two different examples of these convergence plots, for Rin and
p. The plots show both the total χ2-values and the χ2-values of the individual
data sets (cf. Eq. (3.3)). As can be seen in the upper plots, the convergence of
Rin is almost completely determined by the MIDI data, whereas the other data
show a more random-like distribution in χ2-values for different values of Rin.5
In the second case, for the surface density power p, a rather different behavior
is seen. Clearly, the lowest χ2-values are reached for the lowest p-values, as
far as the MIDI and the SED data are concerned. By contrast, much lower
χ2-values for the VLA data are reached if larger values (p > 1) are taken. For
the current modeling run, the convergence seems thus to be dominated by the
MIDI and SED data, which outweighs the fit to the VLA data.
3.6.5 Simple disk with a rounded inner rim
The MIDI fluxes are mainly determined by the thermal emission of small dust
grains at relatively warm temperatures (& 100K), thus relatively close to the
central star (and close to the disk surface). The convergence to a low value for p
in the simple-disk model, dominated by the MIDI data (Fig. 3.8), could therefore
point to a different density regime in the inner regions of the disk, rather than
being representative for the complete disk. Verifying models with steeper surface
densities (e.g., p & 1) indicates that the inner region of the disks are optically
thick in the radial direction up to high scale heights. As a consequence, the
sharp, vertical rim strongly intercepts stellar radiation and reradiates it mainly
in the radial direction (i.e., not in the direction perpendicular to the disk, where
the observer is situated). In the low-density case, the radial optical depth at
small radii is much smaller, and a significant disk atmosphere is reachable for
thermal re-emission along the vertical direction.
As an alternative to a vertical wall, we can introduce a rounded-off wall. The
smoother transition from the inner hole to the “full” disk avoids the strong
geometric effects due to observing the disk pole-on. More into detail, the
parametrization of a smooth wall also extends the possibilities for the fitting
algorithm to reproduce the MIDI correlated fluxes, and decreases the possible
biasing of the fit of the other datasets.
5It might seem that the SMA data also help to constrain the fit. However, the convergence
here is only apparent: essentially all models in the SMA plot belong to later model generations
(green to violet color), where Rin is already well-constrained (by the MIDI data). The SMA
data thus do not help constraining Rin.
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We utilize the rim structure used in Mulders et al. (2013b) to model the disk
rim of the Herbig Ae/Be star HD100546:
Σ(R) =

Σexp
(
R
Rexp
)−p
exp
(
−
(
1−R/Rexp
w
)3)
for Rin ≤ R < Rexp,
Σexp
(
R
Rexp
)−p
for Rexp ≤ R ≤ Rout.
(3.4)
Here, here Σexp is the surface density at the radius Rexp where the drop in
surface density starts, and w is a dimensionless rim width. In other words,
we assume that at a certain transition radius, the surface density decreases
exponentially towards the inner disk rim. The rim shape has a direct link to
hydrodynamical simulations of a transition disk in the presence of a (sub-)stellar
companion, to which we go deeper into in Sect. 3.7.3. The modification thus
introduces two new free parameters: Rexp and w; see Table 3.4.6 For simplicity
we keep amax fixed to 1 cm, the value found before.
Fig. 3.7 shows the resulting best fit after calculating 30 generations of 200 models.
A more accurate fit is reached for the MIDI data, and the total χ2-value lowers
from χ2 = 94.2 to χ2 = 67.1. Yet, some clear difference between the model
and the actual data are apparent. As far as the spectrally resolved data are
concerned (SED, MIDI), these differences are not necessarily problematic: at
least part of the model deviation can be related to the exact dust composition,
which is not included in the parameter fitting here and therefore cannot be
expected to agree perfectly. However, for the monochromatic visibility data,
departures in shape will be mostly related to the exact model for the dust
distribution. In the case of the SMA data, a clear departure in shape is seen for
projected baselines above 200 kλ. For the VLA data, the departure is even more
problematic: as in the simple-disk case, the model has a completely different
profile at short baselines.
3.6.6 Intermezzo: sub-mm vs. mm-visibilities
The current model geometry has difficulties in simultaneously accommodating
the sub-mm and the mm-data. The convergence to the final model is currently
mainly determined by the mutual weight of the individual data sets, and clearly
the SMA data have more weight in the fit than the VLA data.
The visibility profiles of the SMA and VLA data in Fig. 3.7 indicate that the disk
looks very different in the two wavelength regimes. Since the disk is optically
6Since the total dust mass Mdust is a free parameter, Σexp is not a free parameter.
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Figure 3.9: Mass absorption coefficients per order of magnitude in grain size, for
an n(a) ∝ a−3.5 size distribution (within each bin). The vertical lines indicate
the wavelengths of the SMA and VLA observations, allowing the comparison of
the relative opacity contribution for each of the grain size bins.
thin at both wavelengths, the dominant opacity sources must be distributed
in a different way throughout the disk (i.e., the difference in visibilities is not
an optical-depth effect). The steep visibility decrease at sub-mm wavelengths
with respect to the smooth decrease at mm-wavelengths is evidence of a more
compact distribution of the region emitting in the millimeter. Also, the visibility
oscillations in the SMA data are not apparent in the VLA data, indicating that
we do not have sharp edges within the spatial resolution range of the VLA
observations (at least, at the mm-wavelengths).
One way to make a smoothly decreasing visibility profile with centrally
concentrated emission is to make a centrally concentrated dust distribution
that rapidly decreases outwards. Since the surface density is steeply decreasing
with radius, the outer edge of the disk will not be in high contrast with the
region devoid of dust, avoiding the strong oscillatory behavior (“ringing”) in
the visibility curve. However, the above distribution should only concern the
mm-emission from the dust: for the sub-mm data, we will still need a dust
distribution with a sharp outer edge.
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3.6.7 Compact distribution of the largest grains
From our above reasoning, it seems essential to distinguish between two dust
populations: one determining the disk at sub-mm wavelengths vs. one that sets
the brightness distribution at mm-wavelengths. For the implementation of the
dust settling, we have split up the full grain distribution in bins of an order
of magnitude in grain size (0.01 − 0.1µm, 0.1 − 1.0µm, etc.; see Sect. 3.6.4).
We show a plot of the opacity curves κλ of each of the size bins in Fig. 3.9.
It is clear that the grain size ∼ 100µm determines a transition between size
bins that have κSMA  κVLA and κSMA ∼ κVLA. Therefore, most of the disk
appearance at sub-mm wavelengths will be determined by the sub-100-µm dust.
This allows us to deliberate our large-grain population, and freely distribute it
throughout the disk, without considerably disturbing the visibilities at sub-mm
wavelengths.
We propose to implement the redistribution of the > 100-µm dust by introducing
a new parameter, the surface density power p>100µm for these large grains. We
assume the same surface-density profile as in Eq. (3.4) for these large grains,
only with a different power p>100µm (i.e., p>100µm 6= p).
The final model run deserves the following comments:
• The above models clearly showed the SMA fit to outweigh the fit of the
VLA data. This is an intrinsic issue due to the relative level of accuracy
of the former data set with respect to the latter. In order not to favor
one data set over the other, we readjust the relative weights of the two
data sets by decreasing and increasing them by a factor of 2, respectively
(i.e., χ2SMA → 12χ2SMA; χ2VLA → 2χ2VLA). Inspection of the fits a posteriori
shows that this factor leads to a satisfactory reproduction of all data sets
(at least by eye).
• We found it necessary to fix two parameters to get a valid fit. First,
we fixed amax to 1mm. As can be inferred from the previous model fits
(the shown models in Fig. 3.7), the VLA-visibilities at short baselines
are overpredicted for amax = 1 cm. Taking amax = 1mm lowers the mm-
flux, which allows the model to reach valid visibility levels. The second
parameter we fix is the settling parameter α. The strongest diagnostic for
α in our data set is the SED shape in the range λ = 100− 500µm: this
wavelength range corresponds to the thermal emission of the outer flaring
disk, and it is exactly α which determines the amount of flaring in the
different dust populations. However, test model runs show that subtle
effects at longer wavelengths (with now two equally contributing visibility
data sets) outweigh the determination of α from the few SED points in
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the range λ = 100 − 500µm. We therefore fix α = 10−5, the relatively
well constrained value found before.
• We limit the model fitting algorithm to a compact parameter space around
the best parameters of the previous models. The only parameters we give
a large freedom are the surface density powers p and p>100µm, and the
dust masses Mdust,<100µm and Mdust,>100µm. We note that we indeed
split up the dust masses in the small and large grains, since the different
spatial distribution for the two grains populations does not necessarily
mean that their relative abundance should be the same as for a radially
homogeneous disk.
The best fit model after calculating 30 generations of models is shown in Fig. 3.7.
The assumption of a differently distributed large-grain population somewhat
degrades the fit of the SMA data, which confirms that the sub-mm opacity of the
largest grains contributes significantly. In other words, the idea of decoupling
the two grain populations to fit the two visibility curves independently was
(obviously) idealized. Still, we manage to strongly improve the fit quality of
the VLA data as compared to the radially homogeneous models, reproducing
the data both qualitatively and quantitatively. The total χ2-value lowers to
χ2 = 51.4 (compared to χ2 = 67.1 for the previous best model).
3.7 Discussion
3.7.1 Parameter validity range
The outcome of a modeling run is a set of parameters, corresponding to the
best-fitting model. Getting an idea on how well the model fits the data,
i.e., determining the uncertainty on the determined parameters, is a non-trivial
problem.
Different techniques exist for determining the validity range of fit parameters
(see, e.g., Andrae (2010) for a concise overview). Several of the techniques are
based on a relatively extended sampling of the parameter space (e.g., Markov
Chain Monte Carlo methods, parameter grid methods), or make use of refitting
the slightly modified data set (e.g., resampling, bootstrapping techniques). In
the case of highly dimensional parameter spaces, with computationally expensive
model calculations, most of the techniques become highly demanding in terms
of computation time/power.
The reason for using a genetic fitting algorithm for our modeling work was
exactly to limit the computational effort needed. We therefore also have interest
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in finding a method that gives error estimates in a reasonably simple way.
Several methods have been used to find validity ranges for parameters when
using a genetic algorithm for fitting. Cantó et al. (2009) use a data-resampling
technique for generating artificial data sets, which are then refitted. De Geyter
et al. (2013) also make use of additional fits, but each time on the same data
set (here, the uncertainty is reduced to the reproducibility of the best model).7
For both methods, new fits are thus required, multiplying the computation
time by the number of redone fits. A different approach is to specify an ad hoc
parameter ∆χ2, defining a range of calculated models and hence parameters
that are still “valid” (Johnston et al. 2011).
We make use of a method based on the collection of models that is calculated
to get to the best model. The method is explained in Sect. 3.11. In essence,
the parameters of the calculated models are resampled on a regular grid, which
allows us to use a Bayesian inference method as in, e.g., Pinte et al. (2008b) or
Lebreton et al. (2012).
3.7.2 Parameter values of different models
Table 3.5 allows us to compare the values of the parameters shared by the
subsequent model geometries, and compare with previously proposed disk
models.
The simple-disk model with a vertical rim has an inner-disk geometry that is well
constrained, with an inner radius of 0.7AU. The scale is exactly what was found
by Ratzka et al. (2007), and also confirms our simple-ring fit in Sect. 3.4.1. Our
radiative transfer modeling shows that a vertical rim is not properly explaining
the full 10-µm emission profile in the MIDI correlated fluxes, something that is
improved upon by introducing a dust-depleted inner region (i.e., the rounded
rim). This moves in the inner radius to a less constrained value of 0.3− 0.5AU.
The starting point of the “rounding-off” of the inner rim lies around ∼ 3AU,
as can be inferred from both model geometries that include the rounded rim.
We note that Rexp does not correspond to the radius of the maximum surface
density. The latter lies closer to the central star, roughly around 2.5AU for the
disk models with Rexp ∼ 3AU. The resulting surface-density profile, which is
then smoothly decreasing inwards of this radius, is thus rather different than
the profile with a sharp transition at 4AU, typically used to model the disk
(e.g., Thi et al. 2010; Andrews et al. 2012; Arnold et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013).
7In essence, this method is therefore not a real “error” estimation: in the ideal case where
the algorithm each time traces back the same best model, this would imply that the parameter
uncertainty is 0, which is obviously unrealistic.
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For Rout, we find relatively well constrained values around 60AU for the three
tested model geometries. These values confirm the value of 60AU found by
Andrews et al. (2012). As was already mentioned by these authors, the value
differs from the outer radius of the disk as detected in scattered light and CO
(> 200AU). We go deeper into this difference in Sect. 3.8.2, where we also
describe the constraints coming from our near-infrared data.
A final parameter we consider here is the total dust mass Mdust. For the first
two model geometries, we find a dust mass around 2× 10−4 M; for the final
geometry, the total dust mass is around 1× 10−4 M. The difference between
the two is due to the maximum grain size amax in the models (1 cm vs. 1mm):
the higher amax, the lower the mass-averaged absorption coefficients (since small
grains dominate the absorption/emission at short wavelengths). Comparing
the mass of our disk model with the masses of the reimplemented models in
Sect. 3.5 shows that our estimate is relatively low. The difference in mass
estimates is strongly related to the different opacities assumed in the different
models (Fig. 3.4). Since the disk is optically thin at long wavelengths, the
emission at long wavelengths is proportional to the mass and the opacity at
these wavelengths. For a given millimeter flux, a higher assumed opacity will
therefore lead to a lower dust mass. This is exactly what we see here: our model
has high dust opacities at millimeter wavelengths, and this results in a relatively
low dust mass. Any comparison of model dust masses therefore translates into
the inherent uncertainties on dust properties.
A graphical representation of our newly proposed disk model is shown in
Fig. 3.10.
3.7.3 Rim shape
Studying the geometry of the inner region of protoplanetary disks is challenging,
in particular concerning the shape of the inner disk rim (Dullemond & Monnier
2010). Initial radiative-transfer models with vertical inner rims have near- and
mid-infrared excesses that are strongly inclination dependent (Dullemond et al.
2001). Later models for the inner rim self-consistently led to a rounded rim
structure, a consequence of the temperature dependence of dust condensation
on gas density (Isella & Natta 2005).
In the case of transition disks, the radius of the disk rim is (much) larger than
the typical condensation radius of the dust grains and is hence not determined
by the condensation temperature of dust. A possible hypothesis is that the
inner rim of the transition disk is shaped by the presence of a (sub-)stellar
companion inside the gap. Recently, Mulders et al. (2013b) made a detailed
study of MIDI observations of the (pre-)transition disk object HD100546. They
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Figure 3.10: Current image of the TWHya transition disk. In black, we
represent the centrally concentrated large-grain population, which is also strongly
vertically settled. The light-gray outer-disk region between 60AU and > 200AU
is not constrained by our radiative transfer model, but is discussed in Sect. 3.8.2.
We also indicate the regions constrained by the different data sets. The near-
infrared data provide only weak constraints (see Sect. 3.8).
showed that the observations agree with a disk with the surface-density profile
in Eq. (3.4). Hydrodynamical simulations of the inner disk region then show
that the surface density can be reproduced by assuming a ∼ 60MJ companion
within the disk gap.
Our correlated-flux profiles do not contain the clear diagnostics as present in
the HD100546 data in Mulders et al. (2013b), but we do show that the smooth
surface-density profile leads to a better reproduction of the correlated fluxes
than assuming a sharp transition. This indicates that a companion might have
shaped this inner rim. Properties of a possible companion could be derived
using similar hydrodynamical simulations of the inner-disk region, something
that is beyond the scope of this work. A planetary body within the central
∼ 0.1AU could agree with the proposed companion to TWHya at 0.04AU
(Setiawan et al. 2008), which existence is yet under debate (Huélamo et al.
2008).
Although a companion hypothesis is attractive, other processes might contribute
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to (or even dominate) the creation of the inner cavity. There is strong evidence
that photoevaporation plays an important role in the dispersal of the inner disk
of TWHya (Pascucci et al. 2011). Moreover, Baruteau et al. (2014) make clear
that the gaps carved out in disks by companions of a Jupiter mass or less will
be narrow annuli, and not cavity-like. Full dynamical simulations of the inner
disk region, taking previous results on photoevaporation and our constraints on
the dust into account, will be an important next step.
3.7.4 A compact distribution in the largest grains
Fig. 3.7 showed that the visibility profiles at sub-mm and mm-wavelengths differ
significantly. Differences in visibility profiles at different mm-wavelengths are
seen for other T Tauri stars, and led to a common approach of modeling the
data at different wavelengths separately (e.g., Isella et al. 2010). The differences
in derived surface-density profiles can be interpreted in terms of a radially
varying β, the opacity slope at millimeter wavelengths (κλ ∝ λ−β). This change
in millimeter opacities is then seen as evidence that grain sizes are decreasing
with distance from the central star (Guilloteau et al. 2011; Pérez et al. 2012), a
conclusion that is also reached for younger (Class 0) objects (Kwon et al. 2009).
The aim of this work is to find a radiative transfer model that directly
incorporates the dust emission at different wavelengths. Making models with a
radially homogeneous grain composition, i.e., with the same relative abundances
for the grain-size bins throughout the disk, clearly showed to be unsuccessful.
Instead, the visibility profiles inspired us to propose to decouple the largest
grains from the smaller-grain population. This, in turn, resulted in a model
with two different surface density regimes. For the grains with sizes below
100µm, the expectation value for the surface-density power is p = 0.6 ± 0.2
(the best-fit model has p = 0.5). This is close to the value 0.75 found for the
Andrews model, see Table 3.2, based on the same SMA data set. For the larger
grains (a > 100µm), the surface density power in the best model is two times
higher.
The spatial and size distribution of dust grains in protoplanetary disks is
determined by the processes of dust growth, fragmentation, and transport in
viscously evolving gas disks. Birnstiel et al. (2012) present a simple model
for the dust evolution in disks that agrees with high-level simulations of the
incorporated processes (Birnstiel et al. 2010). Two limiting cases are determined:
the fragmentation-limited distribution, where the dust particles are in a steady
state in which coagulation and fragmentation balance, and the drift-dominated
distribution, where dust particles are drifting away more rapidly than being
replenished by growth. The dominant regime in a certain part of the disk
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depends on parameters like the turbulence level, the velocity at which grains
fragment, and the initial gas-to-dust ratio.
Birnstiel et al. (2012) show that the drift-dominated disks have a dust surface
density proportional to R−0.75, for gas-disk profiles with Σgas ∝ R−1, and point
out that the Andrews model agrees with this surface-density profile. As was
already indicated, our surface density for the < 100-µm grains agrees with this
profile, except that our assumption of a constant dust-to-gas ratio leads to a
gas surface density of the form
Σgas(R) ∝ AR−0.6 +BR−1.4, (3.5)
where A and B are constants. However, the sum of the shallow and the steep
density profile leads to a surface density that differs by less then 10 % from
a “regular” R−1 profile, for almost the complete disk. This implies that the
approximation for this simple drift-dominated disk model is valid. Concerning
now the grain population larger that 100µm, we have a surface-density profile
that is considerably different from the drift-dominated case. Interestingly, the
found expectation value p>100µm = 1.4± 0.2 (and p>100µm = 1.3 for the best-
fitting model) is very close to surface-density power 1.5 corresponding to the
fragmentation-dominated distribution (Birnstiel et al. 2012). It seems therefore
that the different traced surface densities can be related to physically different
regimes within the disk.
For typical simulation results in Birnstiel et al. (2012), disks with an age of a
few Myr have maximum particle sizes that are drift-dominated in the outer
regions and fragmentation-dominated in the inner regions. In addition, the
models also show that the largest grains are found in the inner region of the disk.
The results we get from our radiative-transfer modeling seem to confirm this
picture. For the largest grains, thus probing the inner disk region, we indeed
find a surface density that has a fragmentation-dominated character; for the
smaller grains, probing also further-out regions in the disk, we seem to confirm
a drift-dominated surface density.
3.7.5 Linking the dust emission to gas properties
Our analysis has implicitly substituted “modeling the disk structure” by
“modeling the dust distribution”. The contribution of the gas to the disk
structure is only incorporated in terms of the vertical hydrostatic equilibrium
and the vertical settling of the dust grains. In order to investigate the gas and
dust distribution simultaneously, gas-emission diagnostics would be required,
preferably spatially resolved (see, e.g., Andrews et al. 2012 for the analysis of
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the outer disk in CO). Still, a few indirect links can be exploited to couple the
disk model to the intrinsic gas properties.
By its nature, the turbulent mixing strength parameter α couples the gaseous
structure of the disk to the dust distribution. Mulders & Dominik (2012)
model median SEDs of Herbig stars, T Tauri stars, and brown dwarfs, and
find α = 10−4 to be a representative value across this range of stellar masses
(their analysis is based on the same radiative-transfer code as the one used
here). The here inferred value of α ∼ 10−5 seems to indicate that TWHya
has a more-settled disk than average. Hughes et al. (2011) model the spatially
resolved CO mm-emission of TWHya, and estimate that α ∼ 10−3−10−2, in line
with accretion-based estimates of α for other protoplanetary disks (α ∼ 10−2:
Hartmann et al. 1998). The gas-based (i.e., CO emission, accretion) estimates
of α clearly indicate a higher value than the α-value found here. Although more
work on reconciling the two approaches is needed, this apparent inconsistency
might simply indicate that the assumption of a single, constant α throughout the
disk is most likely invalid (see, e.g., dead zones). Therefore, different estimates
might be dominated by specific disk regions, which does not necessarily gives
the same values.
A second diagnostic for the gas is offered by the temperature structure of the disk,
a direct output of the radiative-transfer model. ALMA observations of TWHya
have recently led to the discovery of the CO ice line at ∼ 29AU, by inferring the
inner-edge location of N2H+ in the midplane (Qi et al. 2013). These observations
provide an independent measure for the midplane temperature. Our radiative
transfer model has a midplane temperature of 14K at 29AU. This value is
reasonably close to the temperature of ∼ 17K inferred for the N2H+ inner-edge
location, agreeing with expected CO sublimation temperatures (Qi et al. 2013).
This indicates that our purely dust-based model leads to a temperature structure
that might be in reasonable agreement with the temperature structures inferred
using gas-diagnostics, at least for regions where gas and dust temperature are
similar.
3.7.6 Contribution of excess radio continuum emission
The data analysis presented here is restricted to λ < 1 cm, since emission at cm-
wavelengths is possibly affected by the presence of an ionized wind (Sect. 3.3.5).
Here, we shortly discuss the nature of the radio continuum excess, and justify
our model assumption of pure dust emission at sub-cm wavelengths, in particular
for the resolved 9-mm VLA data.
Pascucci et al. (2012) analyze the contribution of free-free emission in the long-
wavelength SED of TWHya. They conclude that the 7-mm emission agrees with
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pure dust emission, whereas the 3.5-cm emission (Wilner et al. 2005) clearly
shows an excess. The new 4.1-cm and 6.3-cm VLA detections of TWHya allow
us to repeat the Pascucci et al. (2012) analysis, and fit the actual contribution
of the cm-excess.8 Following their approach and other arguments, the following
conclusions can be made on the long-wavelength SED of TWHya (Sect. 3.12):
• the contribution of a radio excess at λ = 9mm (i.e., the wavelength of the
modeled VLA observations) is low, perhaps on the level of 5%;
• the potential radio-excess source cannot be point-like;
• even at wavelengths as long as 4 cm, the dust emission seems to be detected,
confirming the earlier suggestion by Wilner et al. (2005) that for TWHya,
dust emission is important even at wavelengths of 3.5 cm.
The non-point-like nature of the excess implies that any attempt to model
this excess would require including a parametrized geometry of the responsible
region. This is a non-trivial issue, and the data quality is likely not good
enough to assess this problem. Taking the uncertainty level of the data and
the arguably small excess contribution into account, we can therefore justify
our modeling assumption of pure dust emission at 9mm, i.e., the use of a pure
radiative-transfer model.
3.8 Near-infrared analysis
For reasons given in Sect. 3.6.3, we have excluded the near-infrared data from
the radiative-transfer analysis up to this moment. We now investigate how
these data and other scattered-light observations can be accommodated within
our best model.
3.8.1 VLTI/PIONIER and VLT/NaCo data
In Fig. 3.11, we plot the (squared) visibility vs. baseline corresponding to
the VLTI/PIONIER and NaCo/SAM observations. Directly calculating the
visibilities at λ = 1.65µm (PIONIER) and λ = 3.6µm (NaCo/SAM) for the
final best model in Sect. 3.6 gives the result shown in red. Although the model
curves qualitatively reproduce the trend in the data, the model underestimates
8The analysis of Pascucci et al. (2012) is based on an upper limit for the 6-cm emission,
which implies that the spectral index of the cm-excess was only partly constrained.
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Figure 3.11: PIONIER and NaCo/SAM (squared) visibilities with the predicted
visibilities for the final best model (full line), under the approximation of
isotropic scattering (red) and full scattering (green; i.e., also including non-
isotropic scattering). The dotted green line shows the predictions for the same
model, but this time with large grains in the disk atmosphere (simulated by
increasing the turbulence strength α from 10−5 to 10−3). Finally, the dashed
line again shows the predicted model visibilities of the best model, but now
with an outer radius of 200AU for the < 10-µm sized grains.
or overestimates the global visibility level of the PIONIER or NaCo/SAM data,
respectively.
All radiative-transfer simulations made up to this moment were based on an
isotropic treatment of the radiation field. Given the importance of scattered light
in interpreting the near-infrared data (see Sect. 3.4.2), we now recalculate the
same model based on full (anisotropic) radiative transfer. A correct treatment
of scattering, indeed an intrinsically anisotropic process, leads to visibilities that
are clearly significantly higher than the visibilities calculated under isotropic
scattering (Fig. 3.11). This increase in disk–star contrast9 is a consequence
of the forward scattering in combination with the pole-on orientation of the
TWHya disk. Indeed, grains in the disk atmosphere will tend to scatter the
9To first order, the anisotropic scattering does not change the relative scattering intensity
by the different disk regions, as evidenced by the qualitatively similar visibility profiles under
both scattering approximations. The change in visibility level therefore only indicates a
decrease of the total disk flux with respect to the stellar flux. Mathematically, we have
(assuming V? ' 1 and Fdisk/F?  1)
Vtot =
1
Fdisk
V? + 1F? Vdisk
1
Fdisk
+ 1
F?
'
1 + Fdisk
F?
Vdisk
1 + Fdisk
F?
' 1− Fdisk
F?
(1− Vdisk).
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stellar radiation in the radial rather than the perpendicular (i.e., the observer’s)
direction, making the disk fainter (see also Mulders et al. 2013a).
Taking anisotropic scattering into account improves the agreement of the model
with the PIONIER data.10 For the NaCo/SAM data, also the full-scattering
model fails to reproduce the visibilities. The latter might point to the need for
grains with different scattering properties.
To further investigate this, we recalculate the visibilities for an increased amount
of large grains in the disk atmosphere. Instead of adding other grains to the
model, we artificially stir-up large grains by increasing the turbulent mixing
strength (from α = 10−5 to 10−3). As shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.11,
this leads to a much better reproduction of the SAM data, a consequence of
the higher scatter efficiency of the larger grains (resulting in a lower star–disk
contrast). Of course, a real increase in turbulence is excluded by the fit of
the other data (since this completely changes the vertical distribution in all
grain populations), and also the reproduction of the PIONIER data is affected.
Yet, this test shows that adding a small, separate population of micron-sized
grains to the upper atmosphere might allow us to fully incorporate the SAM
observations. Particles like this could remain high up in the atmosphere when
they are fluffy (like “snowflakes”), i.e., when they have large surface-to-mass
ratios and hence a strong coupling to the gas (Mulders et al. 2013a).
3.8.2 Outer radius in scattered light
The outer radius of the disk (Rout) is consistently found to be ∼ 60AU. This
value is clearly smaller than the outer detection radius of the disk in scattered
light, which is at least 280AU (Roberge et al. 2005). However, convergence
plots of Rout indicate that the parameter is mainly constrained by the SMA
data, i.e., by the emission of large grains. For the small grains, which will
dominate the scattering since they are dominating the disk atmosphere (due to
settling), we do not have any strong constraints on Rout in our data.
Andrews et al. (2012) already indicated that the outer radius of the disk in large
grains is much smaller than it appears in gas emission (as traced by CO). In the
current scenario, the small grains seem thus well coupled to the gas, and span a
region up to at least 200AU in radius, whereas the large grains are found only
up to 60AU. As a test, we can therefore add small grains to the region outside
60AU, hereby effectively introducing a decoupled Rout for the small grains. In
principle, this should not influence the model fit to the thermal emission data.
10It is worthwhile to mention that the anisotropic scattering has no appreciable effect on
the disk structure, as far as the fit to the other data is concerned.
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To the plots in Fig. 3.11, we added the corresponding model plots where we let
the surface density of the grains smaller than 10µm continue up to 200AU. The
changes to the model curves are low, and clearly such a change is not detectable
with our near-infrared data sets. Making corresponding images shows that, at
least qualitatively, we can get synthetic near-infrared images with large outer
radii, but for which the fit of the here-presented data set (near-infrared to cm
interferometry) is not changed.
Recently, Debes et al. (2013) investigated the depression in the surface brightness
of the disk at R ∼ 80AU, already reported in Krist et al. (2000). The depression
is interpreted as a (partially filled) gap in the disk. Since the detection is based
on the scattered light of the disk, we lack any strong diagnostics to reconfirm
this gap. Our disk model also does not require any material to be located that
far from the central star, i.e., we currently cannot confirm if a gap would be
present in the thermal dust emission.
3.9 Summary and conclusions
Although the transition disk around TWHya has been studied in detail, the
variety of disk models in the literature indicates that the disk structure is still
under discussion. Combining high-angular-resolution data that span five orders
of magnitude in wavelength, our aim was to develop a radiative-transfer model
that fully incorporates the dust distribution around the star, with a focus on
the inner-disk region. This work has led to the following conclusions:
1. Reimplementing existing radiative-transfer models for the TWHya disk
shows that the published models can indeed explain part of the combined
data set, but fail to reproduce data at other wavelengths. This shows
that a multiwavelength analysis is essential to fully characterize the disk.
Also, this exercise already points to some model properties: the need for
large ( µm) dust grains, the importance of full radiative transfer for
explaining the disk, and the fact that the new mm-interferometry gives
completely new constraints on the disk structure.
2. A simple disk structure with a vertical inner rim and a radially
homogeneous composition (from small to large grains) cannot properly
explain the data. From the MIDI data, we infer an inner region with a
lower surface density.
3. As a first modification to the simple disk model, we introduce a rounded
rim by exponentially reducing the surface density (with respect to a
standard power law surface density) inwards of a specified radius. Mulders
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et al. (2013b) have shown that this rim profile follows from hydrodynamical
simulations of a low-mass companion opening a disk gap. Our MIDI data
agree with the expected mid-infrared emission of such a rim. Although
linking the gap in the TWHya disk with the presence of a companion is
tentative, other mechanisms might lead to similar rim geometries.
4. The mm-emission as observed with VLA originates from a spatially
more compact region than the sub-mm emission observed with SMA.
We interpret this as evidence for a more compact distribution of the
largest dust grains, something that is also seen in other disks (e.g., Pérez
et al. 2012). We model the > 100-µm grains with the same surface density
profile as the smaller grains, but with a steeper surface density power.
This allows us to reproduce both the SMA- and VLA-visibilities, to a
reasonable extent. We note that for TWHya, the VLA data allow us to
trace the imprint of dust emission to wavelengths as long as 4 cm, in line
with earlier suggestions by Wilner et al. (2005).
5. Our final disk model (Fig. 3.10) has an inner radius of 0.3− 0.5AU, an
outer radius of ∼ 60AU, and a maximum in the surface density around
2.5AU, where the surface density smoothly decreases inwards.
6. For the radiative-transfer analysis, we do not focus on the near-infrared
data, since these depend predominantly on the scattering properties of the
dust. Instead, we compare the visibilities predicted by the best-fit model
with the actual data. This comparison shows the importance of taking
the full scattering properties of the dust into account. The predicted
visibilities reproduce the H-band data reasonably well; for the L’-band
data, a small population of possibly fluffy grains might be needed in the
disk atmosphere for predicting the correct visibilities. A population of
small grains at large distances from the star, as observed in scattered light
images, can easily be incorporated in the final disk model.
3.10 Appendix A: Genetic-algorithm formalism
In a genetic algorithm, generations of models are calculated starting from an
initial model population with random parameters. Each subsequent generation is
based on the best-fitting models of the previous generation (parents). Gradually,
the population of models is therefore evolving towards a “fitter” population,
and the fitting process is stopped when a sufficiently well fitting individual (as
defined by a criterion) is found.
We used a formalism based on the algorithm of Cantó et al. (2009), with
refinements as suggested by Coughlin et al. (2011). In the algorithm,
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the offspring generation is based on randomly picking models within the
neighborhood of the fittest individual models of the parent generation. For
the definition of the parameters of a child model in generation n, we do the
following steps:
1. Calculate the fitness of all parent models in generation n− 1, where we
define the fitness as
fitness = 1/χ2,
2. Pick a random parent model p, with a probability proportional to the
square of its fitness, i.e., (1/χ2)2,
3. Define each child parameter k as a random number from the Gaussian
distribution
N
(
kp,
(
σk,n−1/2n/l
)2)
,
where kp is the parameter value of the parent p, σk,n−1 the standard
deviation of values of the parameter k in the previous generation (n− 1)
and l a fixed (positive) number.
The choice of the above standard deviation ensures that we explore the
neighborhood of interesting models in a decent way. Parameters that are
easily constrained will naturally evolve quicker to their fittest value, and hence
the population standard deviation σk,n of the parameter will rapidly diminish.
The factor 2n/l will gradually speed up the confinement of the random-pick
process. We fix value l = 10, which we found appropriate for getting a sufficiently
fast convergence. The number of models per generation is fixed to 200, of which
the best 10% is parent for the next generation. We note that parents are also
copied to the next generation, assuring that well-fitting individuals are kept in
the model population (elitism).
3.11 Appendix B: Error estimation
We start from the reasonable assumption of Gaussian errors on the data points.
To each data point (xi, yi), we can associate a Gaussian error distribution
p(yi|ξ) ∝ exp
(
−(yi − f(xi; ξ))2
2σ2i
)
, (3.6)
where σi is the standard deviation of yi, and f is the model with parameters
ξ. The probability associated with the complete data set, i.e., the likelihood
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function, is then
P (y|ξ) =
∏
i
p(yi|ξ) ∝ exp(−χ2/2), (3.7)
i.e., the product of the (independent) probabilities in Eq. (3.6). Here, χ2 follows
the classical chi-square definition
χ2 =
∑
i
((
yi − f(xi; ξ)
)2
σ2i
)
. (3.8)
In terms of our model fitting, this χ2 corresponds to our χ2 in Eq. (3.3).
Knowing the likelihood function in Eq. (3.7), we have an estimate on how likely
it is to obtain a data set y for a given set of parameters ξ. Bayes’ Theorem
allows us then to “flip” this relation, and find the probability distribution of
our parameters given our data set, which is what we are actually interested in:
P (ξ|y) = P (y|ξ)P (ξ)/P (y). (3.9)
Here, P (y) is the probability of the data under all possible model realizations,
a factor that can simply be considered as a normalization constant (i.e., inde-
pendent of ξ). P (ξ), on the other hand, is the prior probability distribution of
the parameters. In the absence of any natural preference for the parameters
prior to obtaining the data, we can assume flat priors, i.e., uniform probability
distributions for each of the parameters. In the range of possible parameter
values, Eq. (3.9) thus indicates that P (ξ|y) and P (y|ξ) are identical under our
assumptions.
In essence, what we want is to have a sufficient amount of information on our
likelihood function, or equivalently on our χ2-function (Eq. (3.7)). Under that
condition, we know the behavior of the joint probability distribution P (ξ|y),
which implies we can calculate marginal distributions P (ξi|y) for each of the
different parameters ξi, and get expectation values and standard deviations. The
latter values are then the formal error bars on each of the individual parameters.
Sampling the χ2-function (Eq. 3.7) can be achieved by calculating models on an
extended grid of parameters (e.g., Pinte et al. 2008b; Lebreton et al. 2012). The
grid method has the advantage that the parameter space is sampled in a regular
way, making it straightforward to calculate the marginal probability distributions
of the different parameters. In the case of a genetic fitting algorithm, we indeed
also have a sampling of the χ2-function, though very irregular. However, the
algorithm will naturally constrain the sampling to the interesting parts of
the parameter space, where the sampling is also increased. For a sufficiently
converged fitting algorithm, one can therefore imagine the sampling of the
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Figure 3.12: Long-wavelength SED of TWHya, including the new 4.1-cm and
6.3-cm detection. The dashed lines denote the power law fits corresponding to
the dust emission (red) and the radio continuum excess (green). The full line is
the sum of the two contributions. In gray, a set of 100 models from the Monte
Carlo resampling analysis is shown.
algorithm to be good enough for having the necessary information on the
χ2-function.
The way we estimate our modeling errors is to make a multi-dimensional
interpolation of our exp(−χ2/2) values on a parameter grid, normalizing the
sum to 1 (in order to get a probability distribution). This is then our estimate
of P (ξ|y), which we can marginalize to get the probability distributions for the
individual parameters.
3.12 Appendix C: Long-wavelength SED
Following the approach of Pascucci et al. (2012), we first fit the (sub-)mm
SED with a single power law (Fν ∝ να), corresponding to the optically thin
dust emission (Fig. 3.12). This gives a spectral index of αmm = 2.47 ± 0.05
(cf. αmm = 2.57± 0.06 found by Pascucci et al. (2012)). As a second step, we
add a second power law to the fit for estimating the excess spectral index αexcess
at cm-wavelengths. The resulting spectral slope of the best fit is αexcess =
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0.8+0.4−0.6. We applied a Monte Carlo resampling technique (see, e.g., Andrae
2010) for inferring the uncertainty on this parameter. The inferred probability
distributions for the dust-continuum and radio-excess emission allow us to
estimate the contribution of the excess emission to the 9-mm VLA data. The
ratio of excess to dust emission at 9.3mm for the best fit is 3.8 %, and it is
below 12 % at a 95-% confidence level.
On the basis of this fit to the radio excess, we thus conclude that dust emission
accounts for at least 90 % (and likely even more) of the flux observed at 9mm.
In case this emission is free-free thermal emission, the analysis of Pascucci et al.
(2012) shows that the expected radio spectral index is αexcess = −0.1. This
negative spectral index suggests an even lower contribution of an excess at
9mm.
In their analysis of the 9-mm VLA data of the TTauri star AS 209, Pérez et al.
(2012) find a point-like contribution to the flux on the level of ∼ 10 %, which
they associate with free-free emission from a compact ionized wind. In our
TWHya data, probing significantly longer baselines, no point-source emission
is detected: the averaged visibility on baselines > 1400 kλ is effectively zero
(0.022 ± 0.024mJy). Any point-like free-free emission on the level of a few
percent is thus excluded.
In a related note, we want to emphasize the interesting behavior of TWHya’s
SED in the centimeter wavelength range and its implication. It was recognized
early on that the dust emission of circumstellar disks might be traceable beyond
the classical mm wavelength range (λ . 3.4mm), well into the centimeter regime
(e.g., Mundy et al. 1993). In the more recent past, several multi-object studies
detected dusty disks at wavelengths between 7 and 16mm with VLA and with
ATCA (e.g., Rodmann et al. 2006; Lommen et al. 2009; Ubach et al. 2012).
The detected signals at longer wavelengths (& 2 cm), however, were usually
interpreted as arising from an ionized gas component via free-free emission.
This was corroborated by the early T Tauri disk models that predicted very
low flux densities from dust at a wavelength of 3.6 cm (cf. Beckwith et al. 1990;
Mundy et al. 1993). Consequently, Rodmann et al. (2006), for instance, assumed
that their 2.0 and 3.6 cm VLA detections arise from free-free emission, and
used the resulting spectral index to correct their 7mm signal for a non-dust
contribution. At ATCA, often only upper limits could be established for the flux
at 3 and/or 6 cm, preventing a robust derivation of the corresponding spectral
index (Lommen et al. 2009; Ubach et al. 2012).
The C-band VLA data we have used for TWHya consist, as mentioned above,
of two sub-bands at 4.8 and 7.3GHz (6.3 and 4.1 cm). Not only can these
two data points be used in the global analysis of the long-wavelength SED as
shown above, each of the two sub-bands also covers a 1-GHz-wide bandpass
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in frequency. The multi-frequency synthesis algorithm implemented in CASA
allows us to derive a spectral index along such a 1-GHz range. Hence, we can
report two additional spectral indices, 1.2 ± 0.6 at 4.8GHz, and 3.6 ± 0.4 at
7.3GHz, measured around the intensity peak. The error bars are relatively
large, since the total intensity signal of TWHya at these frequencies is very low.
One should therefore not over-interpret the actual values. Still, a qualitatively
different behavior is evident. The two spectral indices are different with high
confidence, much steeper at 7.3GHz than at 4.8GHz. We interpret this finding
as an indication that for TWHya, even at wavelengths as long as 4 cm, the dust
emission is detected and has a considerable influence on the spectral index at
this frequency. At 6 cm, the relative contribution from the dust might level out
with other emission mechanisms and will eventually fade for longer wavelengths.
CHAPTER 4
The asymmetric inner rim of the transition disk around
HD 179218
J. Menu, R. van Boekel, M. Min, Th. Henning, and C. Waelkens
To be submitted to Astronomy & Astrophysics
Context. An increasing number of Herbig Ae stars with a group I type
spectral energy distribution (SED), thought to have flared disks, is found to be
transitional: they have large radial gaps.
Aims. We aim at verifying whether the group I disk around the Herbig Ae star
HD179218 follows this paradigm.
Methods. Mid-infrared interferometry provides the angular resolution and
sensitivity needed to infer the disk structure on the scale of several au. We
investigate a large MIDI data set through full radiative-transfer modeling, and
for the first time include differential-phase data for constraining the circumstellar
environment of a young star.
Results. The presence of a gap is indeed inferred, and the gap radius is 10-11 au.
A compact, tenuous inner halo is introduced to account for the near-infrared
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excess in the spectral energy distribution. The simultaneous fit for the gap size
and orientation points to an asymmetric structure of the rim at 10-11 au. We
test a model geometry with an eccentric disk, which requires the usage of a fully
three-dimensional radiative-transfer code. Dynamical models of protoplanetary
disks indeed suggest that massive planets may create elliptic gaps through tidal
interactions.
Conclusions. The interferometric visibilities and SED are well reproduced by
a transition disk model. The MIDI data point at a somewhat asymmetric
brightness distribution and are well reproduced by a disk with an eccentric
gap (e ∼ 0.1). This is in agreement with models for forming massive planets
interacting with their disk. The currently available MIDI data do not exclude
alternative solutions to explain the inferred disk asymmetries.
4.1 Introduction
The quest for directly detecting ongoing planet formation in protoplanetary
disks has reached important landmarks in the last few years. Several works
now confirm the presence of point-like emission features or “blobs” in disks,
possibly planets in the process of formation (Kraus & Ireland 2012; Quanz et al.
2013a; Currie et al. 2014; Quanz et al. 2014; Biller et al. 2014; Reggiani et al.
2014). Although the number of these detections can be expected to steadily
increase in the coming years, with a new generation of high-contrast imaging
instruments, the study of the disks themselves to detect the imprint of planets
indirectly remains essential.
The presence of large gaps in protoplanetary disks is often ascribed to massive
planets, carving out their way through the disk material. Considering young
stars of intermediate mass, also known as Herbig Ae/Be stars (Herbig 1960;
Waters & Waelkens 1998), several new objects have recently been detected to
possess gaps. The gaps detected using near- and mid-infrared imaging have
typical sizes of several tens of au (e.g., Verhoeff et al. 2011; Casassus et al. 2012;
Honda et al. 2012; Maaskant et al. 2013; Quanz et al. 2013b; Follette et al.
2015), using mid-infrared interferometry even smaller gaps can be identified
(e.g., Benisty et al. 2010; Matter et al. 2014). The objects investigated in these
works belong to the group I classification of Meeus et al. (2001), sources that
are classically interpreted as having flared disk geometries. This led Maaskant
et al. (2013) to conjecture that all group I objects may have gapped disks.
HD179218 is a Herbig Ae star of spectral type B9. Although the object has
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been included in several classical studies of Herbig Ae/Be stars, and has one of
the richest 10-µm spectra of the currently observed Herbig Ae/Be stars (van
Boekel et al. 2005), the structure and orientation of the disk have not been well
studied. The source has been resolved both in continuum mid-infrared emission
(e.g., Liu et al. 2007) and in CO emission (Dent et al. 2005). The mid-infrared
size derived by Monnier et al. (2009) using single-telescope aperture-synthesis
imaging (FWHM = 68±4mas) agrees with our size estimate using mid-infrared
interferometry (half-light radius of 28± 2mas; Menu et al., Chapter 5). Finally,
the disk was also studied in detail by Fedele et al. (2008), who modeled mid-
infrared interferometry. Their model consists of an inclined double uniform-ring
structure, lacking emission between 3 and 15 au. The simple geometric nature
of their model does not allow for the interpretation of this lack of emission,
which could be both due to a gap or through shadowing.
In Meeus et al. (2001), HD179218 was classified as a group I source. According
to Maaskant et al. (2013), the disk may therefore have a gapped structure. The
aim of this work is to verify the gap hypothesis for this target. We make use
of a large data set obtained with the MID-infrared Interferometric instrument
MIDI at the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) in Chile. For the
first time, MIDI differential phase data are included in the modeling of a disk
around a young star.
The MIDI data are introduced in Sect. 4.2. A first attempt to model the data
with radiative-transfer models of an azimuthally symmetric disk is presented
in Sect. 4.3. Since the latter model geometry does not fully account for the
interferometric diagnostics, we attempt to use a three-dimensional radiative-
transfer model for describing the observations (Sect. 4.4). The results of the
modeling are described in Sect. 4.5. Finally, Sect. 4.6 summarizes this work.
4.2 Overview of MIDI data
HD179218 was observed 27 times with MIDI in the period 2003–2009. A log of
the observations is shown in Table 4.1, listing the projected baseline lengths (Bp)
and baseline position angles (PAB) of the observations. A corresponding plot
of the projected baselines (“UV plot”) is shown in Fig. 4.1. Given the Northern
declination of the target (δ = 16◦47′) relative to the VLTI (lat. = 24◦ S), and
the predominantly North-East to South-West orientation of the VLTI baselines,
the sampling in the UV plane is rather unidirectional.
The reduced correlated flux data were taken from Menu et al. (Chapter 5). We
remind the reader that the correlated flux on a baseline B physically corresponds
to the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the brightness distribution at
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Table 4.1: Log of MIDI interferometric observations.
night UT baseline Bp PAB flag
(hh:mm) (m) (◦)
2003-06-15 03:17 U3U1 59.7 192.9
2003-06-15 03:31 U3U1 61.0 196.6
2003-06-15 06:09 U3U1 84.7 219.4
2004-04-09 07:43 U3U2 25.4 207.0
2004-04-09 08:26 U3U2 29.1 216.4
2006-05-14 06:11 U2U3 29.1 36.5
2006-05-15 08:01 U1U3 83.2 38.8
2006-05-15 08:12 U1U3 85.0 39.5
2006-05-16 05:39 U3U4 58.2 118.0
2006-06-10 06:42 U3U4 60.3 105.7
2006-06-13 06:53 U1U2 48.2 34.6
2006-06-13 08:20 U1U2 53.4 36.8
2006-07-08 06:58 U3U4 44.4 101.1
2006-07-12 06:14 U1U2 52.8 36.8
2006-07-12 06:27 U1U2 53.5 36.8
2006-09-08 00:41 U1U3 85.7 39.8 x
2006-09-08 00:58 U1U3 88.2 40.6 x
2009-08-13 00:09 E0G0 11.6 81.0
2009-08-13 00:47 E0G0 13.2 79.7
2009-08-13 01:20 E0G0 14.3 78.3
2009-08-13 01:51 E0G0 15.1 76.9
2009-08-13 02:03 E0G0 15.3 76.3
2009-08-13 02:36 E0G0 15.8 74.5
2009-08-13 04:24 E0G0 15.4 66.5
2009-08-14 01:05 H0G0 27.9 258.8 x
2009-08-14 01:36 H0G0 29.7 257.5
2009-08-14 02:10 H0G0 31.1 255.7
Notes. Bp and PAB are the projected baseline length and position angle (measured
East of North), respectively. Observations flagged with “x” correspond to erroneous
observations, i.e., when the fringes were not detected or the fringe tracking failed.
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the projected baselines (“UV plot”) of the MIDI observations
of HD179218. Green and red crosses correspond to good and failed observations.
The labels indicate the combination of stations that were used for the
observations, with the corresponding UV-tracks.
the spatial frequency B/λ. In addition to the correlated fluxes, the MIDI
differential phases (between spectral channels) are used as model constraints,
for the first time for a disk around a young star. Differential phases are similar
to the standard complex Fourier phases of the interferometric data, but have a
linear component in wave number (i.e., inverse wavelength) subtracted.1 They
contain valuable information on the symmetry of the science target, be it often
difficult to directly interpret. In recent years, there has been an increasing
interest in using this phase information for constraining more complex models of
galactic/circumstellar environments (e.g., Tristram et al. 2014; López-Gonzaga
et al. 2014; Hillen et al. 2015). An interesting characteristic of phase information
is that it, in principle, can solve the intrinsic 180◦ ambiguity present in correlated
fluxes (as for interferometric visibilities), and thus allows for determining the
upper/lower side of the disk.
1This “loss of phase information” is related to the lack of an absolute phase reference in
our infrared interferometric observations, unlike it is the case for standard millimeter/radio
interferometric observations.
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The calibration accuracy of the differential phases is limited by the varying
amount of water vapor experienced by the two telescope beams. The optical
path difference for the two beams in the delay line system is a measure for the
(chromatic) phase offset introduced by the different water-vapor columns for
the two beams. This effect is calibrated by linearly interpolating the calibrator
differential phases versus the corresponding optical path differences in the delay
lines. The estimated phase offset is then subtracted from the raw science
measurement. The error estimate of the differential phase includes both the
intrinsic statistical error on the phase and the standard deviation of the raw
calibrator phases around the linearly interpolated phase vs. path difference
relation.
4.3 Modeling the disk structure
The MIDI data constrain the structure of the protoplanetary disk around
HD179218. In this section, we implement a radiative-transfer model for
describing the disk.
4.3.1 Radiative-transfer simulations
We use the Monte Carlo radiative-transfer code MCMax (Min et al. 2009) for
the modeling of the interferometric data. For a given radial surface density,
MCMax calculates the temperature structure and the vertical density profile
of an azimuthally symmetric disk, assuming vertical hydrostatic equilibrium.
In addition, a settling mechanism based on the turbulence strength is applied,
parametrized by the α-parameter (Mulders & Dominik 2012). Decreasing α
decreases the turbulence strength, implying that the largest grains decouple
from the gas and settle to the midplane. We calculate the radiative-transfer
models under the assumption of isotropic scattering.
4.3.2 Dust composition
The adopted dust composition is a mixture of amorphous and crystalline silicates
and carbonaceous grains. We focus on the disk structure and therefore choose
to fix the dust composition, thereby limiting the number of free parameters
associated with the modeling.
Juhász et al. (2010) fit the Spitzer spectrum of HD179218 with an analytic,
multi-component disk model, thereby obtaining an estimate for the silicate
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Table 4.2: Dust composition per grain size bin.
Size (µm) Composition
Silicate Carbonaceous
0.1− 1 57.5% amorph. olivine Mg2SiO4 15%
6.2% enstatite MgSiO3 (0.1µm)
15.3% enstatite MgSiO3 (2µm)
6.0% silica SiO2 (0.1µm)
1− 10 57.5% amorph. olivine Mg2SiO4 15%
6.2% enstatite MgSiO3 (0.1µm)
15.3% enstatite MgSiO3 (2µm)
6.0% silica SiO2 (0.1µm)
10− 100 85% amorph. olivine Mg2SiO4 15%
100− 1000 85% am. olivine Mg2SiO4 15%
Notes. A grain-size distribution n(a) ∝ a−3.5 is assumed, for each size bin for the
amorphous material.
References. Amorphous olivine: Jäger et al. (2003); carbonaceous grains: Preibisch
et al. (1993); enstatite: Jäger et al. (1998); silica: Henning & Mutschke (1997).
composition of the disk. Their model is based on a mixture of discrete grain sizes:
0.1, 2.0, and 5.0µm grains. Although such a mixture works well for reproducing
mid-infrared spectra, we prefer to assemble a mixture with a continuum of grain
sizes from sub-micron to millimeter sizes. Millimeter-sized grains, for instance,
are required for reproducing the (sub-)mm SED of protoplanetary disks.
The selected dust mixture is presented in Table 4.2. We split our grains in
size bins of one order of magnitude in grain size, needed to handle the size-
dependent settling of the grains. It is assumed that amorphous and crystalline
silicates represent 85% (in mass) of the dust, the other 15% is taken to be
carbonaceous material. The fit of Juhász et al. (2010) indicates that the
dominant amorphous silicate grain species is magnesium-rich and has an olivine
stoichiometry (Mg2SiO4, amorphous). This composition is taken as the basis
for the silicates. In the size bins 0.1-1µm and 1-10µm, we replace part of the
amorphous olivine material by enstatite (MgSiO3, crystalline) and silica (SiO2,
amorphous). For this, the discrete grain sizes and mass fractions are taken from
the Spitzer fit of Juhász et al. (2010), in order to maximize the correspondence
with our radiative-transfer models.
A particle size distribution n(a) ∝ a−3.5 (for the amorphous material) and
a dust-to-gas ratio of 0.01 are assumed. The opacities of the material are
calculated assuming a distribution of hollow spheres (DHS, with a filling factor
f = 0.8; Min et al. 2005). The minimum and maximum grain sizes are fixed to
amin = 0.1µm and amax = 1mm, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Spectral energy distribution of HD179218, showing the (azimuthally
symmetric) disk geometries M1 (red) and M2 (green), see Table 4.4. The dotted
lines show these two model geometries without an inner halo (M1n and M2n),
the full lines the same models with a halo of τ = 0.1 (M1h and M2h).
4.3.3 Stellar properties
For the central star, we assume an effective temperature Teff = 9600K (Folsom
et al. 2012), a stellar massM = 2.9M (van Boekel et al. 2005) and a distance of
250 pc (in agreement with the Hipparcos parallax; van Leeuwen 2007). A spectral
energy distribution (SED) was assembled from literature data (Table 4.3), and
was used to estimate the stellar luminosity and the amount of foreground
extinction. The latter values are fixed to L = 100L and AV = 0.13mag.
4.3.4 Simple disk
The first model geometry we attempt is a simple, continuous disk in vertical
hydrostatic equilibrium. The radial surface density is described using a power
law relation:
Σ(R) ∝ R−p. (4.1)
The surface density exponent p is fixed to the canonical value 1. The inner radius
of the disk Rin is a free parameter, the outer radius Rout is fixed to 300 au.
Other free parameters are the total dust mass Mdust and the α turbulence
parameter. Finally, the disk orientation is varied freely, giving two additional
free parameters: the (cosine of the) inclination cos i and the position angle
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Table 4.3: Photometric fluxes for SED
photometric band λeff (µm) Fν (Jy) reference
TYCHO2 BT 0.420 4.072± 0.034 1,2
USNOB1 B1 0.443 4.209± 1.263 3
JOHNSON B 0.443 4.174± 0.042 4,5
HIPPARCOS HP 0.519 3.994± 0.040 1
TYCHO2 VT 0.531 4.134± 0.029 1,2
JOHNSON V 0.549 4.086± 0.040 4,5,6,7
COUSINS R 0.647 3.455± 0.346 5
USNOB1 R1 0.690 3.564± 1.069 3
COUSINS I 0.787 2.875± 0.116 5,7
DENIS J 1.234 2.579± 0.026 8
2MASS J 1.239 2.491± 0.046 9
UM J 1.250 2.011± 0.185 10
2MASS H 1.649 2.284± 0.055 9
UM H 1.650 2.106± 0.175 10
DENIS KS 2.160 2.971± 0.120 8
2MASS KS 2.164 2.673± 0.044 9
UM K 2.340 2.753± 0.076 10
WISE W1 3.346 3.427± 0.253 11
UM L 3.650 3.664± 0.101 10
WISE W2 4.595 5.914± 0.278 11
UM M 4.900 4.040± 0.409 10
UM 7 7.910 13.307± 0.735 10
MSX A 8.480 14.710± 0.603 12
UM 8 8.810 16.691± 0.769 10
AKARI S9W 8.852 14.740± 0.147 13
UM 9 9.800 20.206± 0.744 10
UM N 10.000 18.243± 0.504 10
UM 10 10.270 21.461± 1.186 10
IRAS F12 11.036 23.400± 1.170 14
WISE W3 11.549 21.605± 0.239 11
UM 11 11.700 19.637± 1.085 10
MSX C 12.152 19.790± 0.990 12
UM 12 12.490 15.361± 1.132 10
MSX D 14.678 21.050± 1.284 12
UM 18 18.300 31.988± 2.652 10
AKARI L18W 18.919 27.880± 0.295 13
MSX E 21.501 35.530± 2.132 12
WISE W4 22.079 36.330± 0.363 11
UM 23 23.000 29.614± 3.273 10
IRAS F25 23.072 43.600± 1.744 14
IRAS F60 58.190 29.900± 2.691 14
AKARI N60 65.399 19.430± 0.891 15
AKARI WIDES 85.124 16.800± 1.560 15
IRAS F100 99.519 17.400± 1.392 14
AKARI WIDEL 146.434 9.263± 0.690 15
AKARI N160 161.669 7.078± 0.966 15
OVRO 1.3 1300.000 0.071± 0.007 16
OVRO 2.6 2600.000 0.008± 0.001 16
References. (1) Perryman & ESA (1997); (2) Høg et al. (2000); (3) Monet et al. (2003); (4)
Kharchenko (2001); (5) Anderson & Francis (2012); (6) de Winter et al. (2001); (7) Richmond
(2007); (8) Kimeswenger et al. (2004); (9) Cutri et al. (2003); (10) Harker et al. (2005); (11) Cutri
& et al. (2012); (12) Egan et al. (2003); (13) Ishihara et al. (2010); (14) Helou & Walker (1988);
(15) Murakami et al. (2007); (16) Mannings & Sargent (2000)
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Figure 4.3: MIDI correlated fluxes (top three arrays) and differential phases
(bottem three arrays). The green and red, dotted and full lines show the same
models as in Fig. 4.2: M1n, M2n, M1h, and M2h. The full blue line shows the
eccentric disk model M2h_ecc. The first correlated-flux plot is the total MIDI
spectrum of the disk (we note that the corresponding differential phase is 0,
by definition). Seven of the 25 interferometric observations on quasi-identical
baselines (and hence with quasi-identical fluxes/phases) are not included in the
figure.
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PA (measured East of North). The total amount of free parameters for this
geometry is five.
For the modeling strategy, the same genetic algorithm technique is used as in
Menu et al. (2014). In short, the technique starts with a generation of models
which randomly sample the parameter space, and subsequent generations of
models are increasingly confined to sample the parameter space close to the
fittest models of the previous generation. The χ2 values associated with the fits
are defined as
χ2 = χ2SED + χ2corr + χ2phi, (4.2)
where the latter two terms correspond to the MIDI correlated fluxes and the
MIDI differential phases. To calculate the χ2 value for the SED, a minimum
photometric calibration error of 5 % is assumed.
Figs 4.2 and 4.3 show the formal best-fitting model after calculating 10
generations of 200 models, which we refer to as “M1n” (red dotted line).
The corresponding parameters are included in Table 4.4. The simple model
geometry, with the disk orientation and the inner radius as the only free
geometric parameters, leads to a relatively precise reproduction of the complex
MIDI data behavior (Fig. 4.3). A gap size of 11 au is found. The SED, however,
clearly lacks a near-infrared flux component (Fig. 4.2), something we will discuss
in the next section.
Despite the good qualitative reproduction of the correlated-flux data, the fit
to the MIDI differential phases indicates some model inconsistencies. A clear
example is the difference in expected and observed phases for the 60-m scale
measurements along the North-West to South-East direction in the UV plane
(fourth and fifth plot on the fifth row in Fig. 4.3). The model differential
phases close to 0◦ clearly differ from the inverse V-shaped profile of the actual
observations.
Table 4.4 also includes an estimation of the expectation values and the
uncertainties of the parameters, calculated in a similar way as in Menu et al.
(2014). It is clear that the inclination and position angles are poorly constrained.
The origin of this problem becomes apparent when inspecting the χ2 values
of the calculated models. In Fig. 4.4, we plot the different terms in Eq. (4.2)
vs. both the inclination (cos i) and the position angle (PA) of the disk models
in the population. The information provided by the SED on the orientation
is limited, with naturally no constraints on the position angle, and a lower
limit of cos i ≈ 0.25.2 The correlated fluxes provide more information, but
have an intrinsic 180◦ ambiguity for the position angle (see Sect. 4.2). The
2A more inclined disk (i.e., a lower cos i) leads to the absorption of direct stellar flux by
the outer disk.
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Figure 4.4: Color plot of the χ2 values for the simple-disk model population,
indicating the range of probed inclinations (i) and disk position angles (PA).
The figure distinguishes between the total χ2 (first window) and the individual
contributions of the different data sets (χ2SED, χ2corr, and χ2phi; second to fourth
window). Two separated minima are seen in the cos i vs. PA plane, for the total
χ2. The models around (cos i,PA) ∼ (0.30, 30◦) correspond to the models in
the neighborhood of the model M1; the models around (cos i,PA) ∼ (0.65, 220◦)
are in the neighborhood of M2. All χ2 values are normalized, after putting a
maximum of 200 on the values (for clarity).
ambiguity is not present in the differential phases, which display a rather complex
behavior of the associated χ2 values. It is surprising to see that the total χ2
(left window) indicates two overall minima, which differ both in inclination
(∆ cos i ∼ 0.35) and position angle (∆PA ∼ 190◦). A closer inspection of the
models corresponding to the two minima also reveals a splitting in terms of
the disk inner radius Rin (not shown in Fig. 4.4), with the more inclined disk
preferring a larger inner gap (Rin ∼ 11.0 au vs. Rin ∼ 10.5 au). The two minima
therefore point to two substantially different (families of) solutions for the disk
geometry. This also explains the seemingly large errors on the disk orientation
in Table 4.4.
In addition to the formal best model (M1n), Figs 4.2 and 4.3 include the model
fluxes and phases of the formal best model belonging to the second minimum
(M2n). Even if this model has a higher χ2 (Table 4.4), its overall qualitative
behavior better suits the MIDI data than the best model.
4.3.5 Inner halo
Before addressing the apparently double solution for the disk orientation, we
investigate how we can introduce a near-infrared emission component in the disk
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model. The relatively large inner disk radius of & 10 au causes the temperature
of the dust close to the inner rim to be below a few 100K, i.e., much lower than
when the disk would continue inwards to the dust sublimation radius. As a
result, the geometry of the previous section cannot explain the near-infrared
excess seen in the SED of HD179218 (Fig. 4.2).
The simple-disk model provides a relatively precise reproduction of the MIDI
data, in particular of the correlated fluxes. An additional structural component
reproducing the near-infrared SED should therefore have a limited influence on
the mid-infrared emission of the disk. This not only means that the component
itself provides an insignificant amount of mid-infrared flux, it also should not
significantly alter the emission of the current disk model.
Although the near-infrared SED may also be explained using other geometries,
we choose to introduce a compact optically thin halo component, consisting
of small carbonaceous grains. First, unlike an optically thick inner disk, an
optically thin halo has a minor shadowing effect on the outer disk. This
avoids the outer disk to loose a large amount of stellar flux, which would
make it significantly fainter in the mid-infrared (e.g., Verhoeff et al. 2011;
Honda et al. 2012). Second, the thermal emission of sub-micron carbon grains
is peaked towards near-infrared wavelengths, and strongly decreases towards
longer wavelengths. Larger grains and/or even a small amount of hot, small
silicate grains provide a too large amount of mid-infrared flux. These grains
dramatically change both the amount and the geometric extent of the model
mid-infrared flux, not allowing the models to accommodate the MIDI data.
The inner and outer halo radius are fixed to 0.5 au and 1 au, respectively. For
the halo composition, we take amin = 0.1µm and amax = 0.5µm. A halo optical
depth of τ = 0.1 gives a sufficient amount of flux to explain the near-infrared
emission up to λ = 3µm (models M1h and M2h in Figs 4.2 and 4.3, full lines),
and the corresponding values of χ2SED for the two example geometries M1 and
M2 in Table 4.4 lower by almost a factor two.
In the range 3-6µm, the model flux is lower than the observed values. The
associated problem is that increasing the halo optical depth for fitting this flux
component, or including larger carbon grains in the halo, adds a too strong,
compact mid-infrared contribution. This is something that the MIDI data do
not allow for, and we note that the low-density halo already increases the values
of χ2corr and χ2phi (Table 4.4). A possible contribution at these wavelengths
may come from a population of stochastically heated grains in the outer disk,
e.g., polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) or very small grains (VSGs).
Such a component does not influence the fit to the MIDI correlated fluxes,
since most flux is resolved on even the shortest baselines (the flux comes from
large distances from the central star). We refer to Maaskant et al. (2013) for a
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demonstration of how these stochastically heated grains may influence the near-
to mid-infrared SED of gapped disks around Herbig Ae stars.
4.4 Towards a 3D radiative-transfer treatment
Even though the radiative transfer models in Sect. 4.3 provided a qualitatively
good reproduction of the MIDI data, some subtle differences between the models
and the data are apparent. Moreover, the existence of two families of disk
models requires some clarification. This section will show how these two issues
may be related to each other.
4.4.1 Hints for asymmetry
Our current disk geometry is based on a few assumptions, among which a
vertical inner disk rim. A possible explanation for the departures between
the models and the MIDI data is that the inner disk rim substantially differs
from a vertical wall. For the Herbig Ae star HD100546, Mulders et al. (2013b)
successfully incorporated a rounded inner-rim model for interpreting the MIDI
visibilities. The corresponding surface-density profile is similar to the outcome
of hydrodynamic models of a massive planet interacting with the disk. The
main motivation for introducing a rounded wall for HD100546 is the clear lack
of sharp wall signatures in the MIDI data. This is clearly different from the case
of HD179218: our MIDI data show clear bounces in the correlated-flux data
and sharp jumps in the differential phases. The latter is a typical indication
for a sharp jump in the brightness distribution, i.e., the presence of a sharp
rim. Moreover, the qualitative behavior of the MIDI data is to a large extent
captured by the models.
The differences between the models and the MIDI observables point to another
departure from a standard disk: the disk may not be azimuthally symmetric.
Intrinsically, an interferometric observation is most sensitive to the intensity
distribution along the direction of the projected baseline, and insensitive along
the perpendicular direction. If the intensity distribution is an inclined disk,
combining baselines with sufficiently different orientation angles should lead
to a unique solution for the disk geometry and orientation. The existence of
two families of solutions for the disk orientation (Fig. 4.4) possibly indicates
that data obtained along different combinations of baselines provide different
values of the disk geometry/orientation. For instance, the formal best solution
in Fig. 4.3 (M1n/M1h) indeed has difficulties to explain measurements along
the poorly sampled direction in the UV plane. The second solution in Fig. 4.3
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(M2n/M2h) has a better overall performance, but the locations of some sharp
features require some shift in wavelength. Notable examples for the differential
phases are the location of the maximum for the (60.3m, 105.7◦) observation, the
offset in the sharp jump for the (59.7m, 192.9◦) observation, and the location
of phase zeros on the 80-m-baseline observations.
A conceptually easy way to change the exact location of sharp visibility features,
without drastically changing the characteristics of the considered object, is to
slightly increase or decrease its physical dimensions. The easiest way to do this
in a non-uniform way3 is to make the disk eccentric. Indeed, stretching the
disk along a certain direction introduces the necessary possibilities to expand
or shrink a disk model differently along different directions, thereby changing
the location of sharp visibility features.
4.4.2 3D radiative-transfer simulations: MCMax3D
Testing an eccentric disk model requires breaking the azimuthal symmetry
that is currently assumed in the (two-dimensional) radiative-transfer models in
Sect. 4.3. It requires not only the stretching of the disk along a given direction,
an eccentric Keplerian disk also requires the central star to be in one of its focal
points, i.e., to be offset from the disk’s center. A 3D treatment of the radiative
transfer therefore is necessary.
The 2D radiative-transfer code MCMax, for modeling azimuthally symmetric
disk geometries, has recently been extended to a 3D radiative-transfer code:
MCMax3D. For a predefined geometry, MCMax3D calculates the full three-
dimensional temperature structure. Like for MCMax, a settling mechanism can
be applied, based on the turbulence mixing strength α. Unlike for MCMax,
however, the vertical structure in a MCMax3D disk model is predefined (i.e.,
no iterations for hydrostatic equilibrium are performed). In its standard mode,
MCMax3D does a full anisotropic scattering treatment of the radiation field.
Performing a 3D treatment of the radiative transfer substantially increases
the model calculation time (typically by a factor of 30). It therefore becomes
difficult to do a full search of the parameter space. As an alternative approach,
we start from a given model geometry and explore a relatively sparse grid in
the parameter space, varying only a few parameters. We thereby readjust our
aim to fully characterize the relevant parameters, and now focus on verifying
whether introducing eccentricity leads to an improved reproduction of the MIDI
data.
3Scaling the disk in a uniform way is equivalent to increasing/decreasing the inner rim
scale Rin, which leads to the same azimuthally symmetric geometry as before. This is thus
not a solution for the considered problem.
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Figure 4.5: Inclined eccentric disk (red full line) with the corresponding non-
eccentric version (black dashed line). The relevant orientation angles (measured
on the sky) are indicated. The red dot indicates the off-center position of the
central star, for the eccentric disk.
4.4.3 An eccentric disk model
An eccentric disk model can be described using two free parameters. The
first is the eccentricity parameter e = (1 − b2/a2)1/2, where a and b are the
semi-major and semi-minor axis of the eccentric disk. The second is the angle
θ, between the major axis of the eccentric disk, projected on the sky, and the
disk’s PA axis (Fig. 4.5). We note that θ is an angle measured on the sky.
Finally, in an eccentric disk, the central star is located in one of the focal points
of the eccentric inner hole, at a distance ∆x = ±ae from the center. Varying
θ, intrinsically defined between 0◦ and 180◦, between 0◦ and 360◦ allows us
to restrict ourselves to the positive value of ∆x (e.g., ∆x = −ae for θ = 45◦
corresponds to ∆x = +ae for θ = 45◦ + 180◦ = 225◦; see Fig. 4.5).
As argued in Sect. 4.4.1, the model geometry defined as M2 in Table 4.4 provides
a qualitatively better reproduction of the differential phases than the formal
best solution defined as M1. As the starting geometry, we therefore take this
M2 geometry, with the halo component with τ = 0.1, i.e., model M2h. The
3D-radiative transfer requires a predefined model geometry (in contrast to an
iterated vertical structure in hydrostatic equilibrium), and we parametrize the
vertical pressure scale height as
H(R) = 0.06 au
(
R
1 au
)1.1
. (4.3)
Since we are mainly interested in reproducing the MIDI correlated fluxes and
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Table 4.5: Parameter grid explored for eccentric disk models, including the
formal best-fitting solution.
grid M2h_ecc
inner radius Rin {9.9, 10.2, 10.5, 10.8} 10.2
inclination cos i 0.62 0.62
pos. angle PA (◦) {190, 193, . . . , 217} 205
eccentricity e {0, 0.033, . . . , 0.233} 0.133
ecc. orientation θ (◦) {0, 20, . . . , 340} 240
(χ2corr, χ2phi) (9.0,11.6)
differential phases, we vary only four parameters: the disk inner radius Rin, the
position angle PA, the eccentricity e, and the eccentricity orientation angle θ.
We note that varying these parameters in a narrow range has no significant
influence on the model SED, which allows us to focus on the MIDI data only.
The inclination is kept fixed: compared to the other four geometric parameters,
this parameter is less confined and thus is less important for optimizing the fit.4
Literally taking over the parameters of a 2D radiative-transfer model does
not lead to the exact same simulated observations in a 3D radiative-transfer
model: χ2corr increases from 10.1 to 15.8, while χ2phi increases from 24.2 to
24.8. This could have been expected: the effect can be ascribed to the different
vertical structure for the two models (iterated self-consistently vs. parametrized),
the corresponding different rim structure, and the different treatment of the
radiation (isotropic vs. full anisotropic scattering). This slightly complicates
the comparison, but is not necessary problematic.
Table 4.5 gives an overview of the parameter grid that was explored around
the geometry of M2h. The model presented as “M2h_ecc” corresponds to the
formal best solution of the model grid, based on the lowest χ2 value reached for
the MIDI data (χ2corr +χ2phi).5 The model has a slightly smaller disk inner radius
than M2h (10.2 au rather than 10.4 au). The model is moderately eccentric,
with e = 0.133 and θ = 240◦. Both χ2corr and χ2phi are lower than for M2h, with
χ2phi lowering from 24.2 to 11.6.
As indicated before, the high calculation time per model impedes a full
4This can partly be inferred from Fig. 4.4. For the minimum in the χ2 space corresponding
to M2, a relatively large range of cos i gives similar χ2 values. By contrast, the models are
much more sensitive to the value of PA.
5The influence of the eccentricity, which is a very local change of the disk geometry, on
the SED can be expected to be insignificant. We therefore exclude the calculation of the full
SED from the calculation of the model grid. This also limits the computing time, since the
full ray tracing needed to simulate the SED is a computationally expensive work.
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Figure 4.6: Estimated probability distribution associated with the MIDI data,
for the parameter grid of eccentric disk models. The four histograms show the
marginal probability distribution for the four grid parameters; the six color
plots show the two-dimensional covariances for each pair of parameters, as a
measure for their correlation.
exploration of the parameter space, necessary to fully characterize all parameters.
However, the explored grid gives us a handle on the significance of the eccentricity.
We therefore include an estimation of the associated local probability distribution
for the parameter grid in Fig. 4.6 (for the details of the estimation method,
we refer to Lebreton et al. 2012). The plots show that, for the explored
parameter space, the formal best model corresponds to a unique maximum in
the probability distribution. The correlation between the individual parameters
is limited. This indicates that the eccentric disk model provides a well-defined
solution for the disk geometry, and that this eccentricity is significant.
Although the full data set provides a good UV coverage, compared with the
MIDI data sets for most other Herbig Ae sources (see, e.g., Menu et al., Chapter
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Figure 4.7: Images (λ = 10µm) of formal best models, centered on the central
star (and halo). The first image shows the azimuthally symmetric model M2h.
The second image the best eccentric disk model M2h_ecc. Finally, the third
image shows the same model (M2h_ecc), viewed pole-on. The latter image
clearly shows the off-center position of M2h_ecc. The central pixel, containing
the direct stellar flux, is masked.
5), mid-infrared interferometric observations along other baseline position angles
will be needed to confirm whether the eccentric disk model is a unique solution
for the disk geometry. At the moment, we can conclude that a simple gapped disk
model does not provide a full solution, and that the disk wall (which provides
most of the mid-infrared flux) has some degree of azimuthal asymmetry. As the
above analysis shows, eccentricity provides a way to capture this asymmetry
and significantly improve upon the fit.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 HD 179218: another group I transition disk
The MIDI observations of HD179218 confirm in an unambiguous way that the
protoplanetary disk around this Herbig Ae object is transitional, with a gap
size of 10-11 au. Model images corresponding to two of the model geometries
(M2h and M2h_ecc) are shown in Fig. 4.7.
Other Herbig Ae objects for which MIDI has established the gapped nature
are HD100546 and HD139614, with gap sizes of 13 au and 6 au, respectively
(Benisty et al. 2010; Matter et al. 2014). These works and our study show how
mid-infrared interferometry can be used in a straightforward way to resolve
gaps with sizes which are mostly out of reach of conventional single-telescope
imaging techniques.
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CO ro-vibrational observations of HD179218 were recently presented in van
der Plas et al. (2015). The CO emission profiles for this source were found to
be similar to the CO emission of the two other group I disks HD100546 and
HD97048 in their sample. Based on the previously demonstrated gapped nature
of the latter two disks, van der Plas et al. (2015) suggested that HD179218
also has a transition disk. Our radiative transfer modeling now provides a
direct confirmation of this hypothesis. As these authors indicate, the wall-like
inner rims of gapped disks are fully exposed to the stellar UV flux, making CO
fluorescence the dominant excitation mechanism for these group I disks with
tenuous inner-disk components. Interestingly, the distribution they derive for
the CO gas has an inner radius of 10 au, which is in excellent agreement with
the inner radius we find for the circumstellar disk (10-11 au). In Sect. 4.4.1, it
was indicated that sharp features in the correlated fluxes and differential phases
show that the disk rim is sharp. The apparent spatial coincidence of the CO
gas rim and the dust rim can be interpreted as an additional confirmation for
the sharpness of the rim. A counterexample for an object with a sharp inner
rim is HD100546 (Mulders et al. 2013b). For this object, the CO inner radius
is estimated at 10 au (van der Plas et al. 2015), which is significantly closer in
than the maximum in the surface-density profile of the disk (∼ 20 au; Mulders
et al. 2013b).
The discovery of a gap places HD179218 in the increasingly longer list of group
I disks which are transitional. This endorses the hypothesis of Maaskant et al.
(2013) and Honda et al. (2012) that all group I disks may be transition disks.
4.5.2 Disk eccentricity and the planet connection
Eccentricity is only one geometric possibility for describing a disk which
deviates from azimuthal symmetry. However, apart from having a very simple
parametrization – only two additional free parameters are needed – testing this
geometry also has an important physical motivation.
A large fraction of massive extrasolar planets are found on orbits that are
significantly eccentric.6 The tidal interaction of a planet with the protoplanetary
disk in which it is embedded is a mechanism that has been proposed for driving
orbital eccentricity (e.g., Papaloizou et al. 2001). The driving mechanism
requires the disk to be eccentric, and the pumping of the disk’s eccentricity in
its turn can be a result of the coupling of the disk with the tidal potential of the
companion. In other words, the presence of a sufficiently massive companion
may be a necessary condition for explaining eccentric disks.
6See, e.g., http://exoplanet.eu
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Simulations of disks with embedded protoplanets on circular orbits reach (local)
eccentricities of . 0.25 for planet-to-star mass ratios > 3 × 10−3 (Kley &
Dirksen 2006). Fixing the protoplanet on an eccentric orbit leads to even higher
eccentricities of the inner disk rim (Hosseinbor et al. 2007). More recent works
specifically focus on the different populations of dust grains within the disks,
and their respective coupling with the eccentric gas disk (e.g., Hsieh & Gu 2012;
Ataiee et al. 2013).
A possible interpretation for the asymmetries we infer for the disk around
HD179218 is that the disk is eccentric. Our corresponding radiative-transfer
simulations, testing this scenario, point to a disk eccentricity of ∼ 0.1, a value
that is well within the range of the above disk simulations. The eccentricities
in the dynamical simulations are local eccentricities, i.e., they only apply to the
inner region of the disks. However, the mid-infrared emission probed by the
MIDI data is also concentrated towards the inner-disk rim. In other words, our
globally eccentric disk models are also representative for disks which are locally
eccentric.
One scenario that may explain the existence of large gaps in protoplanetary
disks is the dynamical clearing by a planetary or (sub-)stellar companion (e.g.,
Artymowicz & Lubow 1994). Several reasons make this scenario attractive for
explaining the existence of a large gap for HD179218:
1. The asymmetries inferred in the disk structure may be linked to the
dynamical interaction with a companion. A possible interpretation is
that the disk is eccentric. Although other mechanisms may lead to
eccentric geometries (e.g., Papaloizou & Lin 1988), the tidal interaction of a
companion with the disk provides a straightforward and well-characterized
explanation for these disk structures. Planet-disk coupling models are
readily used to explain observations of binary systems with an eccentric
circumbinary disk, i.e., where the companion is stellar (e.g., Dunhill et al.
2015).
2. HD179218 is strongly accreting (M˙acc = 2.6×10−7M yr−1; Garcia Lopez
et al. 2006), making it unlikely that its gap is created by photoevaporation
(e.g., Cieza et al. 2010).
3. As indicated in Sect. 4.5.1, the disk around HD179218 has a sharp edge
in the dust distribution that coincides with the onset of the (CO-)gas disk.
This is highly indicative of a disk geometry that has been dynamically
cleared just inside the disk rim. Grain growth, which may lead to a
similar opacity gap in the disk (e.g., Dullemond & Dominik 2005), cannot
accommodate a discontinuity in the gas disk.
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For these reasons, it is tempting to interpret the 10-au gap in the disk around
HD179218 as evidence for the presence of a massive gas-giant planet or a
sub-stellar companion.
Several of the above arguments, including the indication for a strongly eccentric
disk, were also invoked for the Herbig Ae star HD142527, for which Casassus
et al. (2012) presented near-infrared imaging. Similar hydrodynamic simulations
for the disk structure as these authors and also Mulders et al. (2013b) perform
may shed light on the mass of the companion that would be needed to explain
the gap morphology, something which is beyond the scope of the current paper.
4.6 Summary
In cases where the spatial resolution of the observations directly matches the
probed disk geometry, mid-infrared interferometry can give essential information
on the radial structure of protoplanetary disks. We provide the first direct
confirmation that the disk around the Herbig Ae star HD179218 has a large
inner gap, measuring 10-11 au in size. The gap is nearly empty, with only a small
amount of optically thin material inside. This contribution to the near-infrared
SED is modeled as a compact halo.
Radiative-transfer modeling assuming an azimuthally symmetric disk model
cannot entirely accommodate the strong structural diagnostics provided by the
MIDI data, in particular the differential phase data. We interpret this as a
signature for a departure from azimuthal symmetry, and perturb an azimuthally
symmetric disk model by making the disk eccentric. This requires the use of a
three-dimensional radiative-transfer modeling code.
A significantly non-zero eccentricity of the disk (e ∼ 0.1) leads to an improved
reproduction of the mid-infrared interferometry of the disk. Although other
kinds of structural asymmetries may provide a similar result, the possible
existence of a significantly eccentric disk may be linked to the presence of
a planetary/sub-stellar component in the system. The tidal coupling of the
companion with the disk is then the potential driving mechanism for the disk
eccentricity.
The existence of a deep gap in the dust distribution, the asymmetric (and
potentially eccentric) disk structure, the ongoing strong accretion, and the
hints for an identical gap size in the gas distribution point towards a massive
planetary or sub-stellar companion being responsible for the highly altered
inner-disk geometry of HD179218.

CHAPTER 5
The structure of disks around intermediate-mass young
stars from mid-infrared interferometry
J. Menu, R. van Boekel, Th. Henning, Ch. Leinert, C. Waelkens, and
L. B. F. M. Waters
Astronomy & Astrophysics, in press
Context. The disks around Herbig Ae/Be stars are commonly divided into
group I and group II based on their far-infrared spectral energy distribution, and
the common interpretation for that is flared and flat disks. Our understanding
of the evolution of these disks is rapidly changing. Recent observations suggest
that many flaring disks have gaps, whereas flat disks are thought to be gapless.
Aims. The different groups of objects can be expected to have different
structural signatures in high-angular-resolution data, related to gaps, dust
settling, and flaring. We aim to use such data to provide new insight in disk
structure and evolution.
Methods. Over the past 10 years, the MIDI instrument on the Very
Large Telescope Interferometer has collected observations of several tens
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of protoplanetary disks. We modeled the large set of observations with
simple geometric models and compared the characteristic sizes among the
different objects. A population of radiative-transfer models was synthesized for
interpreting the mid-infrared signatures.
Results. Objects with similar luminosities show very different disk sizes in the
mid-infrared. This may point to an intrinsic diversity or could also hint at
different evolutionary stages of the disks. Restricting this to the young objects
of intermediate mass, we confirm that most group I disks are in agreement
with being transitional (i.e., they have gaps). We find that several group II
objects have mid-infrared sizes and colors that overlap with sources classified as
group I, transition disks. This suggests that these sources have gaps, which has
been demonstrated for a subset of them. This may point to an intermediate
population between gapless and transition disks.
Conclusions. Flat disks with gaps are most likely descendants of flat disks
without gaps. Potentially related to the formation of massive bodies, gaps
may therefore even develop in disks in a far stage of grain growth and settling.
The evolutionary implications of this new population could be twofold. Either
gapped flat disks form a separate population of evolved disks or some of them
may evolve further into flaring disks with large gaps. The latter transformation
may be governed by the interaction with a massive planet, carving a large gap
and dynamically exciting the grain population in the disk.
5.1 Introduction
Detailed study of the structure and evolution of protoplanetary disks is a
necessary prerequisite for understanding planet formation. The dust- and gas-
rich protoplanetary disks set the boundary conditions for the formation, initial
dynamics, composition, and even the actual presence of planetary systems.
Planetary systems are observed to be extremely diverse, so that understanding
this diversity translates into constraining the onset of planet formation within
the disks.
Objects that have been under special scrutiny are the intermediate-mass young
objects known as Herbig Ae/Be stars (Herbig 1960; Waters & Waelkens 1998).
From the point of view of star formation, they present the link between the lower-
mass T Tauri objects and the massive young stellar objects. From the point
of view of planet formation, on the other hand, they represent the progenitors
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Herbig Ae/Be disks
single disk flaring disk primordial flaring disk
(normal SED) (group I)
double disk flat disk transition disk flat disk
(double-peaked (group II) (group I) (group II)
SED)
Waelkens et al. (1994) Meeus et al. (2001) Maaskant et al. (2013)
1
Figure 5.1: Different evolution scenarios proposed for Herbig Ae/Be disks. The
Herbig Ae/Be phase is indicated in the red boxes.
of debris-disk objects around A-type stars with or without detected planetary
systems, such as Vega, β Pic, Fomalhaut, and HR4796A (Holland et al. 1998).1
Our understanding of the evolution of Herbig Ae/Be star disks (or, Herbig
Ae/Be disks), itself, is in evolution. The idea that the disks are gradually
dispersed and the central objects evolve into “naked” main-sequence stars is
well established (e.g., Lada 1987). Additionally, the potential mechanisms
that drive the dispersion process have probably been identified (see, e.g., the
overview in Alexander et al. 2014). However, the coupling of these dissipation
mechanisms to observational signatures for the global structure of the disks is
highly non-trivial. We give an overview of the proposed evolutionary scenarios
for Herbig Ae/Be disks in Fig. 5.1, and describe them below.
Waelkens et al. (1994) have distinguished a class of Herbig Ae/Be stars with
a broad dip in the 10-µm region of their infrared excess. This double-peaked
spectral energy distribution (SED) was interpreted as representing a transition
phase between classical broad infrared excesses of young stars and faint cool
excesses of debris-disk objects. The conjectured explanation for this dip by these
authors was the development of a physical gap in the radial dust distribution,
which is also the interpretation of van den Ancker et al. (1997). The origin
1It is interesting to note that several of the few directly imaged planetary companions are
found around A-type stars, which are descendants of Herbig Ae/Be stars. Examples of A-type
exoplanet host stars are HR8799 (e.g., Marois et al. 2008), HD95086 (e.g., Rameau et al.
2013), κAnd (e.g., Carson et al. 2013), β Pic (e.g., Lagrange et al. 2010), and HD100546 (e.g.,
Quanz et al. 2013a).
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of this gap would be the formation of larger bodies within the disk. The full
evolutionary scenario that then emerged was shown in Malfait et al. (1998a).
A new classification of the Herbig Ae/Be objects has been proposed by Meeus
et al. (2001). Based on the shape of its mid- to far-infrared continuum, a source
was classified as “group II” when the continuum was like a power law and
“group I” when an additional cold component was present on the power-law
continuum. The main hypothesis for the spectral behavior is a morphological
difference: group I sources having flaring disks, and group II sources have
flat (or self-shadowed) disks. The physical origin for this difference could be
grain growth (Dullemond & Dominik 2004a), decreasing the opacity throughout
the disk, and/or grain settling (Dullemond & Dominik 2004b), decreasing the
irradiated surface of the disk. A likely evolutionary scenario for disks, where
grains are expected to be growing and settling, is that group I sources evolve
into group II sources.
These evolutionary scenarios are based entirely on spatially unresolved
observations. High-angular-resolution mid-infrared imaging of Herbig Ae/Be
objects is challenging the observational picture. Honda et al. (2012) point out
that many group I sources are found to have a gapped disk. A new evolutionary
scenario proposed by Maaskant et al. (2013) is that group I and group II sources
are different successors of a common ancestor: a primordial flaring disk. Gap
formation would then have preceded the collapse of the outer disk in transitional
group I sources, whereas in group II sources, grain growth and settling would
have flattened the outer disk.
The notion that all group I sources may have gaps confirms the importance
of spatially resolved observations. Typical radii of directly detected gaps are
& 20 au (Maaskant et al. 2013), which is close to the resolution limit of the
observations (for a typical distance of 150 pc). Moreover, for the group II sources,
the amount of structural information from direct observations is very limited,
since the disks tend to appear faint and small. An interesting alternative to
direct imaging is mid-infrared interferometry:
1. the angular resolution for typical observations is a factor of 10 higher than
for direct imaging;
2. the mid-infrared wavelength range corresponds to the thermal emission of
small dust grains in the inner 1−10 au (scaling with the stellar luminosity,
see Henning & Meeus 2011), which is a good tracer for the disk structure;
3. spectrally resolved observations in the 8− 13micron atmospheric window
provide additional information on the composition of the disk’s small
grain population.
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Mid-infrared interferometry was successfully used to resolve the gaps in the
group I sources HD100546 (∼ 13 au; Benisty et al. 2010), HD139614 (∼ 6 au;
Matter et al. 2014), and HD179218 (∼ 10 au; Menu et al., Chapter 4).
Given this new evolutionary scenario for Herbig Ae/Be disks, many new
questions need to be addressed. Are group I and II sources really two distinct
classes? If a “common ancestor” for the two groups exists, what is its nature? Do
both groups evolve into classical debris-disk objects and/or planetary systems?
In this work, we aim at investigating the structural differences within Herbig
Ae/Be disks, and protoplanetary disks in general, from a large set of mid-infrared
interferometric data. During its ten years of operation, the MID-infrared
Interferometric instrument (MIDI) on the Very Large Telescope Interferometer
(VLTI) has been used to observe several dozens of protoplanetary disk objects.
This work presents a statistically relevant compilation of targets observed with
this instrument. In Sect. 5.2, we give an overview of the sample, the observations,
and the data reduction. Section 5.3 discusses the model choice for interpreting
these data and the modeling results are presented in Sect. 5.4. In Sect. 5.5, we
present a size-luminosity relation for the full set of protoplanetary disks. This
relation covers a broad range in stellar properties, which is interesting but also
possibly limits the diagnostic power for structural differences within a subgroup.
We limit the further analysis in Sect. 5.6 to the Herbig Ae stars in the sample.
Finally, we discuss the results for this group of stars in Sect. 5.7, in terms of the
evolution of the disks. A summary and conclusions of this work can be found
in Sect. 5.8.
5.2 MIDI sample
5.2.1 MIDI and the interest of mid-infrared interferometry
In 2002, MIDI (Leinert et al. 2003) was installed at the VLTI in Chile, and
it became a unique instrument for its combination of high spatial resolution
and spectral resolution (R = 30 − 230) in the N band (λ = 8 − 13µm). For
protoplanetary disks, MIDI is sensitive to the emission of small dust grains in
the inner 1 − 10 au of the disk (assuming a typical distance of 150 pc). For
various reasons, this region is highly interesting and contains the imprint of
ongoing physical processes. With MIDI, it has been shown that characteristic
sizes of disks can be matched with the inner-disk geometry (Leinert et al. 2004).
Another important finding is that the inner parts of protoplanetary disks can
be highly crystalline (van Boekel et al. 2004). Finally, the MIDI-detected
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Table 5.1: Overview of the sample and relevant stellar properties. HAe/HBe =
Herbig Ae/Be star, TT = TTauri star, embHAe = embedded Herbig Ae star,
DD = debris disk object.
# name R.A. (2000) Dec. (2000) type d Teff L refs
(h m s) (◦ ′ ′′) (pc) (K) (L)
1 LkHα 330 03 45 48.28 +32 24 11.9 TT 250± 50 5800 11+5−4 1,2,a
2 V892Tau 04 18 40.61 +28 19 15.5 HAe 142± 14 11220 80+16−40 3,b
3 RYTau 04 21 57.41 +28 26 35.5 TT/HAe 142± 14 6310 15+8−6 3,b
4 LkCa 15 04 39 17.79 +22 21 03.4 TT 142± 14 4350 0.8+0.2−0.2 3,c
5 DRTau 04 47 06.20 +16 58 42.8 TT 142± 14 4060 1.1+0.2−0.2 3,c
6 GMAur 04 55 10.98 +30 21 59.5 TT 142± 14 4730 1.2+0.4−0.4 3,c
7 ABAur 04 55 45.84 +30 33 04.2 HAe 139± 19 9800 60+26−22 4,d
8 SUAur 04 55 59.38 +30 34 01.5 TT/HAe 146± 50 5860 11+8−8 4,c
9 HD31648 04 58 46.26 +29 50 36.9 HAe 137± 25 8200 23+9−9 4,e
10 UXOri 05 04 29.98 −03 47 14.2 HAe 460± 50 8710 78+39−35 5,6,f
11 HD36112 05 30 27.52 +25 19 57.0 HAe 279± 70 7800 49+29−28 4,e
12 HD36917 05 34 46.98 −05 34 14.5 HAe 375± 30 10000 230+50−50 7,e
13 CQTau 05 35 58.46 +24 44 54.0 HAe 113± 23 6750 5.4+3.7−2.9 4,b
14 V1247Ori 05 38 05.24 −01 15 21.6 HAe 385± 15 7250 23+3−3 8,f
15 HD38120 05 43 11.89 −04 59 49.8 HAe 375± 30 11000 69+24−21 7,e
16 β Pic 05 47 17.08 −51 03 59.4 DD 19.44± 0.05 8052 8.6+0.8−0.1 4,g
17 HD45677 06 28 17.42 −13 03 11.1 HBe 279± 73 21380 600+460−370 4,h
18 VYMon 06 31 06.92 +10 26 04.9 embHAe 800± 300 12023 3800+3300−3000 9,10,i
19 HD259431 06 33 05.19 +10 19 19.9 HAe 660± 100 14000 760+500−350 7,e
20 RMon 06 39 09.94 +08 44 09.7 HBe 760± 300 30903 2500+4800−2400 10,j
21 HD50138 06 51 33.39 −06 57 59.4 HBe 392± 86 15490 2500+1200−1200 4,h
22 HD72106 08 29 34.89 −38 36 21.1 HAe 279± 88 8750 42+28−28 4,k
23 HD87643 10 04 30.28 −58 39 52.0 HBe 1500± 500 17000 41000+58000−34000 11,l
24 CRCha 10 59 06.97 −77 01 40.3 TT 160± 15 4900 3.0+0.8−0.7 12,m
25 HD95881 11 01 57.61 −71 30 48.3 HAe 170± 30 8990 27+12−11 13,n
26 DICha 11 07 20.72 −77 38 07.2 TT 160± 15 5860 9.5+2.2−2.2 12,m
27 HD97048 11 08 03.32 −77 39 17.4 HAe 158± 16 10000 40+10−10 4,h
28 HPCha 11 08 15.09 −77 33 53.1 TT 160± 15 4205 3.2+4.5−1.5 12,m
29 FMCha 11 09 53.40 −76 34 25.5 TT 160± 15 4350 5.8+1.1−2.3 12,m
30 WWCha 11 10 00.10 −76 34 57.8 TT 160± 15 4350 6.5+3.7−2.3 12,m
31 CVCha 11 12 27.70 −76 44 22.3 TT 160± 15 5410 4.6+1.1−1.0 12,m
32 HD98922 11 22 31.67 −53 22 11.4 HAe 1150± 515 10500 5400+5400−5200 4,e
33 HD100453 11 33 05.57 −54 19 28.5 HAe 122± 10 7400 14+2−3 4,n
34 HD100546 11 33 25.44 −70 11 41.2 HAe 97± 4 10500 24+6−3 4,n
35 TCha 11 57 13.55 −79 21 31.5 TT 108± 9 5890 1.2+1.9−0.7 14,h
36 HD104237 12 00 05.08 −78 11 34.5 HAe 115± 5 8410 49+6−7 4,n
37 HD109085 12 32 04.22 −16 11 45.6 DD 18.28± 0.06 6784 5.1+0.6−0.2 4,g
38 DKCha 12 53 17.23 −77 07 10.7 embHAe 178± 18 7200 19+4−7 12,o
39 HD135344B 15 15 48.43 −37 09 16.0 HAe 142± 27 6750 12+5−5 15,e
40 HD139614 15 40 46.38 −42 29 53.5 HAe 142± 27 7600 9.3+3.9−3.7 15,d
41 HD142666 15 56 40.02 −22 01 40.0 HAe 140± 20 7900 19+6−6 7,16,e
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Table 5.1: continued.
# name R.A. (2000) Dec. (2000) type d Teff L refs
(h m s) (◦ ′ ′′) (pc) (K) (L)
42 HD142527 15 56 41.88 −42 19 23.2 HAe 233± 53 6260 50+25−25 4,n
43 HD142560 15 56 42.31 −37 49 15.5 TT 150± 30 4000 3.7+1.9−1.5 17†,p
44 HD143006 15 58 36.91 −22 57 15.2 TT 145± 15 5884 3.4+0.8−0.7 18,19,20,q
45 HD144432 16 06 57.95 −27 43 09.7 HAe 160± 29 7500 17+10−7 4,e
46 HD144668 16 08 34.28 −39 06 18.3 HAe 142± 27 8200 70+29−29 15,e
47 V2246Oph 16 26 03.02 −24 23 36.0 TT 120± 5 5248 7.5+2.0−1.2 21,r
48 HBC639 16 26 23.35 −24 20 59.7 TT 120± 5 5250 8.1+3.7−3.3 21,s
49 Elias 2-24 16 26 24.07 −24 16 13.5 TT 120± 5 4266 1.8+0.2−0.7 21,t
50 Elias 2-28 16 26 58.44 −24 45 31.8 TT 120± 5 4169 0.3+0.3−0.1 21,t
51 Elias 2-30 16 27 10.27 −24 19 12.7 TT/HAe 120± 5 5950 6.3+5.6−3.0 21,s
52 V2129Oph 16 27 40.27 −24 22 04.1 TT 120± 5 3981 1.3+0.4−0.3 21,t
53 V2062Oph 16 31 33.46 −24 27 37.2 TT 120± 5 4900 1.5+0.6−0.5 21,u
54 HD150193 16 40 17.92 −23 53 45.1 HAe 216± 68 9500 110+70−70 4,e
55 AKSco 16 54 44.84 −36 53 18.5 HAe 103± 21 6500 3.9+1.7−1.7 4,v
56 KKOph 17 10 08.13 −27 15 18.8 HAe 160± 30 8030 6.2+2.9−2.9 5,22,n
57 51Oph 17 31 24.95 −23 57 45.5 HAe 124± 4 10000 240+25−23 4,h
58 HD163296 17 56 21.28 −21 57 21.8 HAe 119± 11 9200 38+10−10 4,d
59 HD169142 18 24 29.77 −29 46 49.3 HAe 145± 15 7500 11+4−2 20,d
60 MWC297 18 27 39.52 −03 49 52.0 HBe 250± 50 25400 21000+11000−9000 23†,w
61 MWC300 18 29 25.69 −06 04 37.2 HBe 1800± 200 19000 8300+8300−4700 24,x
62 RCrA 19 01 53.65 −36 57 07.8 HAe 130± 20 11100 90+150−50 25,26,y
63 TCrA 19 01 58.77 −36 57 49.9 HAe 130± 20 6900 4.7+4.1−2.2 25,26,y
64 HD179218 19 11 11.25 +15 47 15.6 HAe 254± 38 9640 100+30−30 4,d
References. Distance references († = 20-% error assumed): (1) Brown et al. (2008); (2) Kirk
et al. (2006); (3) Wichmann et al. (1998); (4) van Leeuwen (2007); (5) Hillenbrand et al. (1992);
(6) Bally et al. (2000); (7) Alecian et al. (2013); (8) Kraus et al. (2013); (9) Damiani et al. (1994);
(10) Close et al. (1997); (11) Millour et al. (2009); (12) Whittet et al. (1997); (13) Verhoeff et al.
(2010); (14) Torres et al. (2008); (15) Müller et al. (2011); (16) Preibisch & Mamajek (2008); (17)
Comerón (2008); (18) de Zeeuw et al. (1999); (19) Bouwman et al. (2008); (20) Honda et al. (2012);
(21) Loinard et al. (2008); (22) Leinert et al. (2004); (23) Drew et al. (1997); (24) Miroshnichenko
et al. (2004); (25) Marraco & Rydgren (1981); (26) Prato et al. (2003). Effective-temperature
references: (a) Brown et al. (2008); (b) Hernández et al. (2004); (c) Kenyon & Hartmann (1995);
(d) Folsom et al. (2012); (e) Alecian et al. (2013); (f) Mora et al. (2002); (g) Gray et al. (2006);
(h) van den Ancker et al. (1998); (i) Testi et al. (1998); (j) Hillenbrand et al. (1992); (k) Folsom
et al. (2008); (l) Kraus (2009); (m) Luhman (2007); (n) Acke et al. (2010); (o) Spezzi et al. (2008);
(p) Stempels et al. (2007); (q) Bouwman et al. (2008); (r) Massarotti et al. (2005); (s) Prato et al.
(2003); (t) Natta et al. (2006); (u) Kim et al. (2013); (v) Alencar et al. (2003); (w) Acke et al.
(2008); (x) Miroshnichenko et al. (2004); (y) Bibo et al. (1992).
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geometry of the inner rim of disks can possibly be linked to the interaction with
a planetary companion (Mulders et al. 2013b; Menu et al. 2014).
These discoveries show that MIDI provides a useful and necessary counterpart
for high-spatial-resolution observations that are also sensitive to large grains
(e.g., ALMA) or much hotter dust (e.g., PIONIER, AMBER).
5.2.2 Sample and data overview
Over the last ten years, over 100 young stellar objects with disks have been
observed with MIDI. In this work, we focus on the intermediate-mass objects
with, in general, low optical extinction. The objects are a compilation of sources
from longer lists of (candidate) Herbig Ae/Be stars in The et al. (1994), Malfait
et al. (1998a), and Vieira et al. (2003). In total, data sets of 38 Herbig Ae/Be
stars are included in the sample.
The Herbig Ae/Be stars represent only part of the young stellar objects (YSOs)
that are observed with MIDI. Boley et al. (2013) present an overview and
analysis of a large sample of massive YSOs observed with MIDI. The transition
between the high-mass end of the Herbig Ae/Be stars and the genuine massive
YSOs is not clear-cut, and we include a handful of probably more massive
targets in the sample.
A third class of objects is the TTauri stars. Full sample papers about MIDI
observations for these objects are still underway. To extend our range in probed
luminosities, we included 22 representatives of the TTauri class. The sources
belong to classical low-mass star formation regions in Ophiuchus, Taurus, and
Chamaeleon.
In Table 5.1, an overview of the sample is given, including relevant stellar
properties. An overview of the MIDI data that are used in this work is given
in Sect. 5.10. As can be seen from this table, the number of observations per
target varies from 1 to 34 with a median of 6. In total, data obtained from
about 240 nights are included in the paper. The data were obtained between
2003 and 2014, which is the full operational period of MIDI. A substantial
amount of data are guaranteed time observations. Observations were done in
different modes on both the 8.2-m Unit Telescopes (UTs) and 1.8-m Auxiliary
Telescopes (ATs).
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5.2.3 Data reduction
The large amount of observational data was reduced using the 2.0 version of
the EWS software package (Jaffe 2004), released in October 2012. EWS is based
on a coherent integration of the observed visibility signal. The data reduction
consists of two principal steps: (1), the extraction of the raw data from the
observations and (2) the calibration of these data. Step 1 is straightforward and
is done observation by observation (for science targets and calibrators). Step 2,
the calibration, requires the combination of science and calibrator data so is
more involved.
We analyzed the MIDI data in the form of correlated fluxes Fcorr, which we
compared to the total fluxes F of the disks (i.e., the spectra). Using correlated
spectra is equivalent to using visibilities, which are the classical interferometric
observables, but this has the advantage that the calibration does not invoke the
photometric observations. The latter observations are often found to have low
quality:
1. The atmospheric and instrumental background contribution in the mid-
infrared is strong and variable. Unlike correlated flux measurements, for
which fringe scanning provides direct background subtraction at a high
frequency (the frame rate, up to 160Hz), photometric observations require
chopping, which is done at a much lower frequency (2Hz).
2. The light path due to chopping differs for target and sky frames, and
accordingly the background subtraction is more difficult. For the fringe
measurement itself, the light path remains identical throughout the scans.
In addition, for AT observations, the primary beam almost fills the entire
instrumental field of view, which complicates the estimation of the sky signal
next to the source, on the detector. This can make AT photometry unusable,
even for sources as bright as 50 Jy.
The calibrated correlated flux Fcorr,ν is calculated from the raw correlated flux
Ccorr, as follows:
Fcorr,ν =
Ccorr,ν
T ccorr,ν
, where T ccorr,ν =
Cccorr,ν
F cν V
c
ν
. (5.1)
(The index c denotes calibrator quantities.) Here, V c is the calibrator visibility,
as calculated from its known apparent diameter, and F c is the known calibrator
spectrum. The total flux F of a science target is calibrated in the same
way as in Eq. (5.1) with V c ≡ 1. Each observation therefore leads to two
observables: a (baseline-dependent) correlated flux measurement Fcorr and a
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total flux measurement F . Finally, for a collection of observations of the same
target, one can average the total flux measurements to a single high-quality
spectrum. Indeed, the total spectrum is the equivalent of the correlated flux at
zero baseline.
The variable atmospheric transmission and coherence losses make the calibration
in Eq. (5.1) non-trivial: T ccorr, called the transfer function, is a time- and airmass-
dependent quantity. We correct for the time dependency by doing a linear
interpolation in time of the transfer function, calculated for different calibrators
observed the same night. The airmass dependency is corrected for by fitting a
line to the log T ccorr vs. airmass diagram for the entire data set and applying the
corresponding airmass-correction factor to the observations (see van Boekel et al.
2005 and Burtscher et al. 2012). The uncertainty on T ccorr includes both the
intrinsic uncertainty of T ccorr (photon noise) and the inter-calibrator variations
of T ccorr (airmass and temporal variations, evaluated as the standard deviation
of all transfer-function observations).
All data presented in this paper will be made available in the Optical
interferometry DataBase (OiDB), managed by the Jean-Marie Mariotti Center
(JMMC).2
5.3 Model geometry
The large difference in number of observations (i.e., UV points) per target makes
the model choice difficult. Generally, two options can be considered for modeling
the disk geometry from interferometric data: (1), a geometric model with a
prescribed intensity distribution for the disk emission, and (2), a radiative-
transfer model with a self-consistently calculated intensity distribution. Given
the large sample, computational reasons make the second approach cumbersome,
and we restrict ourselves to a geometric model.
In the near-infrared, inclined ring models have been successfully used for fitting
the interferometric data of disks and determining their orientation (e.g., Eisner
et al. 2003, 2004; Benisty et al. 2011; Kreplin et al. 2013). The situation in the
mid-infrared is different. Unlike in the near-infrared, where essentially all disk
emission comes from a compact region around the dust sublimation radius, the
mid-infrared intensity distribution corresponds to a relatively extended region
at different temperatures. Simple geometric models (e.g., rings, uniform disks,
Gaussians) do not represent this complexity properly. A different but related
problem is that the estimation of disk orientations tends to be difficult. Examples
2http://oidb.jmmc.fr/
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can be found in the literature: Kraus et al. (2008) indicate that their disk
orientation derived from near- and mid-infrared interferometry disagree; Fedele
et al. (2008) find a disk orientation for HD135344B that differs substantially
from more precise estimates (Lyo et al. 2011) and their orientation for HD101412
(i = 80± 7◦) is rather unlikely for an unobscured Herbig star.
We propose the following, semi-physical model for the mid-infrared emission of
the disks. The mid-infrared intensity distribution is assumed to come from an
(vertically) optically thin surface layer of the disk:
Idisk,ν(R) = τν Bν
(
T (R)
)
, where T (R) = Tsub
(
R
Rsub
)−q
. (5.2)
In this equation, Tsub and Rsub are the sublimation temperature and radius
of the dust, physically corresponding to the inner rim of the disk. The radial
range of the model is Rsub ≤ R ≤ Rout. The model has two free parameters: a
constant optical depth τν and the temperature gradient q. Other parameters
are fixed or precalculated: Tsub = 1500K, Rout = 300 au, and
Rsub = R?
(
Teff
Tsub
)2
=
(
L?
4piσT 4sub
)1/2
(5.3)
(see, e.g., Dullemond & Monnier 2010; note that this expression assumes that
the rim itself is optically thick in the radial direction), where R?, Teff , and L?
are the stellar radius, effective temperature, and luminosity, respectively.
We assume a pole-on orientation for all disks, similar to other interferometric
surveys based on a small amount of data per target (e.g., Monnier & Millan-
Gabet 2002; Monnier et al. 2005). On the one hand, this assumption allows
us to model sources with only a few observations (i.e., where the UV coverage
intrinsically does not allow determining the orientation). On the other hand, we
prefer taking the same orientation for all objects rather than fitting orientations
based on the data themselves.3 Since most disks have mid-infrared emission
features and not absorption features, an orientation close to edge-on is also very
unlikely. Under the approximation of a pole-on orientation, the correlated flux
of the disk measured at the wavelength λ = c/ν on a projected baseline length
3As already mentioned, constraining disk orientations from mid-infrared interferometry
turns out to be difficult. The main reason for this is the typically low and/or non-uniform
(often unidirectional) UV sampling of the interferometric observations, in combination with an
analytic description of the disk’s brightness. Interestingly, when sharp radial edges are present
in the resolution range of MIDI, strong constraints on the disk orientation are imprinted in
the visibilities, providing the necessary diagnostics to fit this orientation (e.g., Matter et al.
2014; Hillen et al. 2015; Menu et al., Chapter 4). For continuous disks, a good azimuthal
sampling is a necessary prerequisite. In Sect. 5.6.4, it is shown that our approximation of a
pole-on orientation has no major influence on our results.
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B becomes
Fcorr. disk,ν(B) = Fdisk,ν
∫ Rout
Rsub
dRRBν
(
T (R)
)
J0
(
2piRB/(d λ)
)∫ Rout
Rsub
dRRBν
(
T (R)
) , (5.4)
where d is the distance, and J0 the 0-th order Bessel function. The free parameter
τν in Eq. (5.2) is now absorbed in the free parameter Fdisk,ν , the total disk flux
at the given wavelength. The correlated flux Fcorr,ν for an observation is then
simply (the absolute value of) the sum of Fcorr. disk,ν (the correlated flux of the
disk) and F?,ν (the unresolved stellar flux).
For all objects, our model is fit to the data at λ = 10.7µm, the reference
wavelength of other mid-infrared high-angular-resolution disk surveys (Monnier
et al. 2009; Boley et al. 2013). The algorithm of Foreman-Mackey et al. (2013)
is used for the parameter estimation.
5.4 Results
In Fig. 5.2, the resulting fits of the temperature-gradient model to the data are
shown per target. The corresponding parameters of the models are shown in
Table 5.2. In general, the temperature-gradient model in Eq. (5.2) leads to a
good qualitative and quantitative reproduction of the observed trends. The
majority of the objects indicate a smoothly declining correlated-flux profile, a
behavior that is captured well by the model. For a minority of objects, the
resulting fits are rather poor, and we discuss possible limitations of the model
below.
First, we can consider the approximation that disks are oriented pole-on. Several
objects with multiple observations along different baseline orientations indicate
that the disk orientation indeed seems not too far from pole-on. Examples
are HD98922, VYMon, and HD142527. For other objects, such as HD50138,
RYTau, and UXOri, we see clear hints of different geometric extents along
different baseline angles. A likely explanation then is that we see these disks
under a significant inclination. For the first two of these objects, the inclination
is indeed observed to be relatively high (i = 56 ± 4◦ and 66 ± 2◦, see Borges
Fernandes et al. 2011; Isella et al. 2010), and the inclination is also expected to
be high for UXOri (Grinin et al. 1994). Still, it is comforting to see that objects
like HD142666 and HD144432, which are physically similar but probably have
significantly different inclinations (Bogaert & Waelkens 1991), are found to have
similar extents. This suggests that the assumption of a pole-on orientation has
no major influence on the outcome (discussed further in Sect. 5.6.4).
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Figure 5.2: Fits of the temperature-gradient model to the 10.7µm correlated
fluxes. The gray lines represent a range of possible models for the data, and
the dashed line is the unresolved stellar contribution at 10.7µm. The half-light
radius hlr (in mas) corresponding to the models is included in the plot.
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Figure 5.2: continued.
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Table 5.2: Fit parameters Fdisk,ν and q for the temperature gradient model,
per object, and the derived half-light radii hlr (in mas and au; the latter value
involves the distance uncertainty) at λ = 10.7µm. Error bars denote the 68-%
confidence intervals.
# name Fdisk,ν q hlr hlr
(Jy) (mas) (au)
1 LkHα 330 0.44+0.02−0.02 0.73
+0.03
−0.03 3.5
+0.4
−0.4 0.9
+0.2
−0.2
2 V892Tau 28.8+0.6−0.7 0.435
+0.003
−0.003 149.0
+6.1
−5.7 21.2
+2.3
−2.2
3 RYTau 13.5+0.02−0.01 0.642
+0.003
−0.003 10.6
+0.2
−0.2 1.5
+0.2
−0.2
4 LkCa 15 0.29+0.07−0.07 0.45
+0.04
−0.02 11.5
+3.8
−4.3 1.6
+0.6
−0.6
5 DRTau 1.35+0.05−0.05 > 1.6 < 0.7 < 0.10
6 GMAur 0.6+0.1−0.1 0.35
+0.01
−0.01 90.4
+31.9
−22.4 12.8
+4.7
−3.4
7 ABAur 19.3+0.5−0.4 0.67
+0.01
−0.01 19.3
+0.7
−0.7 2.7
+0.4
−0.4
8 SUAur 3.5+0.5−0.4 0.68
+0.02
−0.02 7.4
+0.7
−0.7 1.1
+0.4
−0.4
9 HD31648 9.4+0.8−0.8 > 1.4 < 3.6 < 0.5
10 UXOri 3.1+0.1−0.1 0.61
+0.01
−0.01 9.1
+0.4
−0.4 4.2
+0.5
−0.5
11 HD36112 5.9+0.3−0.3 0.60
+0.01
−0.01 12.1
+0.7
−0.7 3.4
+0.9
−0.9
12 HD36917 1.7+0.2−0.2 > 2.4 < 3.3 < 1.3
13 CQTau 6.4+0.4−0.4 0.48
+0.01
−0.01 28.9
+2.2
−1.9 3.3
+0.7
−0.7
14 V1247Ori 0.18+0.03−0.02 0.73
+0.06
−0.05 3.3
+0.7
−0.6 1.3
+0.3
−0.2
15 HD38120 9.3+0.5−0.5 0.47
+0.01
−0.01 33.9
+1.9
−2.0 12.7
+1.2
−1.3
16 β Pic 0.62+0.05−0.04 −0.6+1.1−1.0 (11.8+0.9−11.6) 229.7+17.6−226.5
17 HD45677 138.8+2.6−2.7 0.71
+0.01
−0.01 25.6
+1.2
−1.0 7.1
+1.9
−1.9
18 VYMon 26.9+0.4−0.4 1.33
+0.02
−0.02 8.4
+0.1
−0.1 6.7
+2.5
−2.5
19 HD259431 6.30+0.1−0.1 1.48
+0.08
−0.07 4.2
+0.1
−0.1 2.8
+0.4
−0.4
20 RMon 20.1+0.5−0.4 0.83
+0.01
−0.01 13.0
+0.4
−0.4 9.9
+3.9
−3.9
21 HD50138 57.4+1.0−0.9 0.97
+0.01
−0.01 19.4
+0.3
−0.3 7.6
+1.7
−1.7
22 HD72106 2.2+0.2−0.2 0.50
+0.01
−0.01 20.2
+1.4
−1.4 5.6
+1.8
−1.8
23 HD87643 226.3+9.5−9.7 0.72
+0.01
−0.01 37.3
+1.3
−1.2 56.0
+18.8
−18.7
24 CRCha 1.1+0.1−0.1 0.61
+0.02
−0.02 5.2
+0.6
−0.6 0.83
+0.13
−0.13
25 HD95881 5.8+0.3−0.2 > 1.3 < 3.4 < 0.6
26 DICha 1.8+0.1−0.1 0.55
+0.01
−0.01 14.1
+1.1
−1.0 2.3
+0.3
−0.3
27 HD97048 3.5+0.2−0.2 0.56
+0.01
−0.01 26.5
+1.4
−1.5 4.2
+0.5
−0.5
28 HPCha 8.6+0.3−0.3 0.60
+0.01
−0.01 5.6
+0.3
−0.3 0.89
+0.10
−0.10
29 FMCha 2.7+0.3−0.3 0.52
+0.01
−0.01 13.5
+1.6
−1.6 2.2
+0.3
−0.3
30 WWCha 5.2+0.3−0.4 0.67
+0.42
−0.05 5.4
+1.5
−3.3 0.9
+0.3
−0.5
31 CVCha 2.2+0.1−0.1 0.61
+0.02
−0.02 6.1
+0.6
−0.6 0.98
+0.14
−0.13
32 HD98922 24.8+0.6−0.6 1.12
+0.03
−0.02 8.1
+0.2
−0.2 9.3
+4.2
−4.2
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Table 5.2: continued.
# name Fdisk,ν q hlr hlr
(Jy) (mas) (au)
33 HD100453 4.8+0.2−0.1 0.71
+0.03
−0.03 8.7
+0.9
−0.8 1.1
+0.1
−0.1
34 HD100546 57.1+1.2−1.3 0.404
+0.003
−0.003 193.9
+9.4
−8.9 18.8
+1.2
−1.2
35 TCha 0.33+0.01−0.01 > 2.0 < 0.9 < 0.10
36 HD104237 11.9+0.8−0.8 1.5
+0.3
−0.2 6.0
+0.5
−0.5 0.69
+0.07
−0.07
37 HD109085 0.19+0.06−0.07 −0.5+0.9−1.0 (12.5+1.0−11.9) 228.2+18.3−217.4
38 DKCha 27.3+1.2−1.3 0.57
+0.01
−0.01 14.4
+0.9
−0.7 2.6
+0.3
−0.3
39 HD135344B 0.80+0.03−0.02 1.10
+0.06
−0.05 3.2
+0.2
−0.2 0.45
+0.09
−0.09
40 HD139614 3.8+0.1−0.1 0.522
+0.003
−0.002 19.1
+0.4
−0.4 2.7
+0.5
−0.5
41 HD142666 4.0+0.5−0.4 0.57
+0.01
−0.01 18.4
+1.8
−1.7 2.6
+0.5
−0.4
42 HD142527 12.2+0.4−0.4 0.71
+0.01
−0.01 8.7
+0.3
−0.2 2.0
+0.5
−0.5
43 HD142560 2.4+0.1−0.1 0.67
+0.02
−0.02 4.3
+0.4
−0.4 0.65
+0.15
−0.14
44 HD143006 0.69+0.08−0.08 0.55
+0.02
−0.02 9.3
+1.8
−1.5 1.3
+0.3
−0.3
45 HD144432 9.6+0.4−0.5 0.62
+0.01
−0.01 11.2
+0.5
−0.5 1.8
+0.3
−0.3
46 HD144668 10.4+0.2−0.1 3.6
+0.3
−0.2 4.55
+0.05
−0.04 0.65
+0.12
−0.12
47 V2246Oph 0.05+0.04−0.04 −0.6+0.9−1.0 (1.9+0.1−1.3) 229.6+19.9−160.6
48 HBC639 1.7+0.1−0.1 > 1.4 < 1.9 < 0.24
49 Elias 2-24 2.0+0.2−0.2 0.60
+0.02
−0.02 5.7
+0.7
−0.7 0.68
+0.09
−0.09
50 Elias 2-28 3.4+0.5−0.5 0.44
+0.02
−0.01 9.7
+2.1
−1.8 1.2
+0.3
−0.2
51 Elias 2-30 1.8+0.6−0.5 0.42
+0.02
−0.02 61.8
+17.7
−16.6 7.4
+2.1
−2.0
52 V2129Oph 1.7+0.2−0.2 0.51
+0.02
−0.01 9.1
+1.4
−1.2 1.1
+0.2
−0.2
53 V2062Oph 1.1+0.1−0.1 0.67
+0.04
−0.03 3.4
+0.5
−0.5 0.41
+0.06
−0.07
54 HD150193 13.7+0.3−0.3 0.67
+0.01
−0.01 15.9
+0.3
−0.4 3.4
+1.1
−1.1
55 AKSco 3.3+0.2−0.2 0.63
+0.03
−0.03 8.0
+1.4
−1.0 0.8
+0.2
−0.2
56 KKOph 9.4+0.5−0.5 0.54
+0.01
−0.01 12.1
+0.9
−1.0 1.9
+0.4
−0.4
57 51Oph 17.2+0.4−0.5 1.9
+0.1
−0.1 11.2
+0.3
−0.2 1.40
+0.05
−0.05
58 HD163296 16.0+0.6−0.6 0.96
+0.04
−0.03 8.1
+0.5
−0.4 0.96
+0.11
−0.10
59 HD169142 0.7+0.2−0.2 0.41
+0.02
−0.01 83.0
+19.3
−22.5 12.0
+3.1
−3.5
60 MWC297 125.2+2.1−1.7 > 3.0 < 46.3 < 13.9
61 MWC300 76.5+2.0−1.9 0.568
+0.004
−0.004 30.1
+0.8
−0.8 54.1
+6.2
−6.2
62 RCrA 82.1+1.6−1.6 0.84
+0.01
−0.01 14.1
+0.3
−0.3 1.8
+0.3
−0.3
63 TCrA 5.9+0.6−0.6 0.49
+0.02
−0.02 19.8
+5.6
−4.2 2.6
+0.8
−0.7
64 HD179218 20.1+1.5−1.3 0.55
+0.01
−0.01 27.7
+1.9
−2.0 7.0
+1.2
−1.2
Notes. Numbers between parentheses need to be multiplied by 103.
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Other fits of objects indicate intrinsic discrepancies from the proposed disk
geometry. Notable examples are 51Oph and MWC297. A closer inspection
of the fits shows that the departure is at least partly related to how close the
inner rim can get to the central star. In our disk model, it is assumed that no
emission comes from R < Rsub, where Rsub is calculated following Eq. (5.3).
The assumption puts a limit on how compact the disk emission can be, which
translates into an upper limit on the correlated-flux profile. It is clear that the
two mentioned objects are fit by a model with too many visibility nulls, which
physically corresponds to model disks that have an inner radius that is too
extended to reproduce the compact emission. Interestingly, this suggests that
the considered objects have a strong mid-infrared contribution from within the
dust sublimation radius (see, e.g., Acke et al. 2008).
Finally, there are three objects with a mid-infrared contribution that is almost
entirely stellar: β Pic, HD109085, and V2246Oph. As is clear from the
model plots, all but the 0-baseline fluxes are consistent with the predicted
photospherical fluxes. In other words, any mid-infrared excess is only detected
in the total flux observations, and the excess is resolved out in the interferometric
observations. The first two objects are well-known debris-disk objects (e.g, Smith
& Terrile 1984; Wyatt et al. 2005), and the MIDI data give lower bounds on
the dust location (see Smith et al. 2009, for HD109085). V2246Oph, on the
other hand, may even lack a disk, as pointed out by Jensen et al. (2009). The
fits of these three objects are poorly constrained.
5.5 Mid-infrared size-luminosity relation
The temperature-gradient model in Sect. 5.4 is expressed in terms of two free
parameters: the total disk flux Fdisk,ν and the temperature gradient q. The
physical relevance of the first parameter is clear, but the second parameter
needs some more attention.
A typical temperature profile T ∝ R−1/2 is found in classical models for the
structure of flaring protoplanetary disks (e.g., Kenyon & Hartmann 1987). A
different, limiting geometry for disks is a geometrically thin, passive irradiated
disk, where a temperature profile T ∝ R−3/4 can be derived, see, for example,
Armitage (2007). As mentioned by the latter author, this is probably the
steepest profile one could expect from a passive disk.
The temperature gradients we derive span a much wider range. It is therefore
possibly incorrect to interpret the parameter as a real temperature gradient
within the disk. On the one hand, the model description is too simplistic to
capture the actual intensity distribution of the disk. On the other hand, the
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Figure 5.3: MIDI size-luminosity diagram for protoplanetary disks: plot of the
half-light radii of the disks at 10.7µm vs. the stellar luminosity of the sample
targets. The gray dashed lines indicate the expected distance at which gray,
optically thin dust at the indicated temperature would be located (cf. Monnier
et al. 2009).
temperature gradient is the only model parameter for (implicitly) describing
the geometry, so it may capture much more than the dust temperature alone.
An alternative interpretation would be to see q acting as a radial brightness
parameter. Under this point of view, we define a half-light radius hlr, as follows:
Fdisk,ν
2 =
∫ hlr
Rsub
dR 2piR Idisk,ν(R). (5.5)
In words, hlr is the disk radius within which half of the mid-infrared flux is
emitted. Since disks may have gaps, which result in a discontinuity in the radial
brightness profile, the use of a half-light radius has a clearer interpretation than
a parameter that imposes continuity.
The interest in a size parameter, like hlr, is that we can compare it directly
with stellar parameters. In near-infrared interferometry, it is common to
compare disk sizes with the stellar luminosity (see Millan-Gabet et al. 2007, and
references therein). The size-luminosity relation we derive from our mid-infrared
interferometric data is shown in Fig. 5.3. Across a luminosity range of almost
seven orders of magnitude, we see a gradual increase in the size of the targets,
with considerable scatter.4
4We should note that the term “size” only points to an apparent size: intrinsically, the
models all have the same outer radius (300 au, see Sect. 5.3).
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The majority of the objects lie within the range defined by the expected radii
at which gray, optically thin dust between 900K and 250K would be located.
A handful of objects seems to be “oversized” with respect to this broad range.
Three peculiar objects in the plot are HD109085 (#37), V2246Oph (#47), and
β Pic (#16), which have very poor constraints on their size. As pointed out in
Sect. 5.4, these objects only show a mid-infrared excess in the total flux, and
the exact “location” of their disks is poorly constrained: based on the data,
only a lower limit on the half-light radius can be derived.5 A priori, it could
also have been expected that these debris-disk (or maybe even diskless, for
V2246Oph) objects are atypical. Interestingly, several other oversized objects
are well known (pre-)transitional disks (e.g., HD169142 (#59), Honda et al.
2012; HD100546 (#34), Benisty et al. 2010; GMAur (#6), Hughes et al. 2009),
which supports the actual relevance of our size parameter.
Monnier et al. (2009) studied a sample of, on average, more massive
protoplanetary disk objects using mid-infrared sparse-aperture interferometry
on a 10 m class telescope. Although a different model geometry was used (a
ring model), the representative size range they report is very similar (our choice
to show the 900-K and 250-K lines follows their work). Since typical visibilities
of the single-telescope observations are above 0.7 (or, V 2 > 0.5), the specific
model plays a minor role, and a direct comparison of the size ranges is justified.
We thus conclude that, on both large scales (probed by the sparse-aperture
interferometry) and small scales (probed by the MIDI data), the sources look
similar.
As already pointed out by Monnier et al. (2009), the rather poor correlation
between stellar luminosity and mid-infrared disk size strongly contrasts with
the tight correlation found between luminosity and near-infrared disk sizes
(Monnier & Millan-Gabet 2002; Monnier et al. 2005; Millan-Gabet et al. 2007).
In the near-infrared, the radiation is dominated by dust near the sublimation
temperature, located at the inner rim of the disk. For a given sublimation
temperature, the location of this sublimation radius is (to first order) entirely
determined by the stellar luminosity (Eq. (5.3)), from which the tight correlation
immediately follows. The region responsible for the mid-infrared emission, on
the other hand, is much more extended. The scatter in Fig. 5.3 then indicates
a large variety in disk geometries. Monnier et al. (2009) mention a few physical
differences that may explain the different appearance of disks around similar
central stars: radial variations in grain distribution, grain growth and settling,
and binarity. We already mentioned above that several of the apparently over-
sized objects are transition disks. In Sect. 5.6, we investigate the origin of the
different disk sizes.
5The upper limit on hlr is put by the assumed model, which has an outer radius of 300 au.
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Table 5.3: Classification of the Herbig Ae stars in the sample, following the
Meeus et al. (2001) classification.
group sources
Ia V892Tau, ABAur, HD36112, CQTau, HD38120,
HD259431, HD100546, HD139614, HD142527,
RCrA, TCrA, HD179218
Ib V1247Ori, HD97048, HD100453, HD135344B,
Elias 2-30, HD169142
IIa RYTau, SUAur, HD31648, UXOri, HD36917(∗) ,
HD72106, HD95881, HD98922, HD104237,
HD142666, HD144432, HD144668, HD150193,
AKSco, KKOph, 51Oph, HD163296
Notes. (∗) HD36917 may lack any silicate feature and be a group IIb source, according
to Juhász et al. (2010). Our MIDI spectrum for this target points to a weak silicate
feature.
In conclusion, our mid-infrared size-luminosity relation extends the existing
size-luminosity relations by an order of magnitude down in minimal size, toward
the low-mass star formation domain (for the massive star regime, see Grellmann
et al. 2011 and Boley et al. 2013).
5.6 Size-color relations for Herbig Ae disks
Pre-main sequence stars with similar luminosities turn out to have disks that
are different. If all objects have the same age, the difference is a manifestation of
the intrinsic diversity of the disks (e.g., in mass, viscosity, angular momentum).
Conversely, if the objects have different ages, the diversity may hint at different
evolutionary stages. The diversity in disk sizes probably points to a combination
of the two and forms the topic of this section.
5.6.1 Herbig Ae disks
More than half of the objects in our sample are categorized as Herbig Ae stars,
and within our sample this may be the only group of objects with enough
representatives for relevant comparisons. We limit our further analysis to this
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group of objects. The interest in this group arises from the quoted evolutionary
scenarios presented in Sect. 5.1 and Fig. 5.1.6
The Herbig Ae stars can be classified following the Meeus et al. (2001) scheme:
I = the “flaring” disks, and II = the “flat” disks. An index “a” and “b” is used
to indicate whether a 10-µm silicate feature is seen or not. The classification
for the Herbig Ae stars in the sample is shown in Table 5.3.
5.6.2 Size-color diagram
In Fig. 5.4 we compare the half-light radius to the MIDI 8− 13 color, calculated
as −2.5 log(Fν,8µm/Fν,13µm). This color is an estimate of the continuum
spectral slope in the N band. To compare the objects, which have different
luminosities, we normalize the half-light radii by L1/2, the expected scaling
between characteristic sizes and luminosities (Fig. 5.3). We note that the
quantities in the plot are distance-independent.7 As is clear, sources with a
blue N -band color tend to be small, while large objects have a red color, on
average. Adding a color to the size comparison thus seems to partly decouple
the degeneracy between sizes and luminosities.
Leinert et al. (2004) derive the mid-infrared sizes of seven Herbig Ae disks using
MIDI interferometry and notice a similar connection with the mid-infrared disk
color. These authors interpret the correlation as evidence for the distinction
of group I and group II by flaring versus flat disks: flaring disks will appear
larger, and the colder outer emitting disk surface will make the disk redder.
The interpretation follows the classical idea of Meeus et al. (2001).
In the size-luminosity diagram (Fig. 5.3), it is made clear that some objects
are oversized. We pointed out that several of these sources are confirmed to
have a gap (Sect. 5.5). The presence of radial gaps in the disk structure is not
included in the flared- versus flat-disk picture and can be expected to alter the
size-color relation.
5.6.3 Radiative-transfer models
To disentangle the multiple effects that play a role in our size-color diagram, we
simulated a population of disk models with various parameters. We used the
Monte Carlo radiative-transfer code MCMax (Min et al. 2009) for this purpose.
6Although the original works propose their scenarios as representative for Herbig Ae/Be
stars, their actual source lists are mostly limited to Herbig Ae objects.
7Both the estimates for hlr and L1/2 scale linear with the distance, and colors are obviously
independent of distance.
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Table 5.4: Parameters of the radiative-transfer model population.
parameter value
star
mass/lum./eff. temp. (1.7M, 11L, 7000K),
(M?, L?,Teff) (2.0M, 21L, 8500K),
(2.6M, 60L, 10000K),
(3.5M, 200L, 13000K)
distance d 140 pc
disk
surface density power p 1.0
dust mass Mdust 10−3.5M
disk inner radius Rin Rsub, 1, 2.5, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20 au
disk outer radius Rout 300 au
minimal grain size amin 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0µm
maximal grain size amax 1mm
grain size distribution -3.5
dust composition amorphous MgFeSiO4 (90%)
carbonaceous grains (10%)
dust-to-gas ratio 0.01
turbulence parameter α 10−5, 10−4, 10−3, 10−2
inclination i 10, 25, 40, 60, 70◦
halo
halo inner radius Rsub
halo outer radius 1.3Rsub
dust composition halo same as disk, a = 0.3− 1.0µm
halo opacity τV 0.2
interferometric model observations
baseline lengths 10, 20, 30, . . . , 130, 140m
baseline angles 0, 15, 30, . . . , 150, 165◦
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Figure 5.4: Size-color diagram for the Herbig Ae stars within the sample: plot of
the half-light radius (hlr) of the disks, normalized to the luminosity L1/2, versus
the N -band continuum slope (calculated as −2.5 log(Fν,8µm/Fν,13µm). The
colors of the points and errorbars indicate the Meeus et al. (2001) classification
of the sources.
The code solves the temperature structure and vertical hydrostatic equilibrium
in an azimuthally symmetric disk. Additionally, a grain-settling mechanism
based on the strength of turbulence is implemented, parametrized by the α-
parameter (for classical α disks). Lowering α decouples the larger grains and
settles them to the midplane.
The assumed model is a protoplanetary disk with a varying inner radius and a
fixed outer radius (Rout = 300 au, i.e., like the temperature gradient in Sect. 5.3),
consisting of amorphous silicates of olivine stoichiometry and carbonaceous
grains (Dorschner et al. 1995; Preibisch et al. 1993, respectively). Of the
potentially high number of parameters that can be varied, we limited ourselves
to varying the parameters that have a strong influence on simulating the N -band
interferometry of disks. The other parameters were fixed to representative values
for Herbig Ae stars (e.g., Mulders & Dominik 2012). Standard radiative-transfer
models typically have problems reproducing the strong near-infrared excess
of Herbig Ae stars. Mulders & Dominik (2012) discuss different methods for
adapting standard disk models in order to reproduce this near-infrared bump
and propose the use of a compact halo component in addition to the disk. As
these authors note, the compact halo is a parametrization of emission from
the inner regions, including dust or gas within the inner rim. Although the
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near-infrared excess is not modeled here, the contribution of this component
extends to the N band. We include a similar halo component here, whose
properties are fixed. For models without a gap, the inner part of the disk
overlaps with the halo, and for models with a gap, the gap is represented by
the (dust-free) region in between the halo and the disk.
An overview of the parameter grid is given in Table 5.4. For the model
observations, we calculated a densely sampled UV plane (i.e., combination
of baseline lengths and angles).
5.6.4 Model half-light radii: inclination and baseline effects
To place the radiative-transfer disk models into Fig. 5.4 and compare them to
the data, we simulated MIDI observations of the radiative-transfer models and
then fit the same temperature-gradient disk model (Sect. 5.3) as we applied
it to the data. The model interferometry thus allows us to derive half-light
radii for the radiative-transfer models. Assuming that the parameter space for
the radiative-transfer models is representative for the observed objects, two
additional aspects in obtaining valid model comparisons are important: disk
inclinations and baseline configurations.
Inclination. The temperature-gradient model does not include inclination
effects, i.e., the model is applied under the assumption that the observed disks
(Sect. 5.4) and radiative-transfer models (this section) have a pole-on orientation.
In reality, protoplanetary disks obviously have some inclination (though the
Herbig Ae stars in our sample will not have a high inclination, since they are
selected to have a low optical extinction). However, because the assumption
of a pole-on orientation is applied to both the simulated observations of the
radiative-transfer models and to the actual observations of the real disks, this
does not introduce a bias in the comparison of the half-light radii. Furthermore,
the half-light radius determined using a pole-on approximation is a robust
parameter, and does not significantly depend on the intrinsic disk orientation
(see Sect. 5.9).
Baseline configuration. A related problem is the choice of the “model baseline
configuration”. The radial intensity profile of the temperature-gradient model
will generally be different from that of the actual disk. This leads to half-light
radii that depend on the specific baseline configuration (UV coverage). For
example, the size estimate of an inclined disk along the major and minor axes
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differs. For each radiative-transfer disk model there is therefore a corresponding
range of half-light radii.
To calculate this range of half-light radii for a given radiative-transfer model, we
fit the temperature-gradient model to each individual UV point. Given that the
full UV coverage of a single model contains 168 points (14 baseline lengths ×
12 baseline angles), we thus get the same number of half-light radii, per model.
The plots in the next section will show the range of the half-light radii we get.
The set of MIDI observations defines a baseline configuration for each target.
Except for four objects, all Herbig Ae stars have at least two UV points. Having
a UV coverage with several baseline lengths and baseline angles will lead to
a more constrained value for the half-light radius, which averages over the
size estimates of observations on a single baseline. Even if the temperature-
gradient description is only approximative and assumes a pole-on orientation,
our calculation of the model half-light radii, a parameter that is robust to
inclination effects, represents a very conservative basis for comparing with the
observed half-light radii.
5.6.5 Theoretical versus observed size-color relations
Figure 5.5 shows the size-color diagram for the model population. The figure is
split up into panels that show the four different stellar luminosities for which
we have made radiative-transfer models. For all models, the range of half-light
radii (see Sect. 5.6.4) is indicated. The axes ranges are identical to those in
Fig. 5.4.
For all luminosity cases, the colors and sizes of models without a gap (i.e., with
Rin = Rsub) spans a similar range (a broadening downward is seen for the highest
luminosity case). This range is relatively compact: gapless disks can only have
a limited range of half-light radii and mid-infrared colors. Introducing a gap in
the disk by moving out the inner radius of the disk component substantially
expands the possible range of colors and half-light radii. This occurs in a
qualitatively similar fashion for all luminosities. As can be expected, large
gaps will move the half-light radius outward, and the larger emitting surface of
relatively low-temperature material makes the disk redder. Similar gap sizes
correspond to bluer disk colors for more luminous central objects. This is a
simple consequence of the disk wall being warmer for the more luminous central
objects.
The model size-color plot allows us now to interpret the MIDI size-color diagram
for Herbig Ae stars. In Fig. 5.6, we combined the observational diagram (Fig. 5.4)
with the approximate model ranges in Fig. 5.5. Except for a few outliers, which
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Figure 5.5: Size-color diagram for the population of radiative-transfer models
for the four different luminosity cases (11L, 21L, 60L, and 200L). The
vertical lines indicate the range of sizes that can be obtained for the individual
models. The 5% smallest and 5 % largest mid-infrared sizes are shown in
transparent colors, giving an idea of the typical (90%) range of model sizes. In
black, the models without a gap are shown. The other colors show models with
a gap between the halo and the disk components (for an increasing disk inner
radius Rin).
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are all in group Ib, the range defined by the observations largely corresponds
to the model range. Focusing first on the models with a continuous disk (gray
zone in Fig. 5.6), we notice that only a limited number of sample stars have the
size-color combination falling into this area of the diagram. The majority of
these targets are group II sources. Of the group Ia group, most objects have
characteristics corresponding to the gapped sources. They share this property
with a significant number of the group II sources.
Maaskant et al. (2013) suggest all group I sources may have gaps, whereas it is
proposed that group II sources have continuous, gapless disks. Our size-color
diagram not only confirms that most group I objects have (inner) disks that
differ from standard, continuous disks. It also shows in a simple way that there
may be a significant overlap in structure of the inner disk region for both groups
or, at least, for group Ia and group II objects. A comparison of the overlap
region with the model diagrams even suggests that the structure of these group
II disks differs from that of continuous disks, and they may have gaps. Gaps
in group II disks would alter the picture that group I and group II disks form
two strictly separated populations. The above findings are discussed further in
Sect. 5.7.
5.6.6 Non-thermal mid-infrared emission
Objects that clearly are not represented by our model population are the group
Ib disks with very blue colors. Group Ib objects lack the N -band silicate feature
by definition, a property that is associated with their large gaps in the radial
dust distribution (e.g., Honda et al. 2012; Maaskant et al. 2013; Carmona et al.
2014). Instead of the silicate feature, their N -band spectra typically have strong
emission peaks of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; Juhász et al. 2010).
These peaks are intimately related to the gap nature: the decrease in dust
emission makes it easier to observe the PAH emission (Maaskant et al. 2013),
and the ionization imprint in the PAH emission traces the density throughout
the disk (Maaskant et al. 2014).
The emission mechanism of PAHs is based on the electronic excitation by
ultraviolet photons and the subsequent emission in molecular stretching and
bending modes. In (and just outside) the N band, emission peaks of these modes
are centered at 7.7, 8.6, 11.3, and 12.7µm. The transient heating mechanism, a
property that PAHs share with very small grains (VSGs), is a potential source
of mid-infrared emission coming from the outer disk regions.
The effect of PAHs and VSGs on N -band interferometry is twofold. First, a
strong PAH contribution, notably around the typically strong and wide 8µm
band, makes the MIDI 8 − 13 color bluer. Second, a strong mid-infrared
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Figure 5.6: Merged size-color diagram, combining observations (Fig. 5.4) with
the model population (Fig. 5.5). In gray, we indicate the range of models without
a gap. In yellow, we show the approximate range of models with a gap between
the inner halo and the disk component. We note that both regions indeed
overlap. Group Ib sources with colors deferring from the model population are
V1247Ori (#14), HD135344B (#39), Elias 2-30 (#51), and HD169142 (#59).
contribution of PAHs or VSGs in the outer disk will make a disk appear much
larger than if its emission were thermal. The relative contribution of these
molecules or grains to the N band is the strongest for group Ib objects, which
explains why they have deviant disk colors and sizes in Fig. 5.4. In a sense,
the connection between apparent disk size and color, usually coupled by the
grain temperature of particles in thermal equilibrium with the radiation field,
is decoupled by the stochastically heated grains.
5.6.7 Limitations of the model population
A direct comparison of the diagram suggests that the model population covers
the necessary range of parameters to interpret our observations. However, we
need to be careful with the interpretation.
The model population consists of two-component models with a halo and a disk,
which can be decoupled by a gap. This model is representative for some Herbig
Ae disks, but certainly not for all. Notable exceptions are the transitional disks
that still have a massive inner disk. Example objects are ABAur (Ia, Honda
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et al. 2010) and HD97048 (Ib, Maaskant et al. 2013). Including these more
complex disk structures is, at least in principle, possible in the disk population,
but introduces several new parameters. The latter would increase the number
of models, hence the model computation time, significantly. The extra models
also will not give any new insight: the observational diagram is already fully
covered by the models (apart from some group Ib objects), which indicates that
new models will only point to model degeneracies.
This point brings us to the main limitation of our comparison: mid-infrared
sizes and colors are (obviously) insufficient for assessing the full disk structure.
The following problems can be identified:
• A fixed dust composition: our models use a fixed dust composition.
Varying the silicate composition and/or the continuum opacities may
slightly change the MIDI 8− 13 color.
• A fixed halo component: the halo component is kept fixed for the model
population. Making the halo component weaker will make the near-
infrared excess disappear, which is excluded by typical Herbig Ae SEDs
(Mulders & Dominik 2012). Increasing this component makes the mid-
infrared emission bluer and more compact.
• Gaps in the outer disk: the mid-infrared wavelength range is only sufficient
for exploring gaps in the inner disks. Gaps in the outer disk will only be
visible at longer wavelengths. In the absence of any other gaps, a disk
will appear as standard in the N band.
• Gap sizes: the gap size in a given part of the model diagram depends on
the luminosity of the central star. When translating the color and size of
an object into a possible gap size, one needs to take the luminosity of the
central star into account.
• Model size range: the range of sizes (or half-light radii) that can correspond
to a given color seems much larger from the gapped-disk models than
what is actually observed. This is mainly a model bias. As explained in
Sect. 5.6.4, each disk model has a maximum range of model sizes. Having
a few observations, which is typically the case for our MIDI data, strongly
confines the size estimate of a disk (Sect. 5.6.4).
In summary, our model population might partly underestimate the range in
colors that disks can have, and it also has the tendency to overestimate the
typical size range of disks.
These limitations of the model population may hamper a direct comparison
with the MIDI size-color diagram. However, it is clear that most effects are not
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changing our main conclusions in Sects. 5.6.5 and 5.6.6: some group II disks are
incompatible with standard disks, and the contribution of stochastically heated
grains is needed to interpret the diagram.
5.7 Tracing the evolution of Herbig Ae disks
Ideally, understanding the structure of Herbig Ae disks in the mid-infrared
demands a detailed individual modeling of a large sample of targets with a high
number of observations at high spatial resolution. A large number of objects
have indeed been observed with mid-infrared interferometry, but the number
of observations per target is generally too low for constraining sophisticated
models. We modeled the existing, archival observations in a simple way and
interpret the results in this section.
5.7.1 Overlap in spatial properties group I and II
Protoplanetary disks in hydrostatic equilibrium that are irradiated by a central
star will have a limited range of possible mid-infrared colors and (apparent)
sizes, determined by the reprocessing of the stellar radiation by the dust. Under
the reasonable assumption that the objects are largely azimuthally symmetric,
any deviation from the standard color-size relation must point to differences in
the radial and/or vertical structure of the disk.
The idea that most group I objects may possess large radial gaps is almost
exclusively based on observational evidence from the outer disks around
Herbig Ae stars (Honda et al. 2012; Maaskant et al. 2013). Our mid-infrared
interferometric analysis of disks provides more insight into the nature of the
inner disks of group I objects. From our comparison between the observed sizes
and colors of Herbig Ae disks and sizes and colors of radiative-transfer models
in Sect. 5.6, we found that most group I objects cannot be interpreted as having
“standard” continuous disks. They fall in a region where the radiative-transfer
models have gaps in their radial dust distribution. This direct evidence for gaps
in the inner disks of group I objects endorses the idea that most of these disks
are transitional. Whether all group I disks in our sample have gaps cannot be
confirmed, since the observations of at least a few objects (e.g., RCra (#62))
are in agreement with there being a continuous inner disk.
For the group II objects, Fig. 5.6 indicated that several have colors and sizes
that agree with models for continuous disks. This agrees with the classical
picture that group II disks are gapless and flat. However, a number of group II
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sources differ from “standard” continuous disks. They fall in an overlapping
region with the gapped group I sources. Also the radiative-transfer models in
the overlap regions possess gaps in their radial dust distribution. Is it correct
to interpret these group II sources as having a gap? For at least two group II
disk sources, gaps have already been claimed. Based on near- and mid-infrared
interferometric observations (IOTA and MIDI, respectively) Schegerer et al.
(2013) modeled the disk around HD142666 as having a gap with a radius of
0.8 au, plus an additional inner disk between 0.3 and 0.35 au. Chen et al. (2012),
on the other hand, observed and analyzed the disk around HD144432, and their
interferometric observations (AMBER and MIDI) point to a similar model with
a gap radius of 1 au and a compact 0.2-au radius inner ring. The two sources
are group II sources in the overlap region between group I and II sources (#41
and #45), and both sources fall outside of the range of disk models without
gaps.
In addition to the above examples, millimeter observations of the group II
source RYTau indicate that the inner disk environment may be dust-depleted
(Isella et al. 2010). The lack of millimeter emission for this object may not
immediately imply a physically gapped disk (e.g., Dong et al. 2012). Still, in
the size-color diagram in Fig. 5.6, RYTau (#3) lies at the top of the region that
is compatible with disk models without gaps. This object may therefore be an
example of a gapped group II disk that is missed by the simple size and color
criteria. Our conservative way of estimating the possible range of half-light
radii may in fact impede the identification of RYTau as a gapped source, and
even more group II objects with large half-light radii may have gaps.
We conclude that, although the direct translation of sizes and colors in the
presence of gaps in group II disks might not be straightforward, there seems to
be a promising correspondence between the two. The discovery that also some
group II disks have gaps alters the existing picture of group I and II disks.
5.7.2 The observational picture of Herbig Ae disks
With MIDI we observe in the 8− 13 micron atmospheric window (N band) and
probe mainly warm dusty material at T & 200K. This limits the radial range
that we see to several tens of au from the star, because at larger radii the dust
is not warm enough to emit significantly in this spectral region.8 The range of
spatial scales that is sampled by our observations and in which we can directly
8The radial range seen in the 10-µm spectral region depends on the stellar luminosity
(scaling with L1/2? ). These considerations only apply to dust that is in thermal equilibrium with
the radiation field, such as typical silicate dust. In contrast, particles that are stochastically
heated, such as PAHs, can be observed to much greater distances of up to several 100 au in
some HAe stars. Such particles are small enough to reach temperatures of several 100K upon
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between the spatial range probed by MIDI (in terms of
its spatial resolution and the temperature domain) and the possible, observed
disk structures. We distinguish between group I and group II disks, with or
without silicate feature (a vs. b). The green and red colors indicate whether
MIDI provides the spatial information to fully characterize the presence and
onset (inward) of possible disk gaps.
detect the signature of a disk gap is 1 to 15 au in the best cases, but depends
on the UV coverage.
Figure 5.7 gives an overview of possible disk geometries for Herbig Ae stars.
We distinguish between the following cases:
1. Groups I and II (Meeus et al. 2001). These indicate the amount of
far-infrared excess emission and are thought to physically correspond to
objects with flared (group I) or flat (group II) outer-disk geometries.
2. Subgroups a and b (Meeus et al. 2001), indicating whether emission
features from silicate dust are seen (a) or not (b). Physically this
absorption of a single optical/UV photon, making them “light up” briefly at mid-infrared
wavelengths.
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corresponds to a configuration where small (. few micron) silicate grains
are present at the disk surface in the right temperature range to emit in
the N band (subgroup a), or not (subgroup b). Following the Maaskant
et al. (2013) picture, group Ib objects have very large gaps in the region
which otherwise dominates the silicate emission. Transitional group Ia
objects still have strong silicate emission, which is dominated by either
the outer disk (Ia in Fig. 5.7iii) or the inner disk (Ia in Fig. 5.7vi).
The above classification does not provide a sufficient characterization for fully
interpreting our MIDI results. In addition to this commonly used framework,
we include a third dimension:
3. The spatial range of a possible disk gap. There may either be no gap,
a gap within the spatial range probed by MIDI, or a gap outside the
spatial range probed by MIDI. For the three geometries on the left in
Fig. 5.7, MIDI has the capacity to correctly infer whether a gap is present
in the disk and to measure the (inward) onset of the gap(s). For the right
three geometries, either the main gap is too extended to be identified with
MIDI (alone), or it lies outside the temperature or resolution range that
is probed. In the group II sources, with a disk gap, the spatial extent of
the main gap is smaller than in group I sources.
The geometries depicted in Fig. 5.7 correspond to models that have been
proposed for Herbig Ae stars. Two exceptions can be identified: the group IIa
disk with a gap far from the star and the group Ia disk with two gaps (Figs. 5.7v
and 5.7vi, respectively).
The first case, the group IIa source with a gapped outer disk may currently be
missing owing to an observational bias: the gap in such objects is difficult to
detect because the radial width is too small for the gap to have a significant
effect on the overall SED. In addition, group II disks are faint in scattered light
(e.g., Garufi et al. 2014), and the gap lies outside the disk region probed with
MIDI and can only be detected with long-baseline sub-mm/mm observations
with ALMA or the VLA.
The second case, the geometry for a double-gapped group Ia disk in Fig. 5.7,
requires some additional discussion. Several group Ia disks are characterized by
large gaps of tens of au in size. Examples are ABAur, HD36112, and HD142527
with inner radii of the outer disks of 88 au, 73 au, and 130 au, respectively (Honda
et al. 2010; Andrews et al. 2011; Verhoeff et al. 2011). The physical extent of
these gaps, and the fact that they still show strong 10-µm silicate emission (i.e.,
subgroup a), indicates that their 10-µm emission is coming exclusively from an
inner disk, a component that is potentially small and partially depleted of dust
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(e.g., Andrews et al. 2011). Mid-infrared interferometry of such a source will
point to a compact disk with small sizes and blue colors similar to a strongly
settled continuous disk. In other words, the sources are expected in the range of
models without gaps in Fig. 5.6. Instead, sources like ABAur (#7), HD36112
(#11), and HD142527 (#42) have sizes and colors that agree with models with
small inner gaps. A possible interpretation is that these group Ia sources have
additional small gaps in the inner disk regions, similar to the newly identified
gapped group II sources. The depicted geometry in Fig. 5.7 corresponds to
such a geometry. Alternatively, the inner disk geometry might be altered in a
different way and contain an extended halo component, as was proposed for
HD142527 (Verhoeff et al. 2011; we note that such a component strongly differs
from the compact tenuous halo of our radiative transfer models in Sect. 5.6.3).
Recent work by Marino et al. (2015) suggests that the inner disk of HD142527
is actually strongly inclined with respect to the outer disk.
5.7.3 Effects of gaps on other disk observables
Is the formation of a gap at a specific location in the disk the fundamental
characteristic that determines the observational appearance of Herbig Ae disks?
Forming a gap by, for instance, the formation of a sufficiently massive planet
will lower the local surface density and largely isolate the inner disk from the
rest of the disk. If this process occurs close to the star, continuous accretion of
the inner-disk material can partly drain out the inner disk. A lower amount of
hot material will lead to a decrease in near-infrared radiation, an effect that
will be visible in the object’s SED.
Figure 5.8 gives an overview of the SEDs of the group II objects in the sample,
where the stellar photosphere has been subtracted. In order to compare objects
of different luminosities and at different distances, we normalized the fluxes to
the photospheric contribution in the J band (λ = 1.24µm). The aim of the
figure is to compare the following classes of sources:
• group IIa objects with observed/expected gaps within 15 au (based on
Fig. 5.6), i.e., sources HD72106 (#22), KKOph (#56), HD142666 (#41),
UXOri (#10), HD144432 (#45), and AKSco (#55);
• other group IIa objects.
Objects with an inner gap tend to have slightly lower near-infrared fluxes than
the other group members.9 The mid-infrared fluxes, on the other hand, are
9A notable exception is the upper group IIa source with a (suspected) inner gap. This source
is KKOph (#56). Kreplin et al. (2013) model its near- and mid-infrared interferometric data
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Figure 5.8: Near- and mid-infrared excess SED of the group IIa stars in the
sample. The SEDs are normalized to the stellar flux in the J band (λ = 1.24µm).
The full yellow lines indicate sources with observed or suspected gaps. The
shaded green zone show the 25% to 75% percentile of the other objects. Sources
with gaps generally have slightly lower near-infrared excesses than gapless
sources.
similar to the other targets within the group. The lower near-infrared excesses
for sources with inner gaps is likely related to the partial accretion (“drain-out”)
of the inner disk, as alluded to above.
Acke et al. (2009) find a strong anti-correlation between the 7-µm excess and the
[30/13.5] continuum flux ratio for Herbig Ae/Be stars. In their interpretation, a
higher inner disk results in a stronger shadowing of the outer disk, hence a bluer
mid-infrared disk color. Conversely, the shadowing effect of a lower inner-disk
rim is lower, so these disks appear redder. The relatively low near-infrared
excess for disks with an inner gap now provides an alternative explanation for
this correlation. In an evolutionary scenario driven by gap formation, objects
with a strong near-infrared excess and blue colors have the most primitive
inner disks, where a strongly optically thick inner rim casts a shadow on the
outer disk. Objects where gap formation in the inner disk has led to a partial
drain-out have a lower shadowing effect. These disks are less optically thick,
have a more illuminated outer disk, and will appear redder.
with a large envelope with polar cavities, in addition to a (continuous) disk. This geometry
deviates from a standard disk, and possibly explains why the source is atypical in our sample.
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An important diagnostic for the disk structure is the PAH emission. Based on
the work of Acke et al. (2010), Maaskant et al. (2014) compile a list of 48 Herbig
Ae/Be sources and compare their PAH luminosity to the Meeus et al. (2001)
classification. Whereas the group Ib objects all are found to have a relatively
strong PAH emission, the PAH contribution in group Ia and IIa objects is not
very different. For a similar fraction of sources (6/13 for group Ia and 12/28 for
group IIa), PAH emission is not detected, and the intrinsic emission strengths
overlap (with a wider spread for the IIa sources). The strong contribution for
PAHs in group Ib sources can be attributed to their very large gaps, which
lower the continuum emission and increases the irradiation to UV emission
(Maaskant et al. 2013, 2014). Group Ia and IIa sources have either smaller or
no gaps, which largely excludes this effect. Similarly, the stronger molecular
gas emission for group I sources than for group II sources can be related to a
more progressed dust clearing within the disks of the former group, resulting in
a more efficient heating of the outer layers (Meeus et al. 2013).
5.7.4 Evolutionary classification for T Tauri and Herbig stars
Herbig Ae stars are the more massive counterparts of the more numerous
TTauri stars. Spitzer surveys of clusters (e.g., Lada et al. 2006; Currie et al.
2009; Merín et al. 2010; Cieza et al. 2012) have yielded new insight into the
characteristics and evolution of TTauri disks. The SEDs of TTauri stars have
been classified in four groups: primordial disks, disks with large inner holes (or
gaps), homologously depleted (or anemic/weak-excess) disks with weak overall
infrared excesses, and debris disks. The different classes of objects in between
primordial and debris disks led to the idea that different evolutionary channels
exist toward debris-disk or diskless objects (e.g., Lada et al. 2006), governed
by the different dispersal processes in protoplanetary disks (e.g., Cieza et al.
2012). An evolutionary scenario proposed by Currie et al. (2009; see also Currie
2010) is that primordial disks evolve into either homologously depleted disks
through simultaneous dust clearing at a wide range of disk locations or disks
that developed large inner holes (or gaps) as part of an inside-out clearing
process. The Maaskant et al. (2013) scenario can be interpreted as the Herbig
Ae equivalent for the above evolutionary scenario, where group II disks are the
homologously depleted disks and group I disks the disks with large holes or
gaps.
The classification and evolutionary scenarios of TTauri stars are essentially
based on SEDs, i.e., spatially unresolved data. Even though radiative-transfer
modeling may partly lift degeneracies based on simple color criteria (e.g., Merín
et al. 2010; Currie & Sicilia-Aguilar 2011) and may correctly help to identify
large inner holes, the structural information in SEDs is still limited. The group
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I and group II SED classification for Herbig Ae stars is an excellent example of
this. Initial ideas suggested grain growth and settling as the main mechanism to
transform group I into group II disks (Meeus et al. 2001; Dullemond & Dominik
2004a,b), and several works on grain growth endorsed these evolutionary ideas
(e.g., Acke et al. 2004; Bouwman et al. 2008; Meeus et al. 2009; Juhász et al.
2010).
Observations that spatially resolve Herbig Ae disks challenged this evolutionary
picture. The realization of Maaskant et al. (2013) that all group I objects
may have gaps shows that many “primordial” group I disks are in fact in a
far-evolved stage of gap formation. Our results provide additional evidence for
the gapped nature of group I disks. The presence of large gaps suggests that
many disks bear massive, or multiple (e.g., Zhu et al. 2011; Dodson-Robinson &
Salyk 2011), planets. If all group I objects turn out to have gaps,10 it may well
be that group I objects indeed form a separate evolutionary channel (Maaskant
et al. 2013; see Sect. 5.1). A possible common ancestor for Herbig Ae disks, like
the primordial disk for TTauri stars, has not (yet) been identified.
Our spatially resolved observations of a large sample of Herbig Ae disks,
identifying a significant number of gapped group II disks, now provide a second
alteration of existing evolutionary scenarios. The possibility that these objects,
in a far stage of dust growth and settling, may also be in an advanced stage of
planet formation and disk dissipation is intriguing in its own right. From an
evolutionary point of view, the new population of gapped disks may point to
new links between the existing classes of objects.
5.7.5 Evolutionary implications of gapped group II disks
A full target-by-target characterization, including the MIDI data and other
high-angular-resolution constraints, is an important next step to be taken for
understanding the newly identified population of gapped group II disks. In the
current picture, the gaps in flat disks are small and are located in the inner few
au. Flat disks with small gaps in the outer disk, as in Fig. 5.7v, have not (yet)
been discovered. Based on the limited but qualitatively new information given
by the MIDI observations, we now discuss possible evolutionary implications of
this newly identified population.
A population of gapped group II disks provides direct evidence that multiple
disk-dispersal mechanisms – grain growth and gap formation – are contributing
together to the evolution of individual disks. The classification of objects based
10Other recent and upcoming works show additional evidence of gapped group I objects
(e.g., Matter et al. 2014; van der Plas et al. 2015; Khalafinejad et al., in prep.; Menu et al.,
Chapter 4).
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Figure 5.9: Possible evolutionary connections between Herbig Ae/Be sources.
Three populations of objects are identified: flat continuous disks (group II
sources), flat disks with gaps (group II sources), and flaring transition disks
(group I sources). Gapped group II sources are most likely descendants of group
II sources without gaps. The arrows indicate two possible evolutionary ideas
for the ancestors of transitional group I sources: green arrow = influx from
a common ancestor; yellow arrow = influx from group II sources with gaps
(cf. Fig. 5.1).
on their spatially unresolved appearance (e.g., the decision tree in Fig. 10 in
Williams & Cieza 2011) is therefore a simplification of the actual dispersal
process.
Different ideas for incorporating the new class of objects in current evolutionary
scenarios can be thought of. First, the gapped group II objects may be evolved
group I objects, with a continued grain growth and settling of the outer disk.
Contrary to the gaps discovered in group I disks, gaps in group II disks are small.
This scenario would therefore require the collapse of the outer disk and the
closing of large gaps to be coeval processes. Though this cannot be excluded, it
is not likely to be a common phenomenon. In addition, group Ib objects, which
are characterized by extreme gap sizes and a lack of small silicate grains in the
inner several tens of au, most probably do not evolve into quasi-continuous disks
with a clear silicate feature. Two other evolutionary ideas are the following:
1. Even though group II objects have a grain population that experienced
significant evolution, gaps may still be developing, yet the gaps are smaller
than for the group I objects, and group I and II sources present a parallel
evolution.
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2. Group II objects may be the precursors of (some) group I objects. The link
between the two could be giant planet formation, leading to the carving
of a gap and the dynamical excitation of the disk material.
In both scenarios, group II objects without gaps are the precursors of group
II objects with gaps. The main difference between the two ideas is the origin
of group I objects. As we depict in Fig. 5.9 (green arrow), the first scenario
assumes that the group I population represents the outcome of an isolated
evolutionary channel. The second scenario (yellow arrow if Fig. 5.9), on the
other hand, assumes at least a partial influx from group II objects.
The first scenario can be embedded naturally in a common-ancestor scenario
(for Herbig Ae/Be stars, Maaskant et al. 2013; for TTauri stars, Currie et al.
2009). The origin of the different evolutionary outcomes, in terms of the initial
conditions, is still not understood. A common ancestor for Herbig Ae/Be
stars has not yet been identified. It is therefore not clear whether low- and
intermediate-mass objects follow exactly the same evolution. For instance,
unlike for evolved TTauri stars, a large number of the intrinsically evolved
Herbig Ae objects are accreting (e.g., Garcia Lopez et al. 2006), and clear inner
holes (as opposed to gaps) seem not to be common. Finally, Herbig Ae disks are
often found to be relatively massive (e.g., Acke et al. 2004). Identifying group
II disks with the population of (intrinsically low-mass) homologously depleted
TTauri disks is therefore problematic.
The second scenario, which incorporates a possible evolutionary connection
between group II and group I objects, is discussed in the next section.
5.7.6 Can (some) flat disks evolve in flaring transition disks?
Age information is very important for verifying different evolutionary ideas.
Young stellar clusters, generally having well established ages,11 contain young
intermediate-mass objects. It turns out that a large number of these objects in
clusters with ages of a few Myr have either debris disks or no disks at all (e.g.,
Sicilia-Aguilar et al. 2006; Currie et al. 2009; Currie & Kenyon 2009; Hernández
et al. 2009). It is clear that the Herbig Ae stars with massive disks may therefore
be a fairly selective population of young stars. For about half of the objects in
our sample, an age estimate can be found in van Boekel et al. (2005). The age
values show that many objects in our sample are relatively old (& 2Myr), and
no clear evidence for a different age distribution for group I and II objects can
11However, as stated by Bell et al. (2013), the ages of star-forming regions may be
significantly underestimated. We refer to Cloutier et al. (2014) for a further discussion
of the cluster populations in terms of the previous and new cluster ages.
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be inferred. These age estimates of isolated objects have large uncertainties,
however. Arguing for different scenarios based on the individual age estimates
for the objects is therefore intricate, and the reasoning below is based on more
heuristic arguments.
The initial grain growth in disks can be very fast. Within on the order of
0.1Myr, the entire submicron grain population of a disk will experience growth
and grains with sizes up to 100µm or 1 cm can be formed (e.g., Birnstiel et al.
2010, and references therein). Naturally, by the time the sources have cleared
most of the envelope and become optically visible (Lada) class II objects, their
disks may have a settled grain population and tend to be “flat” (i.e., Meeus
group II without gap). Depending on the overall grain growth, disks will be
less or more settled (e.g., Juhász et al. 2010).
The growth from cm-sized pebbles to km-sized planetesimals and finally planets
is a more complex process, involving the overcoming of several growth barriers
(for a recent review, see Johansen et al. 2014). The typical timescale for the
formation of a massive planet, which is needed for carving out a clear gap in the
disk, remains an important unknown quantity. Depending on the exact grain
growth models (compact versus fluffy aggregation), the expected timescales for
the transition from cm-sized grains to 100-m sized bodies is 103 yr (Okuzumi
et al. 2012) to 106 yr (Windmark et al. 2012), at a radial distance of 1 au (see also
Schmitt et al. 1997). Growth to genuine planetesimals possibly even requires
mechanisms that lead to a large-scale concentration of particles (e.g., Johansen
et al. 2007), and the characterization of these mechanisms is an ongoing process.
On the time scale of 1−10Myr, objects of & 10M⊕ can form, which are massive
enough to keep hold of the H and He gas (e.g., Pollack et al. 1996). These
objects quickly evolve into young gas giant planets of & 1MJup, which start
clearing a gap in the disk, but this gap is not yet very large and does not
significantly affect the SED. Depending on at what radius in the disk the planet
forms and opens the gap, we may see it with MIDI if it occurs in the right range
(i.e., group II sources with a gap that is detected; Fig. 5.7ii) or may not see it if
the gap lies outside of the range probed by MIDI (i.e., group II sources with a
gap that is present but remains undetected; Fig. 5.7v).
For a sufficiently massive planet, the gap will become so large (group I) that a
significant range of temperatures is “missing”, yielding the typical “dip” in the
SED.12. The massive body dynamically excites the population of planetesimals
(e.g., Krijt & Dominik 2011), leading to a collisional cascade and a renewed
production of (sub-)micron sized grains (e.g., Bouwman et al. 2003). This
increases the opacity of the disk, hence its ability to flare (Dullemond &
12Multiple planets may be required to form large gaps (e.g., Zhu et al. 2011; Dodson-
Robinson & Salyk 2011)
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Dominik 2004a). Furthermore, the direct dynamical interaction of the disk with
the massive planet may increase its scale height at the inner edge of the outer
disk: energy dissipated in spiral shock waves heat the disk midplane (Harker
& Desch 2002), increasing the pressure scale height. Depending on the spatial
extent of the gap, we may or may not see the mid-infrared silicate emission.
If there is still much material in the right temperature range, we are seeing a
group Ia source. In some of these disks, the emission is dominated by material
in the inner disk (e.g., HD142527), in others by the material in the outer disk
(e.g., HD100546; see Fig. 5.7). If the gap becomes so large that the entire region
responsible for the mid-infrared silicate emission is empty, we are seeing a group
Ib source (e.g., HD169142).
The above scenario explains how group II objects may evolve into group I
objects via group II objects with gaps. It remains to be shown from a modeling
point of view whether such a transformation is possible. It may not be likely
or required that all flaring transitional disks are descendants of flat continuous
disks. Still, this scenario does not require any unidentified common ancestor,
and it naturally explains the occurrence of all the kinds of disks we see, including
the absence of group IIb sources. Indeed, for these sources to exist, very large
gaps in group II disks would be required (for suppressing the silicate emission),
hence very massive or multiple planets. The latter would turn the disk into a
group I object long before the gap is large enough to see no silicates.
5.8 Summary and conclusions
Linking signatures for the structure of protoplanetary disks to their evolutionary
status is one of the primary interests of disk observations. High-angular-
resolution observations provide valuable constraints on this discussion.
Mid-infrared interferometric observations of 64 protoplanetary disks, obtained
with the MIDI instrument on the VLTI, were collectively analyzed in this work.
The typically low number of observations per target imposes the use of simple
disk models. The temperature-gradient model we used leads to size estimates
for the disk region emitting in the mid-infrared.
For the total sample, going from low-mass T Tauri objects to massive YSOs,
we see a gradual increase in characteristic sizes, but with a considerable spread.
Several outliers in the trends are well known for having large disk gaps, implying
that the sizes derived using simple disk models provide a diagnostic for the
presence of disk gaps.
To quantitatively interpret observed trends, a population of radiative-transfer
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models was assembled. Limiting the comparison to the Herbig Ae disks, which
with 35 representatives form the largest group of objects within the sample,
leads to four important findings:
1. Most group I objects have sizes and colors that are compatible with having
gapped inner disks. This endorses the idea of Honda et al. (2012) and
Maaskant et al. (2013) that many, and maybe all, group I objects have
gaps.
2. Some group II disks, thought to have flat, gapless disks, are indeed
compatible with such a configuration.
3. Several other group II objects have sizes and colors that are incompatible
with such a configuration. Instead, they share characteristics with group I
objects, which are all thought to have gaps. They also are compatible with
radiative-transfer models of transition disks. For some of the mentioned
group II disks, it has already been claimed that they have gaps.
4. Some disks have colors that differ strongly from those of the radiative-
transfer models. All these objects are group Ib sources, whose mid-infrared
emission (by definition) lacks a silicate feature. We argue that the emission
of PAHs and VSGs alters the mid-infrared appearance of these disks and
decouples the relation between disk color and (apparent) disk size, usually
governed by the dust that is in thermal equilibrium with the radiation
field.
The population of group II disks with gaps makes a strict structural separation
between continuous flat disks and flaring transition disks obsolete.
Gaps in massive protoplanetary disks are often associated with the presence
of massive planets. It is remarkable that the new population of group II disks
also shows gaps. This potentially indicates that these objects are also in an
advanced stage of gas-giant planet formation.
From an evolutionary point of view, flat disks with gaps (gapped group II)
most likely are descendants of continuous flat disks (group II without gaps).
This idea can naturally be embedded in a common-ancestor scenario where
flaring transition disks (group I) form a separate evolutionary channel. Gap
formation by massive planets may also have a stronger structural impact on the
initially settled disk. Gaps growing in size may lead to a group I appearance.
A dynamical excitation of large bodies may reintroduce a micron-sized grain
population. In addition, planet-disk interaction may dynamically increase the
height attained by dust particles. The result of these interactions is a disk that
may appear to be group I, with large gaps and a flaring outer disk.
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Full grain-growth models for disks, which include the formation of and the
interaction with a planetary body, can shed new light on the link between
observed disk structures and evolutionary stage.
5.9 Appendix A: Temperature-gradient models: the
pole-on approximation
The assumption of the temperature-gradient model (Sect. 5.3) that disks are
oriented pole-on is incorrect, at least for some disks. In this appendix, we
comment further on this approximation and its possible effect on the resulting
half-light radii.
The pole-on approximation is equivalent to assuming that the inclination i is
zero, an orientation for which the disk’s position angle P.A. is not defined. For
the interferometric observation, this orientation has the advantage that the
model is independent of the baseline angle. Indeed, the relative angle between
the disk’s position angle and the baseline angle is what generally plays the role
in defining the model orientation. For this reason, the pole-on approximation
has generally been used for interferometric surveys with few observations per
target (e.g., Monnier & Millan-Gabet 2002; Monnier et al. 2005).
Intrinsically, the pole-on approximation is only justified for pole-on or mildly
inclined (e.g., i . 20◦) disks. However, a significant number of the disks in our
sample will have a stronger inclination. To justify the use of a pole-on disk
geometry for determining the half-light radius of these disks, we perform the
following simulation. We take two of the radiative transfer models of Sect. 5.6.3
with the same stellar/disk parameters13 but with two different inclinations:
i = 10◦ (nearly pole-on) and i = 60◦ (strongly inclined, close to the maximum
for a non-obscured central object). For each of the two models, we calculated
the half-light radius with the pole-on temperature-gradient model, for a random
set of five interferometric observations (i.e., five UV points). This experiment
was repeated 500 times, and histograms of the determined half-light radii are
shown in Fig. 5.10. First, the Monte Carlo simulation shows that even for this
strong inclination difference, the median half-light radius for both distributions
differs by only 10%. Second, the fit of the strongly inclined disks is slightly
biased toward underestimating the half-light radii found for the (almost) pole-on
disk, and the range of possible size estimates is 20-25 % wider. These minor
differences allow us to conclude that the mid-infrared half-light radius of a
pole-on temperature gradient model is a robust parameter, even for disks that
13Parameter values: M? = 2.0M, L? = 21L, Teff = 8500K, Rin = Rsub, amin =
0.01µm, α = 10−2.
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Figure 5.10: Results of a Monte Carlo simulation for testing the influence of the
pole-on approximation of the temperature-gradient models on inclined disks.
The blue and red histograms show the distribution of (normalized) half-light
radius estimates for a (almost) pole-on disk (i = 10◦) and a strongly inclined
disk (i = 60◦), respectively. The median size estimates differ by 10%.
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Figure 5.11: Results for the same Monte Carlo simulation as in Fig. 5.10 (for the
radiative-transfer disk with i = 60◦), but with a temperature-gradient model
that also includes the inclination i and the position angle P.A. as free parameters.
Clearly, neither the half-light radius, nor i and P.A. are well constrained. The
radiative-transfer disk has cos i = 0.5 (i.e., i = 60◦) and P.A. = 0◦/180◦.
are strongly inclined. The conclusions based on Fig. 5.6 (for which the vertical
axis is on a logarithmic scale) are thus unaffected by this approximation.
Two alternatives for this pole-on approximation can be considered, for which
we show below that they provide less robust or less confined results. First, it
is obviously possible to extend the fit of the temperature-gradient model to
include the disk inclination and position angle as fit parameters. We did this
experiment for the above radiative-transfer model disk with i = 60◦. In the
first histogram in Fig. 5.11, we see that the inferred half-light radius is much
less constrained than under the pole-on approximation in Fig. 5.10. The two
other histograms show the inferred inclination and position angle, neither of
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which are well constrained. It is clear that the originally robust size parameter
(under the pole-on approximation) is not robust when the disk orientation is
assumed to be free.
A second option is to fix a non-zero inclination for the temperature-gradient
model and determine half-light radii with this inclined geometric model. To
avoid biases related to the unknown position angle, the applied model needs to
be fit at the full range of position angles (P.A. = 0◦ to 180◦/360◦). The result
of such a fit is a range of half-light radii (for the varying position angles) rather
than a single value. Part of this size range will come from models that are
oriented perpendicularly to the actual disk orientation. For strongly inclined
disks, these half-light radius estimates will therefore be less precise than when
a pole-on model is taken. The result is a less confined size estimate than for
the pole-on approximation. The conceptually easier pole-on approximation,
which we have shown to be robust (even when disks are strongly inclined), was
therefore the preferred approach in this work.
5.10 Appendix B: Overview of MIDI observations
In Table 5.5, an overview of the MIDI observations is presented.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions & future prospects
This thesis focused on the use of high-angular-resolution techniques for inferring
the structure of protoplanetary disks around young stars of low and intermediate
mass. The versatile nature of these disks, with evidence of gaps, spiral structures,
warps, and strongly concentrated distributions of large grains, demonstrates
that the disks are under constant evolution.
The point of departure of this work was the large amount of data that were
available from the MID-infrared Interferometric instrument MIDI. After ten
years of observations, the instrument was decommissioned last March (2015).
The rich MIDI data archive contains observations of over a hundred young
stellar objects with disks, and a large subset of these data are for the first
time presented and analyzed in this work. For this, a largely automatized data
reduction and calibration algorithm was developed (Chapter 2). This algorithm
not only allowed us to process the large amount of observations, it also ensures
that the data reduction is reproducible.
Future prospects. The king is dead. Long live the king. The decommissioning
of MIDI and its removal from the VLTI Laboratory were required to (literally)
make room for a new generation of infrared interferometers. One of these
instruments is the successor of MIDI: the MATISSE instrument (Multi-AperTure
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mid-Infrared SpectroScopic Experiment; Lopez et al. 2014). Combining the four
VLTI UT telescopes or four AT telescopes, this instrument will allow for the
model-independent mid-infrared imaging of various circumstellar geometries.
In addition, it will add the L (λ = 3.5µm) and M (λ = 4.8µm) band as new
observational windows in interferometry.
In the light of the work on the MIDI data reduction presented here, a number of
recommendations concerning the MATISSE instrument and its operation can be
formulated. Mid-infrared interferometry indeed provides a very important tool
for resolving structures that are too compact for classical mid-infrared imaging.
However, to ensure immediate scientific productivity for the instrument, a
number of limitations of MIDI needs to be overcome. The following examples
can be thought of:
1. A fast intertwining of science observations with standard calibrator
observations is needed (e.g., as is done for the PIONIER instrument,
Le Bouquin et al. 2011), in addition to a limited overhead between
observations. Estimating the transfer function of nights with only a
few calibrator observations, taken at a rate of 1 observation/hour (as was
generally the case for MIDI), is often difficult.
2. A pipeline that processes full nights of raw data into the immediate
science products is essential. The standard pipeline should include a
calibration strategy that invokes several calibrator observations, as the
one presented here. A standardized approach ensures reproducibility of
observational results and avoids requiring “blackbelts” for completing the
data reduction.
3. Leveraging the importance of infrared interferometry requires the
technique to become more accessible to non-experts. The above point will
contribute to this, but also the continued investment in data analysis tools
is required. Of importance are both parametric data-simulation tools, like
MCMax and MCMax3D (see Chapters 3 to 5), and Phoebe 2.0 (Degroote
et al. 2013), and image-synthesis codes, like MiRA (Thiébaut 2008) and
BSMEM (Buscher 1994; Lawson et al. 2004).
MIDI was, to a large extent, a tool that required a considerable level of expertise
for any user. It is the task of MATISSE to become MIDI 2.0 (rather than MIDI
1.1), an instrument that will open up for a more general public of non-experts
and thereby initiate a revival in mid-infrared interferometry.
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One of the objects observed with MIDI is the low-mass TTauri star TWHydrae
(TWHya). Since data at different wavelengths in previous studies gave rise to
different structural constraints, a modeling campaign that includes spatially
resolved data at the full relevant range of wavelengths was required. Our case
study in Chapter 3 demonstrates the importance of combining these kinds of
observations. First, structures with a central hole with a smooth inner rim
led to a good reproduction of the mid-infrared interferometry. Secondly, the
comparison of sub-mm and mm interferometry showed that the largest grains
are concentrated inwards in the disk. Rather than modeling the disk structure
separately at different (sub-)mm wavelengths, as was done for other objects
(e.g., Pérez et al. 2012) we designed a model that largely reproduced the data
set with a single model geometry.
The shaping of the disk structure close to a gap/hole and the concentration of
large grains in specific regions of protoplanetary disks have both been linked
to the interaction with a massive body. A direct detection of a planet in the
disk around TWHya is still awaited. Interestingly, new work on the disk points
to a more complex geometry at radii where we did not detect deviations from
a continuous disk. Debes et al. (2013) detected a disk gap at 80 au, Akiyama
et al. (2015) detected a potential gap at 20 au. Both studies were based on
high-contrast near-infrared imaging, something which our study lacked.
Future prospects. TWHya remains the closest and therefore most accessible
TTauri star. This makes the object the prime candidate for testing and
demonstrating the capacities of new instruments.
The new SPHERE instrument (Beuzit et al. 2008) on the VLT very recently
observed TWHya, and preliminary results indicate that the disk structure at
near-infrared wavelengths is even more complex than the recent gap detections
suggest. These initial results (van Boekel, priv. comm.) are reminiscent of the
ALMA images of HLTau, a disk object which demonstrates a complex collection
of rings of large dust grains (Partnership et al. 2015). TWHya may therefore
be the next ring world.
Inferring whether the same gapped structure is also seen at ALMA wavelengths,
also probing mm-sized grains (rather than the micron-sized grains with
SPHERE), is an obvious next step. We recently submitted an ALMA proposal
for this object (P.I.: R. van Boekel). The contrast between gap sizes at near-
infrared and millimeter wavelengths will provide essential constraints on the
masses of planets that may be responsible for the gaps.
A second detailed case study was presented in Chapter 4, and concerned
the Herbig Ae star HD179218. This object turned out to be an example
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object for which the combination of the distance and the inner-disk geometry
exactly matches the spatial resolution and wavelength range probed with MIDI.
We discovered a gap at 10-11 au within the disk, and thereby confirmed the
hypothesis of van der Plas et al. (2015) that the disk has a gap. The status of
transition (i.e., gapped) disk was also expected: the hypothesis of Maaskant
et al. (2013) learned us that all disks classified as group I may have gaps, for
which we now identified yet another example.
Not only the presence, but also the exact shape of the gap is of importance. A
formally better solution for the structure of HD179218 was provided by a more
complex elliptic disk morphology (e ∼ 0.1), with the central star at one focus.
The dynamical interaction with a massive body may be a necessary condition
for making a disk eccentric, and an eccentric disk in its turn may explain the
incidence of exoplanets on significantly eccentric orbits (e.g., Papaloizou et al.
2001).
Future prospects. Future hydrodynamical models of the disk around HD179218
should focus on explaining the sharpness of the inner rim and the magnitude
of the eccentricity. This will provide indirect constraints on the mass of the
companion that is required to carve this gap and the relevant time scales of the
gap formation. It is instructive here to compare with the well known Herbig
Ae star HD100546. Although the spatial scale of the gap for this target is
similar, the details of the rim morphology – rounded for HD100546 vs. sharp
and potentially eccentric for HD179218 – may indicate a substantially different
strength of the tidal interaction. For example, the sharpness of the rim may
suggest that the potential companion is less massive for HD179218 (cf. Fig. 7
in Mulders et al. 2013b).
Given its interesting morphology, HD179218 is a prime candidate for future
mid-infrared interferometric imaging instruments, in particular MATISSE. We
plan to add simulated MATISSE observations to Chapter 4, based on the
current best model for the object. A future confirmation of the results of these
simulations would be a nice result, but deviations (e.g., hot spots, accretion
flows) can even be more exciting.
Although the way towards the direct detection of an exoplanet using mid-
infrared interferometry was partly paved with MIDI (e.g., Matter et al. 2010), it
will remain extremely challenging to find direct hints of planet formation with
MATISSE. Developing interferometric facilities for tomorrow requires starting
to think today, and one future project that has crystallized around the goal of
directly detecting forming planets is Planet Formation Imager (PFI; Monnier
et al. 2014; Kraus et al. 2014). Selecting targets for such a facility is of course
premature. Still, it is reasonable to state that HD179218, together with its
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closer and brighter counterpart HD100546, will be prime targets for this new
kind of facilities, with the given science goals.
Focusing on individual objects allows for the fine tuning of models to the needs
of the observational data. However, case studies are often computationally
expensive (even when dedicated fitting routines are used, see Chapters 3 and
4), and even when large modeling campaigns are initiated (e.g., the DIANA
project, see below), model efforts take long. In addition, case studies do not
necessarily lead to the global picture of the population of objects.
The aim of our survey on protoplanetary disks (Chapter 5), mainly Herbig Ae
objects, was to analyze their large amount of MIDI data available in the ESO
archive. The number of objects in our survey was an order of magnitude larger
than the current sample studies in the literature for low- and intermediate-mass
objects. This also induced the need for applying simple modeling techniques.
For the subsample of Herbig Ae objects, we compared characteristic mid-infrared
sizes and colors with the corresponding quantities for simulated disks. This led
to the distinction of three different kinds of Herbig Ae objects:
• Group I disks have sizes and colors that are generally in agreement with
having gapped disks, supporting the idea proposed by Maaskant et al.
(2013).
• A number of group II disks have sizes and colors agreeing with flat, gapless
disks.
• Several other group II disks are incompatible with being gapless. They
have sizes and colors overlapping with group I disks and with radiative-
transfer models of gapped disks.
This third, newly identified class of objects, was unexpected: the presence of
gaps in group II disks may indicate that they also are in a far stage of gas-giant
planet formation. The latter was up to this point only associated with group I
disks, which seem to have much wider gaps. The exact evolutionary implications
of gapped group II disks are still unclear. One exciting interpretation is that
these objects are the evolutionary connection between group II disks without
gaps and group I disks. In other words, the disk evolution of intermediate-mass
young stars may go from flat disks to flaring transition disks, and a massive
companion formed within the disk may be the protagonist.
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Future prospects. New evolutionary ideas can and need to be tested with
new observations and simulations. Detailed structural information on the dust
distribution within disks is quickly starting to arrive from new high-angular-
resolution instruments/facilities (e.g., SPHERE; GPI, Macintosh et al. 2008;
ALMA). Spatially resolved observations of the molecular gas in disks (e.g.,
with ALMA) will improve our understanding of the gas dynamics within disks,
including the processes that lead to disk dispersal. Apart from information on
the disks themselves, a better determination of the stellar parameters for these
objects may help us to solve evolutionary questions. The Gaia mission (Gilmore
et al. 2012) will lead to precise distance estimates, which in its turn will result in
improved age and mass estimates. Absolute age information can help us to link
different classes of objects, something which currently is surprisingly difficult.
Finally, from the point of view of simulations, detailed dynamical disk models
which fully couple grain growth, dust-gas interaction, planet formation, and
planet-disk interaction will likely provide us with new insights in the appearance
of evolving protoplanetary disks.
Our survey included low- and intermediate-mass objects, but mainly focused on
the latter. A similar study will be performed for low-mass TTauri stars. This
project, led by József Varga from Konkoly Observatory (Budapest, Hungary),
is currently being initiated. In a meeting in March 2015, the first science goals
were set out and I passed on the MIDI data reduction pipeline (Chapter 2) to
the Hungarian colleagues. A second meeting is planned in September 2015. A
challenging aspect of the TTauri project is that the targets are generally fainter.
Their overall lower luminosity also implies that only a compact region in the
inner disk will be accessible with mid-infrared interferometry.
The large amount of data reduced for our MIDI-Herbig project opens
perspectives for more detailed case studies of the concerned objects. Although
the number of MIDI observations per target is often low, the MIDI data provide
important complementary information for modeling efforts based on other high-
angular-resolution data and/or spectroscopy (as we have shown in Chapter 3).
The aim of the DIANA project (http://diana-project.com/) is to combine
and analyze observational data from protoplanetary disks, in a coherent way.
The reduced MIDI data are being provided to the members of the project. In
addition, the data will be published in electronic form with the survey paper,
making it available to the entire community.
Finally, the MIDI data also give us an idea of what we can expect from future
mid-infrared interferometers. Based on the data, a selection of interesting
objects for MATISSE can be made.
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The evidence for gaps and other morphological alterations (rounded rims,
eccentric gaps, dust concentration mechanisms) in many protoplanetary disks
is the major result of this thesis. All of these observational features can be
the effect of ongoing planet formation within disks. “Finding planet traces in
disks” may hence have been an equally justified title of this work. A direct
detection of an exoplanet with MIDI, originally proposed as one of its science
goals (e.g., Leinert et al. 2003), turned out to be out of reach (e.g., Matter et al.
2010). Still, the numerous indirect hints of planet activity that MIDI detected
contribute to its rich, exciting, and unprecedented legacy.
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